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Abstract
Abstract
Identifying and localising tmnoiu* hypoxia in cancer patients is a challenge in 
oncology imaging. There are many ongoing clinical trials using conventional positron 
emission tomography (PET) scans and PET agents as cellular markers for detection of 
tiunoiu' hypoxia depending on the concept of the basic physics of 2 y amiihilation. 
However, Kacperski and Spyrou (2004) proposed, for the first time, to use 3y 
annihilation as a new PET molecular imaging modality, where the positronium and its 
annihilation, could serve as an oxygen-sensitive marker. The effective yield of 3y 
annihilation depends on the rates of fonnation and quenching. The formation of 
positronium is not only sensitive to the physics parameters, but also behaves as an 
active chemical particle. A hypoxic cell is a micro environment winch has an 
inadequate amomit of oxygen. Oxygen is known to be a strong positronium quencher 
where 2y amiihilation replaces the 3y process. It is thus possible for hypoxic cells to 
be characterised by higher 3y rates than those cells wliich are well oxygenated.
The measurement of 3y amiihilation to differentiate between oxygenated and non­
oxygenated biological samples in order to extinct useful information in PET for 
oncology is a challenging project. It opens up very interesting applications in nucleai' 
medicine imaging as the 3y yield has not been measured before in biological tissue 
and in particular hypoxic tumour cells. The project is multidisciplinaiy involving 
physics, biology and chemistry. There are many factors which affect the dissolved 
oxygen in mineral water, defibrinated horse blood and serum samples. These factors 
and tlie challenges to prepare in-vitro hypoxic samples have been experimentally 
measured using polarography with different chemical reactions e.g. carbon dioxide, 
nitrogen and AnaeroGen™. Results have shown that polarography was more suitable 
than colorimetery in the measurement of dissolved oxygen in blood due to the liigh 
absorption chamcteristic of blood. AnaeroGen'^^ is tire rnetliod of choice, unlike 
carbon dioxide or nitrogen treatment, for preparing hypoxic samples due to the good 
agreernerrt of tire behaviour of the oxygen reduction as in the oxyhaernoglobin 
dissociation curve which is caused by a decrease in pH, an increase hr partial pressme 
of carbon dioxide and an increase in temperature.
Abstract
The 3y yield was measured in normoxic and hypoxic environments using the triple 
coincidence measurement of tlri'ee high-energy resolution detectors (HPGe). The 
AnaeroGen™ was used to generate a hypoxic enviromnent. The percentage of the 
coincidence events qualified as 3y was 26.5% higher in the hypoxic enviromnent. This 
reseach work is a step towards the application of the novel modality of 3y PET which 
in conjimction with conventional 2y PET could serve as a non-invasive oxygen 
sensitive marker. The combination of 3y and 2y coincidences in nuclear medicine 
imaging systems may contribute important information for the development and 
validation of appropriate hypoxia markers.
The relative 3y/2y yield was measm*ed for a positron emitter ^^Na with the new 
generation of scintillator LaClsiCe and LaBrgzCe detectors, which had been 
characterised together witli Nal(Tl) and HPGe detectors. The experimental focus was 
on measuring the relative 3y/2y yield in different samples by applying the peak-to- 
peak and the pealc-to-valley methods. The value of the ratio 3y/2y depends on the 
specimen and is of the order of 10“^ . The relative 3y/2y yields obtained for the peak to 
pealc method in the silica sample were, for example, (3.41±0.18)xl0“^ 
(2.98±0.I3)xl0“^  (4.01±0.16)xl0“  ^ and (2.12±0.14)xl0“^  for LaBraiCe, LaClazCe, 
Nal(Tl) and HPGe detectors, respectively. The results show that the lanthanmn based 
crystals, LaBisiCe and LaCEiCe, have the potential to replace NaI(Tl) and HPGe due 
to both good energy resolution and good detection efficiency and can be the 
scintillator of choice for determining the yield o f 3y. The peak-to-valley method was 
applied to measure the relative yield of 3y/2y positron amiihilation using in 11 
haematological samples of different oxygenation levels. The relative 3y/2y yield was 
found to vary as much as 1 1 % between the components investigated.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Chapter 1
Introduction
The current incidence of cancer is increasing world-wide. Statistics in the UK. show 
that one tliird of the population will at some stage of their life suffer from cancer and 
one quarter will eventually die fr'om cancer [Cav99]. Around 293,601 new patients 
were diagnosed with malignant cancers in 2006 in the UK, wliich are about 800 cases 
a day [NatlO]. Table 1.1 shows the number of new cases and rates of all malignant 
neoplasms excluding non-melanoma skin cancer (NMSC) by cancer research UK in 
England, Wales, Scotland and N. Ireland for male and female patients. There ai'e more 
than 2 0 0  different types of cancer, but breast, hmg, lai'ge bowel (colorectal) and 
prostate cancers account for over half (54%) of all new cases. Figm*e 1.1 shows the 20 
most commonly diagnosed cancers in the UK (2006) [NatlO]. The UK cancer 
mortality statistics in 2007 were 155,484 deaths from cancers of the lung, colorectal, 
breast and prostate. These four types accounts for 47% of all cancer deaths. The 20 
most common causes of death from cancer are shown in Figm’e 1.2. More than 22% of 
all cancer deaths are from lung cancer. Ai'ound 10% and 8 % of all cancer deaths in all 
persons are from colorectal and breast cancers, respectively. Therefore the ti’eatment 
and diagnosis of cancer play an important role; accmute eaidy diagnosis has shown to 
be crucial for patient outcome (improving mortality rates) and assessment of the 
treatment. A diagnostic test is required that is sensitive and specific for both the 
assessment and prognosis [Cav99]. A variety of hnaging modalities have been used 
for cancer detection, among which is positron emission tomogi'aphy (PET). PET has 
the potential of showing and assessing physiological function of individual organs in 
the body, which other imaging techniques camiot match or provide. PET scanning in 
oncology applications has been shown to change therapy regimes and help avoid 
uimecessary surgery in a significant number of patients [Sha05].
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Table 1.1 : Number of new cases and rates of all malignant neoplasms (exc. NMSC),
UK, 2006 [NatlO].
England Wales Scotland N. Ireland UK
Males 121564 8897 13072 3690 147223
Females 120620 8305 13794 3659 146378
Persons 242184 17202 26866 7349 293601
B reast
Lung
Colorectal
P rosta te
N-H-L
M elanom a
B ladder
Kidney
O e so p h a g u s
S tom ach
P an c rea s
L eukaem ias
Uterus
Ovary 'llllliiillililli
Oral "llllllll
Brain with CMS Zllllllllli
Multiple m yelom a Zllllllll
Liver Zilll
Cervix lilllil
M esotheliom a
O ther
□ Male mil F em ale
0 10,000 20,000 30,000
N um ber of new  c a s e s
40,000 50,000
Figure 1.1: The 20 most commonly diagnosed cancers (exc. NMSC), UK, 2006
[NatlO].
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Colorectal
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Oesophagus
Pancreas
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Non-Hodgkin lymphoma 
All leukaemias 
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Brain with central nervous system
Liver
Multiple myeloma 
Malignant melanoma 
Mesothelioma 
Oral 
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Bone and connective tissue 
Other cancers
:inmi
tM
1 □ Males 1 Females
0 10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000
Number of deaths
Figure 1.2; The 20 most common causes of death from cancer (exc. NMSC), UK,
2007 [NatlO].
PET is able to measure non-invasively the physiological quantities and the metabolic 
process in vivo owing this capacity to four of its features: 1) use of
radiopharmaceuticals which resemble natural biological compounds, 2 ) quantification 
of tracer distribution, 3) rapid simultaneous volumetric acquisition and 4) whole body 
tomographic images. Indeed, it can measure tissue glucose metabolism, perfusion, 
amino acid uptake, receptor ligand mechanisms and drug kinetics [Sil98]. Such an 
approach can potentially detect subtle physiological abnormalities occurring at the 
cellular level, well before these become apparent in anatomy thereby improving 
disease management; detection of malignant tumours, differentiation of malignant
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from benign tumours and staging o f tumours. Recently PET has been increasingly 
used in planning and monitoring cancer therapy and not only in cancer diagnosis 
[Sha05]. Making the diagnosis o f viable tumour tissue following chemotherapy is 
another application of PET. The sensitivity (the fraction of patients actually having the 
disease that is correctly diagnosed as positive) o f fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET 
studies exceeds 80% [Sea07], dependent on tmiiour type, size, and location. PET can 
play a major role in the description of the extent and the spread of the tmnoiu in the 
body via whole body scanning. Information gained tlrrough stagmg can be employed 
for deteiinining the appropriate cause of treatment and eliminate many surgical 
investigating dissections and biopsies [Sil98, Str97, Sea07, Bin 10].
The physics of PET scamiing are predicated by the nuclei that emit the positron 
[Ter82]. A detail of the physics is given in Chapter 4 and is briefly given here. In 
clinical applications, a radiopharmaceutical or radiotracer is introduced into the 
patient intravenously. Then, after an appropriate uptake period, the concenti'ation of 
tracer in tissue is measm'ed by a PET seamier. During its decay process, the 
radionuclide emits a positron, when it reach thermal energies, after travelling a short 
distance (less than a few millimetres in tissue dependent on its energy and 
mornentiun), it encoimters an electron from the smToundmg environment. The two 
particles combine and annihilate resulting in the opposing emission at approximately 
180 degrees of two gamma rays of 511 keV each. The image acquisition is based on 
the external detection in coincidence of the emitted y-rays. A tme or valid amiihilation 
event must occiu* in coincidence within a short time mterval (~ ris) between two 
detectors on opposing sides of the seamier. For the accepted coincidences, several 
lines o f response (LOR) comiecting the coincidence detectors are drawn thr ough the 
object and used to reconstmct the image [Sha05, Ter82].
Kacperski and Spyrou (2004 and 2005), Kacperski et al (2004) and Spyrou et al 
(2005) proposed, for the first time, to use three gaimiia annihilation as a new imaging 
modality o f PET, even though positron annihilation into tluee photons is quite a rare 
event [Kac04a,b, Kac05, Spy05]. The information gained with the tluee decay 
photons detected can be liigher than in the case of two-gamma amiihilation. This is 
due to the easy localisation of the point at which the tluee-garnma annihilation 
occurred with one measiuement but also most importantly positronium can be an
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indicator o f the medinm in which annihilation has taken place. Progress m the physics 
and teclmology of broad-hand semiconductor materials and scintillation detectors has 
made possible a wider range of their apphcation in medical imaging. Ideally, 
scintillation crystals or semiconductor materials used in medical imaging applications 
should have high detection and scintillation efficiency, good energy, time and spatial 
resolution, short dead time, fast scintillation response and mechanical and chemical 
stability. Unfortmrately these requirements could not be met by any of the 
commercially available detectors. Thus there has been considerable research and 
development of new inorganic scintillators, (lanthanum bromide (LaBi’siCe) and 
lanthanum chloride (LaClsiCe)), with enlianced perfomiance [Dam06, ICuli04, 
Mos05], Initial experiments using high-piuity geimanium (HPGe) detectors for PET 
increased the possibility of the use of tluee-gamma amiihilation [Abu07]. It is 
important to clearly determine whether the new scintillator detectors can be used 
without the requirement for high resolution semiconductors.
Although FDG has the status of being the standard tracer for PET oncology there 
is a need for maiicers of more specific tmnour chaiacteristics to novel ti*eatment 
sti'ategies e.g. tmnour hypoxia. Assessment of tmnour perftision and hypoxia are likely 
to open new fields of interest for oncology and cai*diology treatments specifically 
designed to attack poorly oxygenated (hypoxic) cells. The importance of hypoxia in 
solid tumours was linked to the fact that hypoxic cells are more resistant to both 
radiation therapies and chemotherapy [Sha04]. Hypoxia is also known to be a 
prognostic indicator, since hypoxic tmnours are more biologically aggressive and are 
more likely to reoccur locally or metastasise [Cha83, Bri96]. The response of tmnom* 
cells to radiation therapy and resistant to chemotherapy increases fmther by their 
relative isolation from the blood supply. Tlrree times more radiation is required to kill 
anoxic (absence o f oxygen) than noiinally oxygenated cells. [Sha04, VauOl]. The 
degree of hypoxia m a tmnom: has been claimed to predict the efficacy of treatment 
being applied. It is vital to have accm'ate and reliable methods to measure tlie tmnom* 
oxygen concenti'ation. The question arises here is how can tumour hypoxia be 
measm'ed. A variety of physical and chemical methods has been proposed and 
employed to measure hypoxia in tumours. Two of these methods briefly discussed, are 
oxygen electrodes and the labelling agents for PET biomarkers.
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Oxygenation levels in tumours have mostly been measm'ed using polarograpliic 
oxygen electrodes [Nor94]. This is usually done by inserting the oxygen electiode 
tlu'ough a small plastic tube into the tmnom and the partial pressure of oxygen (PO2) 
measmements is usually obtained along a tiack with the length depending on the 
tmnour size and accessibility. The electrode would then be mechanically moved 
forward in steps of 1 mm followed by a retiaction o f 0.3 imn, givmg a net step length 
of 0.7 mm between individual PO2 measmements. In general, 2 to 4 insertions are 
obtained in the tmnom* and 1 to 3 tracks measmed per insertion. Consequently, tlie 
median PO2 and the fraction of PO2 aie produced [NorOl]. However, tliis method 
suffers from being restricted to accessible tumours, is extremely invasive and maybe 
contaminated from non-viable necrotic tissue. It mainly depends on a teclinically- 
skilled user and as a result there aie many interlaboratory variations reported in 
oxygen tension measurement. Furthennore it does not distinguish between viable 
hypoxic cells, non-hypoxic cells, blood vessels. Moreover, the signal-to-noise ratio is 
low, especially at low oxygen tensions, and tliis can lead to uncertainties in the 
measmements [Nor03, Hoc93]. Implying alternative assays using hypoxia ti'acers in 
comparison with oxygen electrodes seem attractive.
The alternative may occur fi'om PET imaging wliich was mtroduced as a non-invasive, 
in vivo method, to detect and quantify hypoxia by binding of ^^F-fluoromisonidazole 
(^^F-FMISO), ^^F-fluoroerythronitroimidazole (^^F-FETNIM), copper-diacetyl-bis 
(N"^-iiietliyltliiosemicai'bazoiie) (Cu-ATSM) and [^^F]-fluoi'oazoiiiycinarabinofur- 
anoside (FAZA) [Klio92, Klio95, Lew99, LehOl, LewOl, Sor03, Gro04, Pad07]. It has 
been shown that ^^F-FMISO PET was able to discriminate between murine tumours 
tieated with carbogen (95% oxygen, 5% CO2) and control tumom's. It is the most 
widely investigated tracer nowadays. It diffuses freely into cells and midergoes 
reduction where oxygen tension is low. ^^F-FMISO PET examination is followed by 
PO2 measmements before both a diagnostic biopsy and the entire tumour is surgically 
removed. However, it has been investigated and foimd that [^^F]FAZA has better 
pharmacokinetics and cleared fr'oiii normal tissue faster in compai'ison to [18FJFMISO 
[Pad07, Rei07].
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Recently, efforts have been made to invent efficient non-invasive methods to assess 
the presence and extent of tmnour hypoxia. Kacperski and Spyrou (2004) suggested 
that tliree-gamma images may provide more information about the concentration of 
oxygen in different types of malignant tumours, in comparison with the conventional 
two-gamma images. The use of three-gaimna aimiliilation as a new PET molecular 
imagmg modality, where the positionimn and its amiihilation, could seive as an 
oxygen-sensitive marker. The effective yield of tliree-gamma amiihilation depends on 
the rates o f positronimn formation and quenching. The formation of positronimii is not 
only sensitive to the physics parameters, but also behaves as an active chemical 
particle. Oxygen is known to be a strong positionimii quencher where two-gamma 
aimiliilation replaces the tluee-gaimna process. It is thus possible for hypoxic cells to 
be characterised by higher tliree-ganmia rates tlian those cells wliich are well 
oxygenated.
This thesis describes the préparations and the methods employed to measure the 
oxygen level in biological and non biological samples. The major contribution of this 
project is its fLirthering of the understanding of the best methods that can be used to 
prepai'e biological samples with different concentrations of oxygen. Tliis will help to 
investigate the probability of tluee-gamma positron amiiliilation witli different 
concentrations of oxygen, imaging the oxygen levels in biological samples and 
develop more feasible methods for clinical use. Although there was a lai'ge diversity 
and several disciplines involved in this project efforts were made to highlight the 
advantages and disadvantages o f each technique which may be applied. It was 
intended that tliis thesis provides the reader with sufficient backgi'oimd to be 
instrmnental in the examination of the application in tluee gamma PET technique, and 
provide a non invasive method tested against existing oxygen measiuement devices.
The second chapter discusses tlie physiological backgi'ound of the transport of oxygen 
and carbon dioxide in blood as well as the structure and function of blood composition 
is presented, hi chapter tluee a definition and causes of tumour hypoxia are 
highlighted with the measurement and assessment of tumour hypoxia by PET. In 
chapter four, a detailed discussion of the theory and tlie basic principle o f two gamma
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and tluee gamma PET is covered. The study of oxygen measmements in biological 
samples and the factors that affect dissolved oxygen in biological fluids are 
demonstrated in chapter five and six, respectively. Determination of the relative 
oxygenation of samples by ortho-positroniiun 3y decay for fiitiue application in 
oncology is explained by the experimental results obtained from tlie triple coincidence 
measiuement in chapter seven. Chapter eight explains tlie experimental comparison of 
the relative yield of 3y/2Y positron annihilation using semiconductor and scintillation 
detectors by applying peak-to-peak and peak-to-valley methods. The final Chapter 
presents a smimiaiy and conclusion of the current work and a discussion of direction 
of the fiirther work.
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Physiological Background
2.1 Oxygen cascade
It is surprising that over 90% of the human body is composed of just tluee elements; 
oxygen, carbon and hydrogen [Mad92]. Air consists mostly of oxygen, nitrogen and 
smaller quantities of argon and carbon dioxide. Gaseous exchange between the 
internal environment of the body and the atmosphere is achieved by the cardio­
respiratory system. All gas exchanges are made according to the laws of difhision, 
that is, movement occurs toward the area of lower concentration of the diffusing 
substance [Mar94]. At sea level, oxygen malces up about 21% of the inspired air and 
has atmospheric pressrue of 760 rmnHg. At this point, the oxygen starts to move down 
through the body to the cells. The driving force triggering diffusion of oxygen from 
the inspired air to its place of consrunption, the cell mitochondria, is the partial 
pressrue of oxygen (PO2) gradient from air along the respiratory tract, alveolar gas, 
arterial blood, systemic capillaries and the tissue cells with PO2 approximately 40 
rnniHg [Tre98, Kup03]. The process of declining oxygen tension from the 
atmospheric environment to the mitochondria in cells is laiown as the oxygen cascade.
2.2 Transport of oxygen and carbon dioxide in the blood
Blood accoimts for approximately 8 % of body weight and its voliune in healthy adults 
is 5 to 6  litres. Among all of the body’s tissues, blood is the only fluid tissue [Suk93]. 
Blood is a complex comiective tissue in which Irving blood cells are suspended in a 
liquid called plasma. These cells represent about 45% of the blood voliune and include 
red cells (erytluocytes), white cells (leucocytes) and platelets (tluornbocytes). The 
remaining 55% is plasma, an aqueous suspension of proteins, salts and organic 
solutes. About 90% of the cells are red cells, and nearly 10% are white cells and 
platelets which are important in defence and blood clotting, respectively [Tor03, 
Mar94]. The haemoglobin molecule, inside the erytluocytes, is made up of an iron 
porphyrin compound (tire Iraem group) and a protein (globin). The haem gr'oup
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contains a ferrous iron atom, which is capable of carrying a single oxygen molecule. A 
single molecule of human haemoglobin has four haem groups. Therefore, it is capable 
o f carrying four molecules of oxygen (Fig. 2.1) [Too95].
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Fig. 2.1 : The structure of haemoglobin [Too95].
There are two ways of carrying oxygen in the blood; bound or dissolved. 
Approximately 97% of oxygen is transported from the lung to the tissue in chemical 
combination with the haemoglobin. About 3% of oxygen is carried in the dissolved 
state in the water of the plasma and blood cells. Thus, under normal conditions, 
oxygen is carried to the tissues almost entirely by haemoglobin [Tor03]. When PO2 is 
high, as in the pulmonary capillaries, oxygen binds with the haemoglobin but when 
PO2 is low, as in the tissue capillaries, oxygen is released from the haemoglobin. This 
is the basis for almost all oxygen transport from the lung to the tissues. Carbon 
dioxide (CO2) is also carried in blood in three ways (Fig.2 .2 ). (1 ) Approximately 1 0 % 
of CO2 is dissolved in plasma and combined with plasma proteins. (2) About 60% 
CO2 enters the red blood cells and ends up as bicarbonate ion (HCO3 ) in plasma as a 
result of reaction of CO2 with water by the effect of a protein enzyme in the red blood 
cells called carbonic anhydrase, which catalyses the reaction. (3) About 30% of CO2
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binds to haemoglobin molecule to form carbaminohaemoglobin compounds (HbCOz) 
[Tor03].
30% 10%
CO2+H2O + - > % C 0 3
60%
H*+HC0 3 -
Buffered by Hb
Chloride shift
*  carbonic anhydase
Fig. 2.2 : Transport of carbon dioxide in the blood, adapted from [Tor03].
2.3 Oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation curve
Dissolved oxygen obeys Henry's law, that is, the mnount of oxygen dissolved is 
proportional to the partial pressure (P). hi other words, the most important factor that 
determines how much O2 or CO2 combines with haemoglobin is the paitial pressuie of 
oxygen (PO2) or partial pressure of carbon dioxide (PCO2), respectively (Table 2 .1) 
[Tor03,Guy06]. The higher PO2 the more O2 combines with haemoglobin. This 
relationsliip between the partial pressure of oxygen PO2 and the saturation of 
haemoglobin is called the oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation curve (Fig.2.3) [Dav99]. 
hi puhnonary capillaries, where PO2 is high ( 1 0 0  iiimHg) the haemoglobin is nearly 
95-98% saturated, which means that a large amoimt of O2 binds with haemoglobin. 
However, in tissue capillaries, where PO2 is lower (40 mniHg) the haemoglobin does 
not hold as much oxygen, about 75% satmated, and the O2 is unloaded via diffusion 
into tissue cells [Tor03, Guy06].
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Table 2.1 : Partial pressure (P) of oxygen and carbon dioxide values (inmHg) [Tor03,Guy06].
PO2 PCO2
Alveolar air 1 0 0 0.3
Arterial blood 95 40
Venous blood 40 45
Tissues 40 45
tpH . 1 i  DPG r^ > '-i Temp J  '
Oxygenated bic/ 
in systemic 
venis /
Oxygenated blood in 
systemic arteries
2 40 moE 30
30 40 so 60
P q ,  (m m H g}
90 100
Fig 2.3 : The oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation curve. [Dav99]
2.3.1 Factors that shift the oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation curve
There are several factors that influence haemoglobin attmction to oxygen which can 
result in the ciuwe being shifted to die right or left [Tor03, Guy06]. Several situations 
can increase haemoglobin affinity for oxygen, which result in a shift o f the curve to 
the left and upward caused by a decrease in (1 ) hydrogen ion concentration (increase 
in pH), (2) carbon dioxide concenti'ation, (3) blood temperature, (4) 2,3- 
diphosphoglycerate (DPG) concentration. On the other hand, the cuive is shifted to the
12
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light by an increase of these factors mentioned above which can be explained as 
follows:
An increase of carbon dioxide and hydrogen ion concentration in the blood causes 
oxygen to be displaced from the haemoglobin. As the blood passes through the 
tissues, CO2 diffuses from the tissue cells into the blood. This increases the blood 
carbonic acid (H2CO3) and the hydrogen ion concentration. This is called the Bohr 
effect. Tliis effect shifts the oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation curve to the right and 
downward allowing haemoglobin to easily off-load oxygen to the peripheral tissues. 
Exactly the opposite effect occurs in the lungs where CO2 diffuses from the blood into 
the alveoli. Therefore, binding of oxygen with haemoglobin tends to displace CO2 
fr'om the blood. Tliis effect is called the Haldane effect.
hi addition to C02 and pH changes, an increase of diphosphoglycerate (DPG) 
concentration is also shifting the cuiwe to tlie right. DPG is an organic phosphate, 
which is produced in erythrocytes during glycolysis. DPG is present m the blood in 
different concentrations under different metabolic conditions. The production of DPG 
increases when the peripheral tissue oxgyen's availability decreases, such as in the 
condition of hypoxia, clironic lung disease or anaemia. Therefore, under some 
conditions, the DPG mechanism can be important for adaptation to hypoxia, 
especially to hypoxia caused by poor tissue blood flow.
The temperatiu e of the muscle duiing heavy exercise often rises 2° to 3°C, which can 
increase oxygen delivery to the muscle fibres. The exercising muscles, in turn, release 
large quantities of CO2 and other acids wliich increase the hydrogen ion concentration 
in the muscle capillary blood. All these factors act together to sliift the oxygen- 
haemoglobin dissociation cuiwe to the right and downward forcing oxygen to be 
released from the haemoglobin to the muscles at the PO2 levels as great as 40 mmHg.
2.3.2 Clinical uses of oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation curve 
The role of haemoglobin as an oxygen earner in the blood and the oxygen- 
haemoglobin dissociation curve are clinically important since they describe the 
relationship between the arterial oxygen saturation and the partial pressure of oxygen. 
It is considered as a good tool in understanding the influence of the factors that may
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affect the staiidai'd dissociation curve or in other words the affinity of haemoglobin to 
oxygen. For example, it is usefiil in understanding tlie effect of carbon dioxide (C02) 
with normal partial pressiue of oxygen and haemoglobin saturation of oxygen. 
Furthermore, the changes of blood acidity during C02 transport can be assessed. 
Carbonic acid formed when C02 enters the blood in the peripheral tissues decreases 
the blood pH. In the hypoxic condition, high metabolic activity or when blood flow 
tlu'ough the tissues is poor, the decrease m pH in the tissue blood causes significant 
tissue acidosis. Hypoxia and acidosis may promote tmnour growth by recruiting blood 
vessels more effectively. A tmnour can be more aggressive if  either hypoxia or acidic 
pH induces genes such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). However, the 
relationship between tissue oxygen partial pressure, pH and VEGF transcription in 
vivo is not well miderstood [FukOl, GilOl, Hel97].
2.4 Methods of measuring oxygen
The amount of dissolved oxygen in fluid plays a vital role in a wide range of 
biological and environmental processes. Therefore, measming of dissolved oxygen 
has attiacted many scientific efforts and still remains a research topic of great 
importance. Wlien a liquid and gas such as oxygen in the alveoli and blood are at 
equilibrium, the amount of dissolved gas reaches its maximmn value. However, the 
amount o f a gas dissolving in a liquid is dependant mainly on tlnee factors according 
to Henry's Law: the solubility of the gas in the fluid, the temperatm-e of the fluid and 
the parfial pressure of the gas [Hit78]. There are a number of methods and equipment 
that have been developed for oxygen measm'ement. At present, blood gas analysis and 
pulse oximeters are commonly used in hospitals, especially in clinical laboratories, 
critical care imits and emergency depai-tments.
2.4.1 Blood gas analysis
Blood gas analysis is a procedure to measure the partial pressure of oxygen (PO2), 
carbon dioxide (PCO2) and blood pH (concentration of hydrogen ions) in whole 
blood. It can also measure electrolytes like IC^  and Na’*' and metabolites; glucose and 
lactate. The haemoglobin saturation (Hb02%) can also be calculated from the PO2 
using the oxygen dissociation curve. These values ar*e used by clinicians to assess the 
extent of hypoxia and acid-base imbalance [Sha94].
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Often blood gas analysis is called arterial blood gas analysis, since it requires a sample 
of arterial blood. This sample is usually collected from the radial, femoral or brachial 
artery. It is very important that air be excluded fr om the syringe both before and after 
the sample is collected. The syringe must be filled completely and never exposed to 
air. For transportation, the syringe should be capped with a blind hub, placed on ice, 
and immediately sent to the laboratory for analysis to guarantee the accinacy of the 
result obtained. The sample is inserted into an analytical instrument that uses PO2, 
PCO2 and PH electrodes to measur'e the concentr'ations. The oxygen electrode details 
are given below.
2.4.1.1 Oxygen electrode - Polarographic electrode
The oxygen electrode is employed in tire clinical chemistry laboratory or in intensive 
care areas. It is also known as a Clar'k cell or polarographic electrode. It has a thin 
organic membrane covering a platinum cathode and a silver chloride anode which are 
immersed in an electrolyte solution of potassium chloride (Figure 2.4) [PotOl]. A 
constant voltage of 0.7 V is applied between the cathode and anode. At the anode, 
electrons are provided by the oxidation reaction of the silver with the chloride ions of 
the potassium chloride electrolyte to give silver chloride and electrons as in the 
followirrg reactioirs;
i) KC1+ OH" ->K O H  + Cr (hr the electrolyte)
ii) Ag + C r AgCl + e' (At the anode)
At the cathode, when oxygeir diffiises through the membrane it is electrochenrically 
reduced, oxygeir combines with the electroirs and water giving rise to hydi'oxyl ions
in) O2 + 2 H2O + 4e" —> 4(OH)' (At the cathode)
The principle of the probe works on the fact that the more oxygen is available, the 
more electrons can be taken up at the cathode and consequently the greater the current 
flow. The cm*reirt flow through the cell is dependent on the oxygen coircentration at 
the platinimr electi'ode and therefore, directly propoiiional to the partial pressure of 
oxygen. All measiuemeirts, in the blood gas analyser, are performed at 37°C, the 
temperature o f blood in the human body, hr certain measui'ement systems the probe
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employed in the experiment has temperature sensors built into the probe for 
temperature measurement and compensation [Sha94, PotOl].
electronics & display
ammeter
Temperature
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Blood sample
Plastic membrane
Fig. 2.4 Oxygen electrode [PotOl]
2.4.1.2 pH electrode
The electrode is an ion selective electrode dependent on the hydrogen ion 
sensitive glass at its tip. A potential develops across this glass is dependent on the 
difference of across it. The within the electrode is maintained at a constant 
value by the buffer solution so that the potential across the glass is dependent only on 
the in the blood sample channel. To measure the potential difference it is necessary 
to make an electrical contact with the blood and with the buffer solution. However in 
the case o f the blood, a reference electrode is employed with a membrane at its tip to 
avoid contamination. Each electrode consists of two conductors; a metal component 
which conducts electrons and an electrolytic component to conduct ions. In both 
electrodes reference and electrode, the stability of the metal to solution is 
maintained through a special silver electrode in contact with its chloride which is in 
turn in contact with a solution of chloride ions. The silver/silver chloride connection in 
the electrode is in contact with the buffer solution while the silver/silver chloride 
reference electrode is linked to the membrane and the blood via a saturated solution of
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potassium chloride which completes the electrical circuit (Figure 2.5). The potential 
difference between the electrodes is measured and converted into a direct reading of 
or pH. Temperature control is again important and the measurement is performed 
at 37°C.
Voltmeter
H+ sensitive 
glass
Buffer Ag/AgCI 
H+ electrode
membrane
blood Ag/AgCIreference
electrode
saturated KOI 
solution
Fig. 2.5 pH electrode [PotOl]
2.4.1.3 CO2 electrode
CO2 electrode provides a direct method of CO2 measurement from the H^ change 
associated with the reaction of CO2 with water.
i) COi + H2 O *^H2C0, ^  / T  + HCOl
ii) The CO2  is directly related to concentration
The electrode incorporates hydrogen ion sensitive glass with electrodes either side. 
The glass is in contact with a thin film of sodium bicarbonate solution in an nylon 
mesh which is fixed over the glass tip (Figure 2.6). The blood is separated from the 
nylon mesh and bicarbonate by a plastic membrane which is permeable to carbon 
dioxide. At the tip of the electrode, carbon dioxide diffuses through the plastic 
membrane into the mesh impregnated with the bicarbonate solution and combines 
with the water present producing hydrogen ions and bicarbonate. The resulting change
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of hydrogen ion concentration is measured by the glass electrode then the analyser 
then calculates the CO2.
electrodes
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g ass
mesh 0-ring
Blood sample
Plastid membrane
Fig. 2.6 C02 electrode [PotOl]
2.4.2 Pulse oximeter
The pulse oximeter is a device to measure the rate and the amount of oxygen in the 
arterial blood. It measures the amount o f oxygen as a percentage of haemoglobin 
molecules that are oxygenated versus the total amount of haemoglobin molecules. 
Most pulse oximeters display pulse heart rate (beats per minute, BPM). A pulse 
oximeter probe consists of: two low power light emitting diodes (infra red 940 nm & 
red light 660 nm) and a photodetector. The infrared and red light is shone alternatively 
through some tissue (finger, foot, toe, earlobe or nose). As the light is passed through 
the tissue some of it is absorbed. The amount of light absorbed changes every time the 
heart beats as the blood pulses past the sensor. The light is absorbed differently by 
haemoglobin and oxyhaemoglobin. The light intensity of the infrared and red light is 
measured by the photodetector after it has passed through the finger. The pulse 
oximeter calculates the percentage of haemoglobin which is oxygenated. The typical 
values for adults are 95-100% of oxygen-haemoglobin saturation and 50-90 BPM. For 
neonates are 90-98% of oxygen-haemoglobin saturation and 120-180 BPM [Sin99].
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2.4.3 Colorimetric method
Dissolved oxygen can be measured by the colorimetric method which is commonly 
applied in the field o f dilute solutions. For the colorimetric method to be quantitative, 
it must form a compound witli a distinct colour with characteristics which are directly 
proportional to the concentration of the oxygen in the sample. Colorimetry relies on 
Lambert’s and Beer’s Laws. Lambert’s law relates to the absorption of light to the 
depth within the coloured liquid. Lambert’s law states that each layer of equal 
thiclmess absorbs an equal L'action of the light that ti'averses it. Therefore when 
applying a ray of monocliromatic light thi'ough an absorbing medium its intensity 
decreases exponentially as the lengüi of the medium increases. Beer’s law is 
concerned with light absoiption in relation to solution concentration and it states that 
the intensity of a ray of monochi'omatic light decreases exponentially as the 
concentration of the absorbing medium increases [Saw94].
hi the colorimetric method, die fluid sample is taken up into an ampoule under 
vacuum, and the chemical reagents which are present in the ampoule interact with 
oxygen to constitute a colouied product. This coloured product, which absorbs light 
with visible wavelength, has intensity proportional to oxygen concentration. 
Furthemiore, the intensity of the colour is compared to a series o f tubes with colour 
intensities that illustrate known concenti ations of dissolved oxygen expressed in luiits 
of mg/L. Colorimetric kits are used to measure low oxygen levels, since it can 
measure 1 mg/L of dissolved oxygen. The active chemical components of ampoule 
reagent are Ethylene Diamine Tetraacetic Acid (EDTA), Tetrasodium salt, 
Hydroquinone, alph-(dinonylphenyl)-omega-hydi'oxy-poly(oxy-l,2-ethanediyl) and L- 
Lysine. These chemical reagents can cause eye, skin and respiratory tract irritation 
thus it is important to ensure the wearing of protective clothing, gloves, masks and 
goggles [Hac05].
2.5 Reactive oxygen species - Free radicals
A free radical is an atom or gi'oiip o f atoms that have one or more unpaired electrons 
in their outer orbital, indicated in fomiulae as [°]. As a consequence they have an 
increased reactivity with other molecules. This reactivity is determined by the ease 
with which a species can accept or donate elecfrons. They are highly reactive and vital
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ill a vast number of biological processes [Fre82]. The prevalence of oxygen in 
biological systems means that oxygen centered radicals are the most common type 
found. The teiin reactive oxygen species (ROS) rather than oxygen radicals is now 
generally the preferred term because singlet oxygen -  superoxide , hydrogen 
peroxide (H2O2), hydroxyl (»0H), nitric oxide (NO*) and hydroperoxide have 
chemically reactive and haimful oxygen containing functional groups. They can be 
grouped into superoxide and hydioxyl radicals [Coy93, Bea95, Kin06]. These reactive 
oxygen species are not allowed to accumulate in large amounts and removed by the 
body’s defence system. Large amounts of these radicals could result in oxidative 
stress and could lead to peimanent damage to cell tissue; therefore it is necessary to 
maintain a fine balance between the free radicals and the antioxidants that counteract 
these.
Free radicals can cause major damage in biological matter. The normal ageing process 
produces an increase in the amount of fr'ee radicals in the body but a decrease in the 
ability to fight against them; this will lead to cellular' damage [Smi95]. Vitamin E and 
C used in the protection from free radicals. Vitamin E is the major lipid-soluble 
antioxidant and plays a vital role in protecting membranes from oxidative damage. Its 
primary activity is to trap peroxy radicals in cellular* membranes. Vitamin C or 
ascorbic acid is a water-soluble antioxidant tliat can reduce radicals from a variety of 
som'ces [Kin06, Pec05].
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Chapter 3 
Tumour Hypoxia
3.1 Definition and causes
All cells need a sufficient supply of oxygen to perform their functions. Oxygen is used 
in aerobic metabolism, which turns carbohydrates into the energy needed to power 
essential cellular processes. However, when there is insufficient supply of oxygen to 
tissues, this case is called hypoxia. Hypoxia is a pathological condition that can be 
caused by a number of factors, such as: 1) low oxygen partial pressure, as a result of 
reduction in gas exchange area, exposure to high altitudes or pulinonaiy diseases, 2) 
reduced ability of blood to carry oxygen e.g. anaemia, 3) reduced tissue perfusion, 
generalized or local, circulatory or ischemic hypoxia, 4) inability of cells to use 
oxygen even with nonnal quantity of oxygen reaching the cells, because of 
intoxication (cytotoxic hypoxia) [HocOl, Har04],
Hypoxic tissues are also defined as areas with oxygen tension values of 20 mmHg or 
lower (suiTounding nomial tissue between 24-66 nnnHg) [Men05, Vau90]. Tumours 
grow possibly from a single cell, probably fiom not more than a few. An increase in 
cell number must mean a rise in the demand for oxygen [Har04]. Cells in tumours 
become hypoxic in either or both of two ways; first, the fonn o f tumour growth may 
result in some cells lying so far from the capillaries that constitute their immediate 
source of oxygen that it is almost used up by the metabolism of the intervening cells. 
Secondly, the vascular system of the growing tumours may fail to deliver enough 
oxygen both because of inadequacies in the vessels themselves and in the quantity of 
blood that flows through them [Vau04]
The presence of hypoxic cells in tumours is of importance because it may affect the 
outcome of treatment by radiotherapy. Tumour hypoxia increases the malignant 
potential and reduces the sensitivity towards non-surgical tieatment modalities (x- and 
y-radiation), because the radiosensitivity is increasingly limited when the PO2 in a
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tumour is less than 25 mmHg. This is because of the fact that the presence of oxygen 
molecules increases DNA damage through the foimation of oxygen free radicals, 
which occurs principally after the interaction of radiation with cells. As a result, the 
dose of ionizing radiation required to achieve the same cell survival fr action is about 
two to three times higher under hypoxic conditions than under nonnoxic conditions 
[Sha04, VauOl]. hi other words, hypoxic cells are up to thi'ee times more resistant to 
ionizing radiation than nonnoxic cells.
3.2 Adaptation of tumour cells
Nonnal tissue function depends on sufficient supply o f oxygen tluough blood vessels. 
In the case of a hypoxic tumour, a variety of specific adaptation mechanisms occur. 
Thesemechanisms are associated with physiological responses and genetic alterations 
that have two important consequences: 1) in order for tumour growth to occiu, 
adequate oxygen delivery must be effected via the tumour vasculaiization that results 
fr om increased synthesis of angiogenic growth factors and decreased synthesis of anti- 
angiogenic growth factors. These allow the growth of new blood vessels from pre­
existing vessels. 2) Tumour cells adapt their metabolism to inadequate supply of 
oxygen by increasing glucose transport and glycolysis (oxidation of glucose in the 
absence of oxygen) in order to maintain ATP production despite the reduced 
efficiency of anaerobic metabolism compaied with oxidative metabolism [Kin06].
The key regulator of these processes is hypoxia-inducible factor 1 (HIF-1). HIF-1 is 
an important transcription factor that stimulates tumoui' growth tluough more than 40 
target genes whose protein products play critical roles in each of the above processes. 
HIF-1 is composed of two subimits, an oxygen-sensitive HIF-la subimit and a HIF-1 p 
subunit. Under hypoxic conditions, these mechanisms combine to induce maximal 
HIF-1 activation. Under normal oxygen conditions, HIF-la is maintained at low levels 
by rapidly oxidized hydroxylase enzymes, but when cells become hypoxic, H IF-la 
escapes the degradation and starts to accumulate, triggering the activation of a large 
number of genes, like vascular endothelial gi'owth factor (VEGF) and erytluopoietin 
[Hai*02, Sem02].
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3.3 Assessment of tumour hypoxia
In advanced tumours, oxygen delivery is often reduced or even abolished. The PO2 
values vary widely fr om study to study, this maybe due to the methods used for PO2 
level measurements, the difference in severity of cancers or the number of patients 
used in each study. The amount of partial pressure of oxygen in tumours is extremely 
variable, with the PO2 generally less tlian 20 mmHg, in contrast to PO2 of 40-80 
mmHg in most nonnal tissues.
3.3.1 Head and neck cancer
The PO2 value in patients with cancers of the head and neck was evaluated as less than 
5 mmHg in most of the studies. Brizel et al. (1999) reported that the overall median 
PO2 was 4.8 mmHg in a group of 63 patients with head and neck carcinomas [Bri99]. 
This level is in agreement with results reported by Chen et al. 2004, overall median 
PO2 less than 5 mmHg in 101 patients with newly diagnosed head and neck 
cai'cinomas [Che04]. Nordsinark et al. (1994) also found the tumour oxygenation 
status measured by a polarogiaphic needle electiode in 31 patients with carcinoma of 
the head and neck was less than 5 mmHg [Nor94]. hi another study by Lehtio et al, 
(2004) both invasive polarographic PO2 measurement and FETNIM PET
scaimmg were used to measure PO2 [Leh04]. The results of these methods were in 
concordance and indicated that a high percentage of PO2 values were less than 5 
mmHg. In contrast, in a normal, non-cancerous head and neck, the PO2 median value 
is approximately 43 mmHg [Tei95].
3.3.2 Breast cancer
Assaad et al. (2001) found that in 16 patients, the median PO2 measiuements varied 
between 1.6 mmHg and 49.4 imnHg with an overall mean of 22 mmHg, in contrast to 
PO2 26-55 mmHg with an overall mean of 45 mmHg in nonnal tissue [AssOl]. 
Vujaskovic et al. (2003) reported that 11 (61%) of 18 patients with breast cancer had 
an overall median PO2 -  3.2 mmHg, where the other seven patients had well 
oxygenated tumours (overall median PO2 = 48.3 imnHg) [Vuj 03]. In another study by 
Vaupel et al., (1991) where polarographic needle electrode measurements were 
obtained without the use of general anaesthesia have revealed median PO2 values of 
30 mmHg for breast cancers, compared with 65 mmHg for noimal tissue [Vau91].
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However, Vaupel et al. in 2003 studied the tumour oxygenation in 37 women (12 
premenopausal and 25 postmenopausal) with breast tumours using ultrasound 
guidance in collaboration with an oxygen micro sensor. They found that 63% of the 
tumours were hypoxic (PO2 <2.5  nnnHg). The mean PO2 was found to be 6 mmHg 
[Vau03-].
3.3.3 Cervix cancer
Nordsinark et al. (2003) reported that the overall median PO2 was less than 3 mmHg 
in 86 patients with primary carcinoma of the uterine ceiwix [Nor03], This level is 
roughly compatible with results reported by Pyles et al. in 2002, the overall median 
PO2 less than 5 mmHg in 106 patients [Fyl02]. However, in a group of 95 patients, 
Hockei et al. (2001) showed that the overall median PO2 was less than 11 mmHg 
[HocOl]. This level is in agreement with results reported by Wong et al. 1997, the 
overall median PO2 less than 10 mmHg for 42 patients with newly diagnosed cervical 
carcinoma [Won97]. hi conti'ast, in a nonnal, non-cancerous ceiwix, the PO2 median 
value is approximately 48 mmHg [Tei95].
3.3.4 Prostate cancer
The first electrode studies in man with prostate cancer were earned out by Movsas et 
al. (1999) [Mov99]. In this study, 41 patients had oxygen measurements made during 
spinal anesthesia. Partial pressure of oxygen was measui*ed within the prostate gland 
and fi'om nonnal muscle. Hypoxia was found in a large proportion of these patients, 
with the average median PO2 of only 9.9 mmHg, in contrast to a PO2 median value of 
28.6-42 mmHg in nonnal muscle. In another study, the incidence of hypoxia was 
analyzed in 12 patients with cancer of the prostate in 2000. This study foimd that the 
overall median PO2 was less than 10 mmHg [MovOO]. However, Benjamin et al. in 
2001 reported that the median PO2 obtained fiom Fifty nine patients with prostate 
cancer was 2.4 mmHg, whereas in nonnal muscles it was 30 mmHg [BenOl]. hi 
addition, Parker et al. (2004) reported that the median PO2 was ranged fi'om 0.2 to
57.3 mmHg in 55 patients with the overall median PO2 was 4.5 mniHg [Par04].
3.3.5 Soft tissue sarcomas
Sarcomas strike people in all age ranges, but they are rare, accoimting for only 1% of 
all cases of cancer [Bor03]. Soft tissue sarcomas, such as leiomyosarcoma.
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chondrosarcoma, and gastrointestinal stromal tumour (GIST), are more common in 
adults than in children. GIST is the most common form of sarcoma. Brizel et al. 
(1995) found in fifteen patients who had soft tissue sarcoma, the overall median PO2 
was 18 mmHg [Bri95]. A year later, Nordsinark et al. also found in all of the 22 
patients who had primary soft tissue sarcomas the overall median of PO2 was 18 
mmHg [Nor96]. However, Bentzen et al. (2003) reported that the overall median in 6 
patients was 10 mmHg, the median PO2 ranged from 1 to 34 nnnHg [Ben03].
3.3.6 Malignant melanoma
Lartigau et al. (1997) reported that the overall median PO2 was 11.6 mmHg found in 
20 patients with past history o f melanoma. PO2 was measured using an Eppendorf 
probe [Lai*97]. hi 2004 Bmrberg et al. found the mean PO2 was less than 10 mmHg 
for those who had malignant melanoma [Bru04], The median PO2 for nomial tissues, 
non-cancerous tissues, was 40.5 imnHg.
3.3.7 Pancreatic cancer
Koong et al. in 2000 characterised the oxygenation in human pancreatic and 
peripancreatic cancers using Eppendorf electrodes. The study involved seven patients 
having peripancreatic or pancreatic cancer. The results showed that the median PO2 
ranged fi'om 0 to 6.2 mmHg. However, the median PO2 in nonnal patients was ranged 
fiom 43.4 to 67.5 mmHg. Fiu'theimore, the study also included patients with clironic 
pancreatitis with the median PO2 was 24.3 mmHg [KooOO].
3.3.8 Lung cancer
Koong et al. in 2003 used the Eppendorf polarogi aphic electrode to directly assess the 
tumour oxygenation in 25 patients with non-small cell lung cancers (NSCLC). In 11 
patients, the median PO2 ranged fi'oni 1.5 to 39.7 nnnHg. However, the remaining 14 
patients, the median PO2 ranged fiom 23 to 143 mmHg involved in the study. Based 
on this study, it was concluded that tumour hypoxia exists in lung cancer disease but 
occui's less in comparison with other solid tumours [Koo03].
3.3.9 Summary
It can be seen fiom the previous studies that the PO2 values vary fiom one study to 
another even tliough most o f tliese values were evaluated using a similar method,
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computerized polarographic electrode, to measure PO2 values in nonnal and tumour 
tissues. It seems that the magnitude of the effect of the teclniique used for PO2 level 
measurements is not only the reason for the discrepancy in the PO2 values but also the 
clinical history or the stage of cancer could be other possible reasons. Unfortunately, 
the effect o f this factor was not clear since some of the studies have not taken into 
account the relationship between the cancer severity and tlie PO2 values. In addition, 
haemoglobin concentration could be another factor that affects the variations of P02 
measured. A reduction in haemoglobin level in blood will lead to the lack of oxygen 
delivery to tissues. Oxygen saturation and partial pressuie decrease due to low 
haemoglobin levels, resulting in hypoxia. Therefore, one might expect to see that most 
of the anaemic patients may have poorly oxygenated tumoui s. Brizel et al. (1999) 
showed that when O2 carrying capacity is below nomial, a poorly oxygenated tumour 
will probably result. Noimal O2 canying capacity does not, however, guarantee a 
well-oxygenated tumoiu [Bri99].
3.4 Measurement of tumour hypoxia
Reliable measurement of tumour oxygenation could potentially provide critical 
information for prognosis and treatment. There are direct invasive and direct 11011- 
invasive methods to measuie tumour oxygen tension. The invasive teclinique of using 
computerized polarographic oxygen-sensitive electi'odes is regarded to be the gold 
standard for measuring the hypoxic fractions in tumours. However, the search for a 
non-invasive approach to detect tumour hypoxia is still a challenge for medical 
imaging. The most encouraging results have been obtained using radioti'acers that 
selectively accumulate in hypoxic tumours and which can be applied together with 
functional PET imaging [Sto93].
3.4.1 Direct invasive method polarographic technique
The direct invasive technique using computerized polarographic oxygen-sensitive 
electi'odes has been considered to be the gold standard for measuring hypoxic 
fractions in tumours [Sto93]. Measuiements with the polaiogiaphic needle electrode 
probe are made by implanted electrodes directly into tumours to measure oxygen 
concentration. Measurements are made upon retraction of the tip in order to reduce 
artefacts caused by fluid tissue pressure and localised bleeding. The increase in the 
clinical use of this teclmique did not come about until the development of the
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Eppendorf Histogi'aph oxygen electrode system, which has a very fast response time 
and can be moved quickly thiough a tumour under computer control to obtain large 
numbers of oxygen measurements [NorOl, Men05].
Although direct invasive measurement of oxygen levels in tumours using Eppendorf 
probes has been shown to allow prognostic stratification of various tumours, it has not 
been feasible to widely implement this teclmique in clinical practice. This is due to the 
logistic issues including inaccessibility of many tumour sites, dependence on a 
teclinically-sldlled user, inter-observer variability, failure to distinguish hypoxic cells 
from blood vessels and inability to provide information regarding patterns of hypoxia. 
Therefore there has been significant interest in developing non-invasive imaging 
approaches to the detection and definition of tumoiu* hypoxia [Men05, Sto93].
3.4.2 Direct non-invasive method
Ongoing research for a non-invasive approach to detect tumour hypoxia is still a 
challenge for medical imaging. A number o f cross-sectional non-invasive imaging 
techniques have been recently developed. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
teclmiques such as blood oxygen level-dependent MRI (BOLD MRI) and dynamic 
contrast-enlianced MRI (DCE MRI) have been applied to inaccessible tumoui's to 
measure tumour oxygenation. BOLD MRI detects the relative changes in tumour 
deoxyhemoglobin concentration and blood flow before and after the intervention. 
DCE MRI has emerged as a promising method for measuring blood flow and volume 
in tumour tissue. However, the widespread use of DCE MRI is limited because it 
cannot provide a comprehensive picture of tumoui* oxygen status. Therefore it requires 
special pmpose data acquisition teclmiques and analysis software [Lon02, Rob99, 
Haw98].
The most encouraging results have been obtained using radiotracers that selectively 
accumulate in hypoxic tumouis and which can be applied together with functional 
positron emission tomogiaphy (PET) imaging. PET is an attractive method for 
assessing tumour hypoxia. It can provide an opportunity to study tumour metabolism 
by the in vivo detection of physiological processes thiough the use o f short-lived 
positron emitting radiophaimaceuticals. For example the most extensively studied 
PET agent in the clinical setting of hypoxia is ^^F-fluoromisonidazole (^^F-FMISO). In
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vitro and in vivo studies have shown that intracellular retention of '^F-FMISO is 
dependent on oxygen concentration [ResOl, Leo04].
3.5 Evaluation of tumour hypoxia by PET
Evaluation and measiuement of tissue oxygenation is critically important because 
oxygen tension is considered to be the main modifier that specifies the radiotherapy 
outcome. In view of the fact that most cancers are hypoxic, it is difficult to treat them 
due to low tumour oxygenation, and therefore, high resistance to radiotherapy. For an 
imaging modality to be ideal in hypoxia investigation, it should distinguish between 
nonnoxia, hypoxia, and hyperoxia. Furthermore, it should be sensitive to even low 
oxygen levels and applicable to any tumour location with optimum regional 
assessment. From this point, it has become significant to assess tumour hypoxia either 
by the invasive or non-invasive techniques. Position emission tomogiaphy is one of 
the non-invasive teclmiques to image and assess hypoxic tumours.
Rasey et al. (1987) found that very low oxygen levels were required for substantial 
uptake of [^^F]-fluoromisonidazole (FMISO) by cells, based on in vitio study. The 
oxygen level was inliibiting [^^F]FMISO binding by 50%, relative to binding under 
anoxic conditions, varied from’ 0.55 to 1.75 mmHg [Ras87]. Rasey et al. (1996) 
studied different types o f cancers in 37 patients (21 lung cancer patients, 7 head and 
neck cancer patients, 4 prostate cancer patients, and 5 patients with other 
malignancies). They observed hypoxia in 36 (97%) of 37 patients and these results 
consistent with Eppendorf electi'odes PO2 measurements. They found that very low 
oxygen levels were necessary for FMISO accumulation in the tumour [Ras96]. 
However, Rasey et al. (2000) found a disagreement between results of [^^F]FMISO 
PET scamiing and assessment of radiobiological hypoxic fraction in rats [RasOO]. 
They suggested that this could be due to failuie of [^^FjFMISO to identify hypoxic 
cells at or above an oxygen level of 2-3 mmHg and that will still give substantial 
protection against radiation.
Bentzen et al. (2003) evaluated ['^FjFMISO PET in comparison with Eppendorf PO2 
measurements for assessment of tumour oxygenation status [Ben03]. Tliis research 
involved using a [^^FJFMISO PET scaiming and Eppendorf electi'odes PO2 
measurements in the same soft tissue tiraiours. They found that the soft tissue timiours
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in tliree patients were identified by the PET scamiing but without obvious 
accumulation of radioactivity, except in one patient. They were large and very 
hypoxic with an overall median 3 mmHg, when measured with the Eppendorf PO2 
measurements. Furtheimore the contrast between a tumour and its suiTounding nonnal 
tissue was small in PET images. The study concluded that the [^®F]FMISO PET 
examination is not feasible for the detection of hypoxia in soft tissue tumours. Gagel 
et al. (2004), however, disagreed with this finding, arguing that the results fiom their 
[18F]FMIS0 PET research did show that PET scamiing was highly feasible for the 
detection of hypoxia [Gag04]. This study found that there were coirelations between 
the results of [^^F]FMISO PET scamiing and Eppendorf electrodes PO2 measmements 
in 16 patients with primary carcinoma of the head and neck. Lehti et al. (2004) found, 
similar results as Gagel et al., in 21 patients with carcinoma of the head and neck; the 
results of polarographic PO2 measurement and [^^F]-fluoroerytln*onitroimidazole 
(FETNIM) PET scamiing were in concordance [Leh04].
[^^F]FMISO PET tracer has a homogenous uptake in most nomial tissues imaged by 
PET, however, Padhani et al (2007) reported that [^^F]FMISO has slow clearance 
kinetics fiom normal tissues, as a result affecting tumour-to-backgiound ratio. They 
noticed that in early distribution of [^®F]FMISO (1 minute); there was a 
hypeiperfusion in the area of the primaiy tmnoui' and metastasis. However, after 240 
minutes, PET images showed that only the left neck nodal metastasis is hypoxic 
[Pad07]. [ ^ ^ F]-fiuoroazomycin arabinoside (FAZA) is another new
radiophamiaceutical used in hypoxia PET scamiing. In a recent study, it has been 
investigated that [^^FJFAZA has better phaniiacokinetics in comparison to 
[^^F]FMISO. This investigation is based on the fact that [^^F]FAZA is cleared from 
normal tissue faster than ['^FjFMISO; consequently, tumour-to-tissue background 
ratio will be more enhanced [Rei07].
Intensive research is ongoing in research institutions and phamiaceutical companies to 
develop radiotracers for imaging hypoxia. However Kacperski and Spyiou (2004) 
reported that when the three-gamma amiihilations, which are simply ignored in the 
current PET scanners, are recorded, the position itself, or more precisely the 
positronimn, could serve as an oxygen-sensitive marker [Kac04a, Spy05]. The 
fomiation of positronium is not only sensitive to the physics parameters, but also
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behaves as an active chemical particle. Oxygen is known to be a strong positronium 
quencher; therefore hypoxic regions should be characterized by higher thiee-gamma 
rates than those of well oxygenated regions. This can be obtained by measuring the 
variability of the thi'ee-gannna yield at a vaiiety of different levels of oxygen 
concentration between hypoxia and nonnoxia in biological samples. Thus tlnee- 
gamma images may provide more information about the concentration of oxygen in 
different types of malignant tumours, in comparison with the conventional two- 
gamma images.
Table 3.1 Comparison of teclmiques for evaluating human tumour hypoxia [Pad07]
Teclmique Invasive
investigation
Requires
injection
Measures Clinically
Validated
iiiRT
General
availability
(1-5; poor-wide)
Monitors 
changes 
in pOz
"‘F-MISO
PET
No Yes Hypoxia ± 3 No
'“F-AZA PET No Yes Hypoxia No 2 No
‘“F-EF5 PET No Yes Hypoxia ± 2 No
“ Cu ATSM No Yes Hypoxia ± 3 No
BOLD-MRI No No [dHb] in 
RBCs
Yes 4 Yes
Polorographic
electrode
Yes No pOz Yes 2 Yes
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Chapter 4
Physics of positron emission and annihilation
4.1 Background and basic principles
4.1.1 Introduction
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) is a nucleai* medicine procedure allowing 
biochemical processes to be investigated by in-vivo imaging. PET has the potential to 
play a major role in the emerging field of molecular imaging by enabling the study of 
molecular pathways and genetic processes in living bodies, non-invasively. Different 
positron emitters are used to label biochemical substances that are present in tissues 
and therefore their distiibution within the body can be followed. The idea of using 
position emitters for imaging was first investigated in the early 1950’s [WreSl, 
Kou82, Val03]. hi the 1960’s the first PET scanners used single slices when 
perfoiining tomographic studies with systems employing a ring of 32 NaI(Tl) 
detectors. The spatial resolution of the slice had a flill width half maximum (FWHM) 
of at least 2 cm. The next generation of PET scainiers reduced the detector size and 
added additional rings to improve the spatial resolution to less than 1 cm. As time 
progressed, more and smaller detectors using bismuth germanate (BGO), and 
appropriate photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) were added to these machines to increase 
their sensitivity and spatial resolution which typically was foimd to be 4-5nim 
[Tho90]. The cuirent generation of dedicated PET scainiers tend to use alternative 
crystal teclniologies e.g. lutetium oxyorüiosilicate (LSO) or gadolinium 
oxyorthosilicate (GSO) [Huni03].
The ability of PET to utilise isotopes of elements naturally occuning in biological 
molecules is a distinct advantage of the teclmique. Elements such as carbon, nitrogen 
and oxygen are stmctural elements of all biological tissues and labelling of organic 
compounds with physiological affinity to the biological system becomes possible. 
Fluorine-18, which is also a positron emitter, can replace hydrogen in many important 
biological molecules wiüiout changing their function significantly; for example, ^^F-
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deoxyglucose (^^FDG) can be used to measure glucose utilization rate by a tissue or 
organ such as brain. It also can be incorporated into many biological molecules such 
as amino acids and proteins. The use of positron emitting tracers with PET has found 
numerous applications in oncology, cardiology and neurology. Table 4.1 shows the 
most connnon PET medical imaging radionuclides and their properties.
Table 4.1 : Physical properties of most commonly used radioisotopes m PET [Kou82, Hum03]
Nuclide Fmax
(MeV)
Fmean
(MeV)
Half-life
(mill)
Average 
range in 
water (imn)
Path length 
in water 
(nmi)
0.96 0.38 20.4 1.7 4.1
'^N 1.20 0.49 10.0 2.0 5.1
liQ 1.74 0.74 2.0 2.7 7.3
18p 0.63 0.24 109.8 1.4 2.4
4.2 Positron emission
Proton-rich radionuclides can decay mainly by two processes known as electron 
capture and positron emission decay). Decay by electron capture and positron 
emission compete with each other. Electron captiue is the dominant process in 
nuclides with high atomic number (Z) due to an increased amoimt of orbital electrons 
close to the nucleus. Most nuclides in living tissue are of low atomic number so the 
foremost process of decay for proton rich radionuclides is position decay. The general 
form of the positron emission scheme is:
Wliere is the original nucleus with an atomic number of Z and a mass nimiber of 
A. The energy released is dependent on the nuclide and is shared between the positron 
and the neutrino. The neutrino is a particle of negligible mass and zero charge emitted 
shaiing its energy with the position. Positrons are therefore emitted with a range of 
energies, from zero up to a maximum endpoint energy Ei^ iax- This maximum energy is 
chaiacteristic for the nucleus and the mean kinetic energy of the emitted positrons is 
approximately 40% of Emax [Hmn03]. Decay of positron emission is the basis for PET 
imaging.
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4.3 Positron annihilation
The positron that is ejected following decay has a very short lifethne when 
interactmg with atomic electrons in the tissue. When the positron loses most of its 
kinetic energy and reaches thermal equilibrium, its collision with an electron results in 
amiihilation, where the mass of the electron and the positron is converted into 
electromagnetic energy. Because the positron and electron are ahnost at rest when this 
occurs, the energy released comes lai'gely from the mass of the particles and can be 
calculated from Einstein’s mass-energy equivalence as:
E = mc^ = nieC^  + nipC^  
where lUe and nip are the mass of tlie electron and positron, respectively (9.1 x 10’^  ^
kg), and c is the speed of light ( 3 x 10® m/s). Using the conversion of Joules to eV (1 
eV = 1.6 X 10'^  ^J), the energy released is 1022 keV.
The energy is released in the foiiii of high-energy photons. As the positron and 
electron aie almost at rest when the annihilation occins, two photons are emitted 
simultaneously in opposite directions (180° apart), caiTying an energy equal to 
1022/ceT‘/2 , or 511 keV, ensuring that both energy and momentum are conserved. 
This process is shown schematically in Figure 4.1. The amiihilation of these two 
photon process forms the basis for crurent PET imaging. However amiihilation of a 
positron with an electron can proceed by multiphoton processes. Annihilation can also 
occur with the emission of tluee photons or more but their probabilities decrease 
strongly with the nimiber of decay quanta involved, (see positronium foimation 
section 4.7.1).
5 1 I k e V
5 1 1 k e V
Figure 4.1 ; Schematic diagram of positron anuilnlation.
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111 some situations the positron may not come to complete rest before the aimiliilation 
process. In tliis case the photon pair may not be emitted at exactly 180°, to allow for 
conservation of energy and momentum. This effect results in an uncertamty in the 
localisation of the nuclear decay event of 0.5° FWHM from strictly 180°. The positron 
travels a finite range from the nucleus before it amiiliilates, and therefore the photons 
will originate a small distance from the nucleus. Both these factors add an error in the 
spatial resolution acMeved by PET. The range of the positron is dependant on its 
energy and the electron density of the medium. Table 4.1 shows the nmiierical data for 
the average range and path length o f the positrons emitted in water, which is the major 
component of biological tissue, for most commonly used radionuclides in PET 
[Kou82, Hmn03]. As positrons do not move along a straight line in matter because of 
the high number of interactions with small energy exchange, their path length is 
always longer than their range.
4.4 Photon interactions in matter
Photons interact with matter via a number of mechanisms, depending on their energy 
and on the atomic number (Z) o f the absorber materials. There are four prevailing 
mechanisms: photoelectiic effect, Compton scattering, Rayleigh scattering and pair 
production. The relative importance of the dominating interaction for different 
absorbers (Z) and energies (hv) is shown in Figuie 4.2. The cmwes represent the 
values of Z and hv for which the two neighbouring effects are equally probable. It can 
be seen that photoelectric absoiptions are dominant at low energies (up to several 
hundred keV), pair production at liigh energies (more than 5MeV) and Compton 
scattering being most important in the mid-energy range.
For the photons produced by positron annihilation, Compton scattermg and 
photoelectric effect are the most important interactions with materials of interest in 
PET such as human tissue, detector crystal and shielding. These aie the main 
mechanisms involved both with the detection of the annihilation photons in PET as 
well as the problem of attenuation and scatter. To understand the response of the 
detector used, knowledge o f the main processes by which a photon interacts witli 
matter is essential.
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Figure 4.2: The relative importance of tlie tluee major types of photon interactions [Eva55, KnoOO].
4.4.1 Photoelectric absorption
111 the photoelectric process, absorption occurs by interaction between tlie photon and 
an inner-shell bound electron in the absorbing material. It is characterised by a photon 
giving all of its energy to an electron thus exciting or ionising the atom in a single 
interaction. The photoelectric absorption process occurs when a photon has energy 
equal or greater than the binding energy of an election. Therefore:
E ,  = -  E ,
where Ee is the electron energy, Ey is the incident photon energy, and Eb is the binding 
energy of the electron in its original atomic shell. The vacancy of the ejected electron 
is filled by an electron from an outer shell causing the emission of characteristic x- 
rays (or Auger electrons) that represent the difference in the potential energy of the 
two shells. The probability of a photoelectric interaction cr^  increases with increasing
atomic nmnber (Z) of the absorber material and decreases with increasing energy of 
the photons (Ey). This is the prime reason that the detector material is preferred to 
have a high effective atomic number. There is no single analytical expression for the 
probability of photoelectric absorption per atom over all ranges of Ey and Z but in a 
maimer approximated by the empirical formula [KnoOO] the cross section is:
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Z"cr^ oc ,3.5
where cr^  is the photoelectric cross-section, Z is the atomic number of the absorber, 
and the exponent n varies between 4 and 5 depending on the energy region of interest.
4.4.2 Compton scattering
A collision between an incident photon and a loosely bound electron in which the 
photon transfers a portion of its energy to the electron is called the Compton effect. 
After collision, the incident photon and the recoil electron move at certain angles with 
respect to the original direction of the incident photon (Figure 4.3). All angles of 
scattering are possible and the energy transferred to the electron can vary from zero to 
a large fraction of the gamma ray energy. The energy of the scattered photon (Ey ) is 
given by:
E y '  = E y
1 + E y (l -  cos ^  )
Where Ey and Ey are the energies of the incident and scattered photons, respectively, 
/«o c  ^ is the rest mass energy of the electron (51 IkeV) and 0 is the scattering angle of 
the photon with respect to its original direction.
Figure 4.3: The process of Compton scattering [Bra99]
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The kinetic energy Ee- of the recoil electron after the collision is given by energy 
conservation as:
E e_ = Ey — Ey
The miniimim energy of the incident photon after it has undergone Compton 
scattering occurs when maximimi energy is given to the electron. This occurs for a 
scattering angle of 180°. By substituting 6^=180° into the above equation, the energy 
Ey Bs of the backscattered ganmia-ray becomes:
E yE y  BS =
The energy given to the electron is simply equal to E y -  Ey bs-
The probability of Compton scattering per atom of the absorber depends on the 
nmnber of electrons available as scattering targets and therefore increases linearly 
with the atomic nmnber o f the scattering material (Z). The angular distribution of 
scattered gamma rays is predicted by the Klein-Nisliina formula for the differential 
scattering cross section for interaction with a free or very loosely bound electron,
l + a ( l - c o s ^ )
1 + cos G a^(l-cos<91 +  -
A (1 + cos^ G )(1 + a{l -  cos G})
where I'o is the classical electron radius and a  = — ~  which will be equal to 1 for2m^c
positron annilhlation photons.
4.4.3 Rayleigh scattering
In coherent Rayleigh scattering, incident photons are by scattered bound atomic 
electrons. The atom is neither excited nor ionized and after the interaction the bound 
electrons revert to their original state. The atom as a whole absorbs the transferred 
momentum but its recoil energy is very small [KnoOO]. The incident photon is 
scattered with scattering angle and has essentially the same energy as the original 
photon. The scattering angles are relatively small because the recoil imparted to the 
atom must not produce atomic excitation or ionization. Coherent scattermg is only
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sigiiifîcaiit at low energies below 50keV; however, its practical importance in nuclear 
medicine is limited as it is not an effective mechanism for ti'ansfening photon energy 
to matter.
4.4.4 Pair production
Pair production occurs when the incident photon energy exceeds twice the rest mass 
energy of an election (1.022 MeV). In practice the probability of this interaction 
remains very low until the photon energy approaches several MeV. This interaction 
must talce place in the Coulomb field of the nucleus. In this process the incident 
photon disappears and a positron electron pair is created. In the case where the energy 
of the incident photon is gi'eater than 2 nioC^ , the excess energy is shared as kinetic
energy between the electron (Eg.) and positron (Eg+) produced.
Eg- + Eg+ = Ey - 2 nioC^  
where, mo is the rest mass of an election or positron. The position will subsequently 
annihilate after slowing down in the absorbing medium and two amhhilation photons 
ai*e usually produced. The pair production cross-section is proportional to per atom 
and increases rapidly with energy greater than 2nioC .^
4.5 Data acquisition in PET
4.5.1 Coincidence detection
The basic principle of PET relies on the detection of two photons, each with energy of 
511keV, in coincidence with each other. These photons are produced when a position 
annihilates with an electron. Coincidence detection takes advantage o f the fact that the 
two aimihilation photons are emitted in opposite directions and emerge simultaneously 
fi'om the same event (Figure 4.4).
Therefore if  two photons are detected by two opposing detectors simultaneously (i.e. 
witliin a nannw time interval), their originating position annihilation event is placed 
along a line connecting the two detectors which is refeiTed to as a line o f response 
(LOR). It can be regarded as an electronic collimation teclmique unlike other nuclear 
imaging techniques where physical collimation is used to provide positional 
information. To reconstmct a complete cross-sectional image o f the object, data from 
a lai-ge nmnber of these LORs are collected at different angles that cover the field of 
view of the system [Phe06].
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Figure 4.4; Schematic diagram of coincident detection in PET system [Bad06]
During the PET scan, the two annihilation photons can be emitted from anywhere 
within the scanner’s field o f view. In most cases, the distance travelled by each o f the 
photons, from the point of annihilation to the detectors will be different. If x is the 
width of a pulse in one detector and the second pulse arrives within a predefined time 
o f width 2x, a coincidence will be registered by the detector system (i.e. the 
coincidence timing window) [ValOS]. For detectors with poor timing resolution (slow 
scintillator materials) the value o f 2x may be large in order to detect as many valid 
coincidence events as possible. Typical timing resolution for a BGO or Nal(Tl) based 
PET detector is approximately 5 to 6 nanoseconds, while for LSO it is approximately 
2 to 3 nanoseconds [Phe06].
4.5.2 Types of coincidence events
The detection of events in PET relies on the two photons being detected within the 
coincidence timing window and subsequently being both within a defined energy 
window and forming a LOR within an acceptable geometry. Those events that satisfy 
the above criteria are usually referred to as prompt events. However, not all prompt 
events are true coincidence events. They can be contaminated with undesirable events.
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The coincidence events that are most relevant in PET can be put into tliree categories: 
true, scattered and random events. These events are illustrated in Figure 4.5. Each of 
the shown coincidence events are described below:
4.5.2.1 True coincidence event
Under ideal circumstances, the amiihilation photons, originate from the same 
radioactive decay and reach the detectors on opposing sides without interacting with 
surrounding atoms (i.e. they are not scattered or absorbed) and will reach the detectors 
within the coincidence timing window (Figure 4.5).
4.5.2.2 Scattered coincidence event
A scattered event will arise when either one or both of the annihilation photons 
undergo a Compton scattering interaction that may occui' witliin the object, the 
detectors, or the suiToimding material. The implication of tliis is that the LOR for this 
event will not coirelate to the origin o f the annihilation event (Figure 4.5). These 
inaccuracies lead to a contiibution o f low fr'equency backgioimd to the final image, 
resulting in reduced contrast and compromised quantification [ValOS]. Some o f the 
scattered events below certain energies can be discriminated; however the amoimt of 
scattered events that this is relevant to, depends on the energy resolution of the 
detectors. Due to the relatively poor energy resolution o f most detectors used in PET, 
only a certain fraction o f the scattered events are rejected. The fraction o f scattered 
events detected can range from 15% to well over 50% in typical PET studies, 
depending on tlie size o f the object and the geometry as well as the energy resolution 
o f the PET scanners [Phe06].
4.5.2.S Random coincidence event
A random coincidence event occins when two separate, independent annihilation 
photons strike opposing detectors within the coincidence timing window. For this 
event the system will produce a false coincidence event due to the random nature, is 
known as a random or accidental event [ValOS], The result o f this situation is that the 
LOR is spatially uncoirelated with respect to the activity distribution within the 
object. If the number of photon events Ni and N2 are detected in a pair of detectors in 
coincidence within the coincidence timing window ‘2x’, then the rate of random 
coincidences N r  is given by:
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Nj^ N 2
where x is the width logic pulses produced when a photon is absorbed in the detector. 
The rate o f random coincidences is proportional to the square o f the activity in the 
field of view because the count rates Ni and N2 are directly proportional to the activity 
in the field o f view of the seamier [Phe06]. In addition the random rate is proportional 
to the width of the coincidence timing window.
True coincidence Scattered coincidence Random coincidence
Figure 4.5: Type o f coincidence events [Bad06]
Multiple coincidences are also possible to be involved in conventional PET. Multiple 
coincidences occur when three photons fr om different amhhilation events are detected 
witlhn the coincidence timing window. Due to the ambiguity in assigning a LOR, 
multiple coincidences are simply discarded fr*om the prompt events [ValOS].
4.6 Detection systems
Radiation detectors are developed upon the basis of the interaction o f ionising 
radiation with matter. The probability of interaction within the detector, by 511 keV 
photons, is a function mainly o f the photoelectric and Compton interaction. The 
inlierent idea in these detectors is to measm'e the total energy lost or deposited by 
radiation upon passage through the detector. The radiation detectors convert the 
deposited energy into a measurable electrical signal or charge. The integral of this 
signal is then proportional to the total energy deposited in the detector by the 
radiation. There are two main types o f material used in gamma-ray detection; 
scintillation and semiconductor materials. Scintillation materials are widely used
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gamma-ray detectors tliat form the basis for ahnost all PET scanners in use today. 
Scintillation detectors are able to convert energy lost by ionising radiation into pulses 
o f light. The light output is essentially proportional to the energy deposited within a 
crystal e.g. Nal(Tl). Other technologies for gamma-ray detection using semiconductor 
materials have been relatively neglected in PET but aie likely to gain increasing 
attention to be practical detector materials for PET such as cadmium zinc telluride 
(CZT) that has a stopping power similar to Nal(Tl) at 511 keV [Phe06]. The choice of 
detector largely depends on the type o f the study being undertaken whether liigh 
resolution or efficiency is required. Generally, scintillation detectors have high 
efficiency while semiconductor detectors have high energy resolution.
4.6.1 Scintillation detectors
Scintillation detection has been used since the eaiiiest days of radioactivity and is still 
today employed to measure the whole range o f radioactive emission. A scintillation 
crystal is a material able to convert energy lost by ionizing radiation into pulses of 
light [Gil95]. hi any scintillation detector the collection o f the largest possible fraction 
o f the light is desirable to avoid losses in time and energy resolution. Since the 
scintillation light is emitted isotropically, only a limited fraction travels towards the 
surface at which the light-detecting device is moimted. The amount of light emitted is 
proportional to the amount of energy that is deposited in the crystal material. In order 
to increase the light collection, other faces o f the scintillator are nonnally covered 
with reflective materials such as A1 foil or paint. The scintillation light, which is being 
collected, is guided tlirough the use o f these reflectors to a photon detector usually a 
photomultiplier tube (PMT). The vast majority of commercial available PET scamrers 
use PMTs due to their high gain (amplification), which leads to high signal-to-noise 
pulses, good timhig properties, and convert the light photons into an electric pulse 
proportional to the intensity of the incident light and therefore the energy of the 
detected photon [Phe06]. The energy resolution and stability of a scintillation detector 
depends mainly on PMTs [Cm03].
A simplified structure o f a typical photomultiplier tube (PMT) is illustrated in Figuie 
4.6. The PMT is attached behind the crystal which consists of an evacuated glass 
envelop. The tliree major components inside the tube ai'e a photocathode, an anode 
and around 10-12 dynodes (electrodes). The main task of tlie photocathode is to detect
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the scintillation light emitted from the crystal and convert it into electrons. The 
photocathode is made from a thin layer of material that can easily liberate electrons as 
energy is deposited in it. Each light photon from the scintillator has roughly 20-30% 
chance to liberate an electron [KnoOO]. Tliis probability is called the quantimi 
efficiency o f the PMT which is simply defined as the nmnber of photoelectrons 
emitted over the number of incident photons. A high potential difference accelerates 
the elections firom the photocathode toward a positively charged electrode called the 
first dynode (coupled to an electron multiplier stmcture). The electrons are focused on 
a dynode which absorbs each electron and re-emits secondary electrons (nonnally 3 to 
4) [Phe06]. These will then be focused on the next dynode. This process is repeated 
over and over imtil is reached the final dynode. After amplification thimigh the 
multiplier stnictme, a typical scintillation pulse will give rise to 10  ^-  10^ ® electrons, 
sufficient to serve as the charge signal for the original event [KnoOO]. Finally, the 
anode attmcts the cascade of electrons producing an electrical pulse corresponding to 
each photon interaction in the scintillation crystal. Those pulses then pass tlrrough a 
circuit containing preamplifier to amplify and shape the signal for frirther processing.
incident light
semitransparent
photocathode
photo
electron
collection
optics
typical
photoelectron
trajectories
electron
multiplier vacuumenclosure
1-12 dynodes 14 focussing electrodes 13 anode 15 photocathode
Figure 4.6: Scheiimtic cross section tlrrough PMT showing its basic components [KnoOO].
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An alternative to the PMTs are photon detectors based on silicon photodiodes. There 
are two general designs o f photodiodes, as possible substitutes for PMTs, 
conventional and avalanche photodiodes. Conventional photodiodes have no internal 
gain and operate by producing only one detected electron-hole pair per scintillation 
photon. This leads to reduce the signal-to-noise o f the pulses which is roughly 10  ^
times weaker than a PMT signal. This is generally not suitable for use in PET. A 
modification of the photodiodes leads to avalanche photodiodes which incoiporate 
internal gain through the use of liigher electiic fields that increase the number of 
charge carriers that are collected. Here additional electi'on-hole pairs are created, 
therefore increashig the measured signal. Gain factors of a few hmidred are typical 
yielding improved signal-to-noise over the conventional photodiodes. The quantum 
efficiency o f the avalanche photodiodes is approximately 60% to 80%, providing a 
much more efficient conversion o f photons to electi'ons than is possible with PMTs 
[KnoOO, LerOl]. The avalanche photodiodes allow for a more compact PET seamier 
design and may in the future replace PMTs as the photon detector of choice [Phe06].
Scintillation detectors have found gi'eat use in PET not only due to their being fast but 
also because o f their high detection efficiency. There are two main types of 
scintillators; organic-based liquids or plastics and inorganic scintillators which are 
ionic crystalline substances in the solid state. For the puipose o f PET imaging, the 
scintillator crystal must be a dense material that can stop a lai*ge fi'action of the 
incident 511 keV photons. For tliis reason, dense, inorganic, solid scintillators are the 
most coimnonly used detectors for PET. The efficiency of the scintillation process is 
negligible for inorganic scintillators without adding impurities called activators. There 
are two types of inorganic scintillators; activated scintillators such as sodium iodide 
(Nal(Tl)), which is tlie most commonly used inorganic scintillator activated with 0.5% 
thallium iodide. Lutetiiun oxyoithosilicate (LSO:Ce) scintillator becomes fluorescent 
tlnougli the introduction o f a small amount of impmity dopant, cerium, into the pure 
single host crystal. The light output and the decay time for cerium doped scintillators 
can vary depending on ceriiuii concentration, impurities and giowing conditions. The 
second type is self-activated scintillators such as bismuth geniiaiiate (BGO), where the 
activator atoms ai*e a major constituent o f the crystal. The role o f the activator is to
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produce quantum energy levels, ground and excited states, within the forbidden gap. 
The electron and hole are transferred non-radiatively to the ionised dopant (activator) 
during migration in the crystal, creating their own activator-excited states. Relaxation 
of an electron trapped from an excitation level o f the activation centre to the ground 
state results in the emission of a light quantum or scintillation photon.
The performance chai*acteristics of a PET system will ultimately be defined by its 
geometry and physical properties of the detectors. The characteristics of an ideal 
scintillator include [MelOO, KnoOO]: a) high detection efficiency, which requires high 
effective atomic number and high density for large cross-section o f interaction; b) 
short decay constant, for good coincidence timing accuracy, low dead-time and high 
count-rate capabilities; c) high light output, for liigh spatial resolution and packing 
ratio of the detector elements with photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) or other photodiodes; 
d) good energy resolution, for the discrimination o f scattered events; e) refraction 
index similar to that of the optical coupling o f tlie photodetector (usually neai* 1.5) for 
optimal transmission of the scintillation light; f) good mechanical and physical 
properties e.g. non hygroscopic properties and ruggedness to allow fabrication of 
small crystals. The physical properties o f some o f the scintillator materials used or 
considered for use in PET are listed m Table 4.2. There is considerable variability in 
published values for a given material, most likely because of differences in impmity 
levels or variations in the optical quality of the samples.
Sodium iodide Na(Tl) has come to be accepted as the standard scintillation material 
for routine gamma-ray spectroscopy and imaging. It can be machined into a wide 
range of sizes and shapes. The detection efficiency o f Nal(Tl) detectors generally 
improves with increasing crystal volume, whereas the energy resolution is largely 
dependent on the crystal growth conditions [Bra99]. It has an excellent light yield (38 
photons per keV) apail from the new cerium-doped lanthanum crystals. The long 
decay time o f NaI(Tl), 240ns is uncomfortably used for some fast timing or high 
counting rate applications [KnoOO]. The crystal is to some extent fragile and can easily 
be damaged by mechanical or tliennal shock. It is hydroscopic and will deteriorate as 
a result of water absoiption if exposed to the atmosphere. Consequently, the crystal 
must be caimed in an air-tight container for normal use, which reduces the geometric 
efficiency o f the PET system. In addition, Nal(Tl) is sensitive to temperature,
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therefore room temperature changes should be souglit to minimize this [Gil95]. 
hicreasing temperature leads to a drop in the scintillation yield, poor energy resolution 
and faster response (lower decay time) [KnoOO].
Table 4.2: Siunraary of comparative properties of some conventional and new schitillator materials 
useful for PET (511keV) [KnoOO, ValOS, Mos05, Sal07].
Properties of Scintillator Materials
SodiumIodide BismuthGemianate Cerium-dopedGadoliniumOxyortho-silicate
Cerium-dopedLutetiumOxyortho-silicate
Cerium-dopedLanthanumBromide
Cerium-dopedLanthanumChloride
(Nal(Tl)) (BGO) (GSO:Ce) (LSO:Ce) (LaBiyiCe) (LaCl3:Ce)
Density
(g/cmb 3.67 7.13 6.71 7.41 5.29 3.79
Decay time (ns) 240 300 60 40 26 28
Light output 
(photons/51 IkeV) 19400 4200 4600 13000 32200 25000
Effective atomic number (Zg^ ) 50 74 59 66 47 46
Refiactionindex 1.85 2.15 1.90 1.82 1.9 1.9
Wavelength(nm) 415 480 440 420 380 350
Hygi'oscopic Yes No No No Yes Yes
Bismuth geiinanate (BGO) has the best total absorption efficiency in comparison with 
other crystals used due to its high density and liigh effective atomic number. It is 
coimnercially available as crystals of reasonable size. It was a widely used detector 
material in PET systems. It is non-hygi'oscopic and hence the crystals can be 
mechanically subdivided, whilst remaining robust. The main problems associated with 
BGO crystals are relatively long scintillation decay time (300ns) and low light output 
reported at 10-20% lower than Nal(Tl), wliich result in relatively poor timing 
resolution and therefore limits its application at veiy high counting rates [KnoOO].
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Furthermore, its high refractive index (2.15) makes efficient collection o f the light 
more difficult than for scintillators with lower index values. BGO remains two to three 
times more expensive than NaI(Tl). The light output from BGO decreases with 
increasing temperature as it is conmion with many other scintillators. Since the light 
output is already low at room temperature, its rapid dropoff severely limits the 
usefrilness of BGO in high temperature applications.
It was realized, in the late 1980s, that the cerium activator could be incorporated into 
new categories of crystals, resulting in scintillators with reasonably good light yield. 
The principal decay time o f cerium luminescence ranges fi'om about 20 to 80 ns, 
depending on the host crystal [KnoOO]. Ceriiun-doped gadolinimn oxyorthosilicate 
(GSOiCe) can be grown in reasonably lai'ge sizes as single crystals and the atomic 
number of 64 for gadolinium offers attractive properties in gamma-ray specti'oscopy. 
GSO:Ce has lower density compared to BGO and higher light output, therefore 
producing better timing and energy resolution than BGO. The total light output is 
about 20% of that of NaI(Tl).
Cerium-doped lutetimii oxyorthosilicate (LSO:Ce) was first described as a scintillator 
in 1991. It has a light output 75% that of Na(TI) and a fast scintillation time of 40 ns. 
The rapid light decay provides significantly reduced detector dead time and thus 
liigher counts rate capabilities. High count rate perfoiinance is essential in clinical 
PET imaging to use the injected activity most efficiently, and to make the emission 
scan time as short as possible at an acceptable image quality. The improved time 
resolution of the LSO detector also allows a narrower coincidence time window and 
therefore a reduction in random coincidences and scatter. Together with the excellent 
light output relative to other high-density scintillators this makes LSO the fastest 
detector available for PET tomogi*aphs today. There are two significant disadvantages 
of LSO that decrease its usefulness for low energy SPECT imaging and also for low 
background applications due to the naturally occumng imstable lutetium isotope (Lu- 
176). The second disadvantage o f LSO is that it does not have the energy resolution 
that is expected for such high light output. The resolution at S llkeV  is a significant 
improvement over BGO but is not as good as Nal(Tl).
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The recent improvement in the growth and packaging o f ceriimi-doped lanthanum 
halide scintillators, lanthanum bromide (LaBrstCe) and lanthanum chloride 
(LaClg^Ce), in addition to their superb intrinsic properties of high light output, 
excellent energy resolution, and fast decay time, make them a viable detection 
material for PET [Sur03, Kuh04, Lee05]. The most important characteristic of these 
crystals is represented by the scintillation light yield proportionality as a function o f 
incident gamma ray energy. This involves an absolute imiovationa in gannna- ray 
imaging with the possibility of energy resolution values nearly halved with respect to 
the past (3-4% at SllkeV ) [Sha04, Pan07]. Furthermore, it has been reported that the 
energy resolution of LaBrgiCe at 662keV approaches that of room temperature 
semiconductor detectors such as CdTe and CdZnTe [Sha04]. However, the cerimn- 
doped lanthanum halide scintillators have a few drawbacks of their own; internal 
radioactivity, hygroscopic nature, and a low-energy response that results in the 
resolution being inferior to that of Nal(Tl) below approximately 100 keV. The internal 
radioactivity is due to naturally occurring radioisotopes La-138.
4.6.2 Semiconductor detectors
A semiconductor material is packed into separate energy bands and an electron must 
be confined to one o f these bands [Tso83]. The lowest energy band is called the 
valence band which, in an idealized semiconductor is full of electi'ons that aie bound 
to the lattice sites within the crystal. The next highest energy band is called tlie 
conduction band and in an idealized semiconductor represents an empty band (at 
temperature equal to zero Kelvin) where the electrons are fi'ee to migrate through the 
crystal. These two energy bands are separated by an energy gap, called the bandgap. 
The size o f this gap is the main factor is classifying the material as a semiconductor or 
as an insulator; it is about 1 eV in a semiconductor and 5 eV in an insulator [KnoOO].
If a gamma-ray photon enters the detector and is photoelectrically absorbed by the 
semiconductor detector crystal, tliis will produce a photoelectron that jimips from the 
valence band (leaving a vacancy or hole) to the conduction band of the crystal. This 
means tliat an extra electron is still in the conduction band and an extra hole in the 
valence band. Applying an electiic field across the region causes the negatively
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cliai'ged electi'ons to move in the opposite direction to the effective movement of the 
positively charged holes. Then the charge released by the ionization can be collected 
and the presence o f gamma rays recorded [KnoOO].
The value o f the energy gap is not constant and changes with temperature [KnoOO]. As 
a general rule for semiconductor materials, the energy gap initially increases linearly 
as the teniperatiue decreases. However, at very low temperatures, the energy gap 
reaches a constant value. Therefore, when the temperature is gi'eater than absolute 
zero, the electrons in the crystal lattice will share thermal energy, giving a probability 
that an electron can be thermally excited across the band gap into the conduction 
band, hi the case o f semiconductor materials, the energy gap is small, Ge (0.7eV) and 
Si (l.leV ), and gives a large probability of thermal excitation, creating unwanted 
noise at room temperature (300 K). Tliis thermal noise can be significantly reduced by 
cooling the semiconductor crystal to liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K) [Del92].
Gemianium (Ge) is the most coimnon semiconductor detector material. It has liigh 
atomic number (Z=32) higher than silicon (Z=14), which makes Ge practicable for use 
in the detection o f liigher energy gamma radiation. However, it is difficult to prepare 
any material completely free o f impurities as in semiconductors; these impurities can 
have a great effect upon the conductivity. To control the electrical conduction in 
semiconductors, a small amount of impurities is added to the lattice in a process called 
doping. The idea o f tliis process is to increase the number of charge carriers (electr ons 
or holes) by adding a material with free charge earners, hi the 1960s, the litliium 
drifted technique started to be used. The main disadvantage of that type of detector 
was that it had to be kept cold at all times otherwise the lithimn migrated outside the 
crystal lattice. By decreasing the impurity in the germanium crystal, an active volume 
can be obtained that was comparable and even larger to those available in Ge(Li) 
detectors. These detectors are called intrinsic gemianiiun or high piuity germanium 
detectors (HPGe). The major advantage o f this type o f detector is that room- 
temperature storage is acceptable because o f the absence of lithium drifting [Del92, 
KnoOO]. The energy required to create an electi'on-hole pair in HPGe detectors is 
about 3eV. This means that a large number of electron-hole pairs can be fomied, and 
so many charge carTiers ar*e released for each gamma-ray interaction. This has two
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consequences. Firstly there is a small statistical fluctuation in the number of charge 
carriers per pulse, and secondly, as a result of the large number there is an excellent 
signal to noise ratio, and therefore a good energy resolution [KnoOO].
Cadmimn Telluride (CdTe) and Cadmium Zinc Telluride (CdZnTe) have been 
regarded as promising semiconductor materials for hard x-ray and y-ray detection 
(Eisen et al 1999) and (Scheiber 2000). The high atomic number of the materials 
(Zcd=48, Zxe=52) gives high quantum efficiency suitable for a detector operating 
typically in the 10 - 500 keV range. However, due to incomplete charge collection 
caused by the low mobility and short lifetmie o f holes, the energy resolution does not 
reach the theoretical limit expected fi'om statistical fluctuations in the number of 
electron-hole pairs. These detectors have liigh resistivity because o f the wide bandgap 
and also have high photon absorption efficiency because of the large effective atomic 
number. The electron-hole pairs generated in CdTe and CdZnTe detectors by 
irradiating with y-rays caimot be fully collected because o f the low tiansport 
properties o f carriers. Tliis leads to a significant distortion o f the spectrum. CdZnTe 
has become a material of considerable interest in the field o f x-ray and y-ray imaging, 
and shows gi'eat promise as a highly efficient, roorn-temperature operation detector. 
The feasibility of using these materials for detection efficiency and scatter rejection 
capabilities at diagnostic energies has been investigated (Heanue et al, 1996). The 
timing propei*ties o f CdZnTe detectors for positron emission tomography have been 
investigated (Bertolucci et al, 1997 and Aiminami et al, 2001). The wide band gap 
allows their use at room temperature and the energy per electron-hole pair offers much 
better resolution compared to other gamma rays detectors which can be operated at 
room temperatures, such as the widely used NaI(Tl) detectors. The main properties of 
CdZnTe detectors are compared with other semiconductor detectors are shown in 
Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Summary of comparative properties of some semiconductor detectors [KnoOO, Del92].
Properties Bandgap 
(eV) 300k
Energy 
e-h (eV)
M obility lifetime AtomicNumber D ensityg/cnF(e) (h)
Ge 0.67 2.96 High High 32 5.35
Si 1.12 3.61 High High 14 2.33
CdTe 1.5 4.43 Medium Low 50 6.2
CdZnTe 1.57 4.64 Medium Low 49.1 578
4.7 The positron and positronium fundamental theory
Positron decay occurs in unstable proton rich nuclei which reduce tlie excess positive 
charge in the nucleus thereby luidergoing beta positive (3+ decay [Hil04]. When the 
positron loses almost all o f its momentum energy, it eventually either ainiihilates with 
a free electron or combines with an electron to fomi positroniimi (Ps). Figure 4.7 
shows a flow diagram for the positi'on annihilation and the ratios ai*e for pure water 
and depend on the medium [Spy04]. Free positron and positi'onium aimiliilations can 
be distinguished by the differences in their annihilation lifethnes. The most probable 
o f these aimihilation processes, when the positron and election are in a singlet spin 
state, is the two photon process. In the case o f a free positron, the ratio of the cross 
section for the tliree-photon to two-photon events is -1/372 [Gre64].
4.7.1 Positronium formation and annihilation mechanisms
The positronium atom (Ps), the bound state o f a positron and an electron, can be 
formed, whenever a position interacts with matter, in the two spin states, S = 0, 1. The 
singlet states (S = 0), in which the election and position spins ai*e anti-parallel, is 
called para-positronium (p-Ps), whereas the tiiplet states (S = 1) are called ortho­
positronium (o-Ps). The spin state has a significant influence on tlie energy level 
stmcture o f the positronium, and also on its lifetime against self-anniliilation. The 
probability of annihilation decreases very rapidly with the number of photons emitted.
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For practical purposes the singlet spin states decay into two photons, four photons etc. 
(even numbers of photon) and triplet states into tlrree, five etc. (odd niunbers of 
photons) [Gre64, ChaOl].
Due to spin statistics, about 25% of all positronimn (Ps) is formed in the singlet state 
while the remaining 75% form in the triplet state. The singlet state, para-positi'onium 
(p-Ps) decays primarily into two 511 keV gamma rays with a lifetime o f 0.125ns in 
vacuimi, wliile the triplet state ortho-positronhun (o-Ps) decays into three gamma rays 
of different energies adding up to 1022keV in the same plane, with a lifetime o f 142ns 
in vacuum. However, depending on the medium, the lifetime o f the Ps, particularly o- 
Ps, will be changed. This is due to ‘quencliing’ collisions with the surrounding 
medium [ChaOl, Kac04].
hi matter, interactions with the surrounding electrons (quenching) typically prevail 
leading to a dhect annihilation o f the positron with one o f the electrons (pick-off 
process), the conversion o f o-Ps into p-Ps which then decays rapidly to two ganmia or 
to chemical reactions producing short-lived Ps compounds. As a result of the above 
factors, the effective yield o f tlii'ee gamma amhhilation in matter depends on the rates 
of Ps formation and quenching that, in turn, depends on the fast timescale Ps 
chemistry in the terminal spm* o f the positron track, hi nori-riietallic materials, like 
water, the tlu'ee gamma yield is usually o f the order of 0.5% although in some cases, 
for example fine powders o f allcalirie oxides, it can reach 20% or more [Bus64, Hus89, 
Kac04]. Ps formation in water might be suppressed from the polar molecule as the 
electron density ai'omid the positron may increase [Kan65]. Preliminary results 
showed by Murtagh et al [Mur06] that Ps formation in water collisions is riori- 
riegligible and it has been found to be 6 times larger than a previous estimate [SueOO].
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Physics of positron annihilation
slow down
Annihilation with 
free electron (70%)
Positronium 
formation (30%)
t  =0.125 nsi Conversion99.73% 1=142 ns0.27% 98.7%
Pick-off
511 keV511 keV
511 keV Chemicalreactions
511 keV
Altogether -  0.5% of 3y annihilations
Fig 4.7 Flow diagram for positron annihilation in pure water [Spy04].
It is expected from the spin statistics that positronium will in general be formed with a 
ratio of o-Ps to p-Ps equal to 3:1, and in the absence o f any significant quenching 
(e.g. via the conversion of o-Ps to p-Ps), most of the o-Ps which are formed will 
eventually annihilate in this state. Thus, the three gamma-ray annihilation mode will 
be much more abimdant for positronium than it is for free positron annihilation. The 
three gamma-rays are emitted in a coplanar fashion, with predicted energy 
distributions by Ore and Powell, 1949; and Adkins, 1983; shown in Figure 4.8 (a) 
along with an experimental observation by Chang et al 1985 [Gre49, Cha85]. The 
difference between the near-monochromatic 511keV radiation of free positrons and 
that of the three gamma-rays annihilation mode allow one way in which to distinguish 
between these two annihilation modes. This is shown in figure 4.8 (b), which shows 
gamma-ray energy spectra obtained using a high resolution detector under conditions 
o f 0% and 100% positronium formation by Lahtinen et al 1986 [ChaOl].
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Figure 4.8: (a) The gamina-ray energy spectrum for the three photon decay o f ortho­
positronium (dashed curve: theoretical), (b) Schematic gamma-ray energy specti*a taken using 
a high resolution detector under conditions where the fraction of positrons forming 
positronium is 0 % and 1 0 0 % [ChaOl].
4.7.2 Positronium quenching
The term quenching expresses the increased probability of aimihilation o f 
positronimn, with an electron in a relative spin singlet state, leading to the emission of 
2y rays [ChaOl]. Experimentally, it means the reduction in the observed three ganmia 
or tiiplet type positron aimiliilation events as the reduction o f positronimn life time 
[Gre64]. The most noticeable quencliing is o-Ps due to the long relative lifetime o f 
p-Ps [Heyôl, Hop90]. There are different processes which control quencliing 
depending on the chemical natm'e o f the atoms or molecules. The tluee predominant 
mechanisms o f ortho-positronium quenching in collisions with an atom or molecule, 
denoted by X, can be smmnaiized as follows:
4.7.2.1 Pick-off quenching
Pick-off quenching takes place when ortho-positronimn (o-Ps) collides with atoms or 
molecules (X) which have filled outer electronic shells then the positron of the 
positronimn can amiihilate with die smrounding electrons in a collision and aimihilate 
in two gaimiia rays:
o-Ps + X X^ + e‘ + 2 y-rays
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The cross section o f this annilhlation process is about 10'^  ^ cm^. Pick-off annihilation 
cross section is smaller than other quenclhng mechaihsms however, when the atom 
has a closed shell or subshell then it becomes the dominant decay process for o-Ps 
[Iva02]. The decay rate o f o-Ps is proportional to the rate of o-Ps collisions with the 
atoms or molecules o f the material and thus with the election density [ChaOl],
4.7.2.2 Conversion quenching
Conversion or exchange quenching occurs with substances possessing unpaired 
electrons in their atomic or moleculai" stmcture, such as O2 and NO. It is possible for 
the electron o f the o-Ps to be exchanged with an atomic electron with different spin 
orientation and to be converted to p-Ps according to
o-Ps + X (t) ^  p-Ps + X (i)
The conversion cross section is larger than the direct pick-off annilhlation cross 
section. It is of the order 10"^  ^c n f . The cross section for conversion quenching is 
decreased as the positi'omum energy is increased.
4.7.2.3 Chemical quenching
Ortho-positronium (o-Ps) is quenched after forming chemical complexes, which may 
occur by means o f the addition or substitution reactions both of which lead to rapid 
amhlhlation o f the positron
o-Ps + X o-PsX + energy
o-Ps + XY 4^ o-PsX(Y) + Y(X)
The cross section for Hie chemical reactions varies depending on the process and the 
reactive species involved. The cross section for the chemical reactions is much higher 
than pick-off quencliing. It has the most prolific quenching reaction, with a cross 
section of 10'^  ^cni^.
In the literature, some basic theoretical problems regaining the values of pick-off, 
collision and chemical quenching rates o f o-Ps with atoms or molecules have still not
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been fully solved. However, some progress has been made experimentally. Table 4.4 
shows the major quenching reaction for some gases. There are two kinds o f gases, 
inert and active, for the quenching o f o-Ps. The inert gases, N2, Ar, H2, CH4 , etc., are 
also inert in an ordinary chemical sense and quench o-Ps mainly by pick-off process. 
The active gases can be classified into two classes. The gases in the first class quench 
o-Ps mainly by conversion process, e.g. O2, NO. The gases in the second class quench 
o-Ps predominantly by chemical reaction, e.g. NO2 and halogens. These are also very 
active chemicals at room temperature [Tao73, ChaOl],
Table 4.4 : Ma,]or quenching reaction for some gases [Tao73, ChaO 1 ]
Gas Major quenching reaction
Ar Pick-off
H2 Pick-off
N 2 Pick-off
CO2 Pick-off
CH4 Pick-off
O2 Conversion
NO Conversion
NO2 Chemical
CI2 Chemical
B12 Chemical
One o f the most interesting gases for wliich low energy positionimn interactions have 
been studied is O2 . This has been the subject of many experimental studies with 
different methodologies used and has been shown to exhibit both elastic and inelastic 
exchange quenching [ICak90, ChaOl], Heymaim et al [Heyôl] found that oxygen and 
nitiic oxide quench too powerfully for the same method to be used. Figure 4.9 shows 
the obseiwed two spectia of Na^^ due to the quenching o f o-Ps in gases, (Heymaim et 
al 1961). The broken curve is the spectrum when the chamber contained only argon. 
The solid curve is the spectrum when sufficient nitric oxide (3%) had been added for 
conversion quenching to remove the tluee photon aimihilation counts Eoiii the valley 
region between 300-440keV and produce a coiïesponding increase in the photopeak
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of SllkeV. Celitans et al (1964) used a tliree-photon coincidence method [Cel64a] 
and positron lifetime method [Cel64b] to study o-Ps formation and quenching in 
gases. They concluded that the highly quenched o-Ps lifetimes were found in oxygen, 
even at pressines as liigh as 16.5 atm. Cooper et al (1967) found a reduction in o-Ps 
lifetime by oxygen dissolved m valions liquids [Coo67]. Hopldns et al (1990) found 
the introduction o f oxygen into a silica gel sample results in a decrease in the o-Ps 
lifetime [Hop90].
- o -  Argon + 3 %  NO 
-o." Argon
cS
I
130
keV 471
300 400 500 600
Energy (k è V  }
Fig 4.9: Positron annihilation spectra with different nitiic oxide concentration [Hey61]
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111 metals positrons tliermalize quickly (<10psec) while their lifetime is -lOOpsec. 
This implies that positronium caiuiot be fomied due to the high electron density which 
screens the Coulomb interaction between positrons and electrons. In a number of 
insulators the positron lives longer than in metals. It was discovered that in certain 
materials such as quartz and Teflon, the positron decay curves could not be interpreted 
in tenns of a single life, but resulted from the composite effect o f two different lives 
[Bel53]. Bell and Graliam (1953) suggested that positronimn is formed in these 
insulators to explain the presence o f these two mean lives. Para-positionimii decays 
promptly and accounts for the short life, ortho-positronimn accomits for the longer 
life, which is a measure o f the rate at which it is destroyed in molecular collisions, hi 
agreement with this view, the fr*equency o f tlrree photon amiihilation is noticeably 
greater in the insulators which exliibit the longer positron life [Deb54].
4.8 Two and three photon coincidences
The basic process employed in conventional PET is the amiihilation o f a positron and 
an electron that results in two 511 keV gaimna ray photons. When these photons are 
detected in coincidence, a positron amiiliilation event is recorded along the axis 
comiecting the two detectors. The 2y decay is, however, not the only available route to 
positron amiiliilation. Multiphoton processes are also possible, although their 
probabilities decrease strongly with the nmnber of decay quanta involved, hi the 
context of PET, one may find the remark that the rates of these events are small and 
hence do not affect the imaging. In practice, apart from 2y amiiliilation, only the decay 
into tliree photons is measmable [Deb54, Bas54, Ber65, Man70]. hi fact, 4 y [Ada90, 
Bus94] and 5 y [Mat96] decays have also been detected experimentally, but due to a 
very low probability they cannot be practically used in PET.
Altliougli measmements of the thiee photons are being used for several years in 
material science, it has not yet been put into practice for medical applications. The 
indushial applications of 3y PET has been used [Vaii88], in paiticular in studies of 
flow and diffusion (especially o f gases) in porous media [Klia98], and imaging o f their 
structme. Having a material bereft of water and oxygen and containing 
microscopically large empty spaces (pores) one can expect much higher 3y yields 
making the method more efficient. Kacperski and Spyrou (2004) proposed, for the
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first time, to use the 3y aimiliilations as an imaging modality, potentially carrying a 
new kind of clinically valuable information not only about the location, but also the 
state o f oxygenation of tumours.
The double coincidence method of studying two photon positron aimiliilation is quite 
simple, not only because o f the simple construction o f the coincidence apparatus but 
also because o f the high coincidence rate obtained from a relatively week source. 
However, double coincidence is normally only used in determinations o f the angular 
distribution o f the two-photon positron aimihilation events. The extension o f the 
coincidence method to thi'ee photon positron amiihilations, however, intx-oduces more 
difficulties, hi the case o f two photon positron annihilations, energy momentum 
conseiwation requhes that the two gamma rays are emitted in almost opposite 
directions, hi the case o f tlrree photon positron aimiliilations, momentimi conseiwation 
requires only that the ganmia rays are emitted in the same plane and that no more than 
two in the same half-plane.
Three-photon aimihilation coincidence measurements can be made by placing a 
detection system which consists o f thrce detectors having higli energy resolution and 
efficiency. Tluee-photon decay occiu's when a triplet position-election pair 
aimiliilates, as when ortho-positronimn decays. The tliree-photon energies can vary 
between 0-511 keV and their sum is equal to 1022 keV. Energy and momentmn 
conservation does not require a imique directional correlation between the tliree 
photons, only that they are emitted in the same plane and no more tlian two in the 
same half-plane. Hence the detector and the sample must be placed in coplanarity. A 
detail o f the concept of three-photon positron aimihilation imaghig is given in Chapter 
7.
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Chapter 5 
Biological oxygen measurement techniques
5.1 Introduction
Positron emission tomography (PET) is a powerful imaging teclmique for the 
diagnosis o f cancer. A PET scan with additional information about the oxygen levels 
within tissue would be a useful tool for measuring and imaging oxygenation o f tissues 
in various clinical contexts. Thus the relation between oxygen measurements and the 
yield o f three photon positron aimihilation events will open a new field o f interest for 
the diagnosis and treatment of cancer, specifically for tiunoiu hypoxia (radio­
resistance). The early diagnosis and determination of tumour hypoxia is very 
important to novel treatment strategies in plaiming cancer therapy because hypoxia 
may be a predictive factor for the occurrence o f metastasic disease [Bri95]. There are 
diverse teclmiques using biological, chemical or physical methods for the 
measurement of tumour hypoxia. However, the oxygen level is usually very varied 
both among patients and within individual tiunours [Har 04, VauOl, Pad05].
The studies undertaken examined the experimental procedures to detemiine oxygen 
saturation in biological samples as a preliminary study for further sample analysis for 
a Unis prototype thi'ee-gainma PET scaimer under development, hi addition, to 
establisliing a frame work and documentary information for the PET research group 
carrying out experimental work wliich involves imaging the oxygen levels in 
biological samples. Dissolved oxygen (DO) content (% or riig/L) of defrbrinated horse 
blood and mineral water were investigated by comparison the two main methods of 
polarogi'aphy and coloririietery. A compound, AnaeroGeri™, was employed to remove 
oxygen from the sample enviromiient to allow low oxygen studies [Ana05]. An air 
piunp was used to increase the oxygen content hi the samples.
Efforts have been made in this chapter to describe the preparations and the methods 
employed to measure the oxygen level in biological samples using blood and mineral
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water in order to obtain samples with low levels o f oxygen in hypoxic regions and 
normal levels o f oxygen for nomioxic concentration. Preparation o f these samples will 
help thither studies to be conducted in order to investigate the relation between 
oxygen measurement and tlrree photon position annihilation using positron emitter 
e.g. This will open a new area that helps in the diagnosis and treatment of cancer 
as well as helping in the development of non-invasive methods for detection of 
tiunour hypoxia by using the dedicated tlrree gamma PET teclmique.
5.2 Materials and methods
Two instirmients were used for sample analysis; a dissolved oxygen meter D0400 and 
a dissolved oxygen pocket colorimeter, hr each case 40mL o f samples were treated 
with AnaeroGen™ substance or a piunp aerated system. AnaeroGen™ should induce 
an anaerobic condition in the samples wliile tire pumping system was applied to 
increase the dissolved oxygen content in the samples.
The dissolved oxygen meter D0400 employed hr the experiments is a portable water- 
resistairt, microprocessor-based and autocalibration dissolved oxygen meter (Figures
5.1 and 5.2). It has applied to measure dissolved oxygen at different temperatures in 
water and other liquids. The dissolved oxygen amouirt can be indicated up to 
hundredths of parts per million (ppm) which cair be equated to milligrams per litie 
(mg/L) or in % o f saturation. The temperature range covered was horn 0 to 50°C and 
the estimated accuracy, as quoted by the manufacturer, was ±1.5% [Han05].
The Pocket Colorimeter instmment is a high-quality filter photometer designed for 
single-parameter colorimetiic measurements (Figure 5.3). It is calibrated to measiue 
dissolved oxygen in samples ranging from 0 to 10.0 mg/L. The liquid crystal display 
provides a direct readout in mg/L oxygen once calibrated. It consists of a light 
emitting diode (LED) (528 imr wavelength and 15 mn filter bandwidth), silicon cell 
detector, and is powered by batteries which make it portable. The estimated accuracy, 
as quoted by the manufactui'er, was ±0.2 mg/L. A high range dissolved oxygen 
(AccuVac Ampul®) reagent was used for the investigation o f the sample to develop 
the colour with sample [Hac05].
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1 ) Battery Compartment
2) Probe Connector
3) Liquid Crystal Display
4) ON/OFF Button
5) CAL Button (to enter or exit calibration mode)
6) FACTOR button (to select altitude FI and salinity F2)
7) UP and DOWN arrow keys (to select FI and F2 levels)
8) HOLD key (to freeze displayed value)
9) RANGE button (to select ppm or % of saturation)
10) Power Jack for 12VDC adapter
19) LOW BAT indicator
20) SAMPLE indicator (to indicate the measurement 
mode)
21) FI indicator (altitude factor)
22) F2 indicator (salinity factor)
23) % or ppm mode indicator
24) Temperature (and factor) display
^ - 0
Fig. 5.1 Functional description Dissolved Oxygen Meter [Han05].
1. D.O. Probe
2. Protective Cap
3. Watertight Shielded Cable
4. Polypropylene Probe Body
5. Temperature Sensor
6. O-Ring Seal
7. Silver Chloride Anode (sensor element)
8. Platinum Cathode (sensor element)
9. Oxygen Permeable Teflon Membrane
10.Protective Cap
Fig. 5.2 Functional description dissolved oxygen probe [Han05].
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1. Pocket Colorimeter, Dissolved 
Oxygen meter.
2. Dissolved Oxygen High 
Range AccuVac Ampuls.
3. snapper.
4. Sample Cell, 10 mL.
5. blue ampule cap.
6. the instrument cap
7. Zero button.
8. Read button.
9. Liquid Crystal Display
Fig.5.3 Dissolved Oxygen Pocket Colorimeter
The AnaeroGen'T'^ was used to generate an anaerobic environment. It contains 
ascorbic acid and activated carbon which reacts on contact with air. When the 
AnaeroGen™ is placed in a sealed jar, atmospheric oxygen in the jar is rapidly 
absorbed with the simultaneous generation of carbon dioxide. This technique differs 
from those commonly used since the reaction occurs with no evolution o f hydrogen, 
and therefore requires no catalyst. Also no addition o f water is needed to activate the 
reaction. The AnaeroGen™ will reduce the oxygen level in a ja r  to below 1% within 
30 minutes and the resulting carbon dioxide level can be between 9% and 13%. This 
product is for in-vitro use only. As soon as the AnaeroGen substance is exposed to the 
air, the reaction will start. It is therefore essential that the paper is placed in the jar and 
the jar sealed within one minute. The reaction o f the ascorbic acid with oxygen is 
exothermic. However, the temperature o f the AnaeroGen paper will not exceed 65°C. 
Making sample temperature measurement of further importance.
The defibrinated horse blood was supplied by TCS Biosciences Company. Still natural 
mineral water (TESCO Ashbeck mountain spring) contained 10 mg/L calcium, 2.2 
mg/L magnesium, 10 mg/L sodium, 2.3 mg/L potassium, 13 mg/L bicarbonate, 15 
mg/L chloride, 11 mg/L sulphate, 20 mg/L nitrate, <0.1 mg/L fluoride, and <0.01 
mg/L iron.
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5.3 Results
5.3.1 Polarograpliy Technique
Figure 5.4 shows the percentage o f dissolved oxygen content in 40ml mineral water 
using polarograpliy technique (D0400 probe). The sample was treated for 25 hours in 
a continuous pumped airflow tlirough it (air-pump treated sample). Dissolved oxygen 
in mineral water was monitored showing 4.4(±1.5)% rate of increase in DO content 
over 25 hours of ah  pumping treatment. This procediue could not be applied for 
defibrinated horse blood and DO content could not be monitored or detected due to 
the frothing seen in the blood with loss of the volimie of sample under increased air 
pressiue. Figure 5.5 shows the immediate reading of DO content after applying 
AnaeroGen™ in mineral water was found to be 5.3(±1.5)% and increased to
70.1 (±1.5)% after one hoiu o f exposing the sample to atmospheric air. However, 
results for blood were found to be 14 (±1.5)% increasing to 29.1(±1.5)% after one 
hour. These results indicate that the rate o f DO uptake in blood is slower than that m 
mineral water.
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Fig. 5.4 Dissolved oxygen in mineral water using DO-400 probe (air-pmnp treated sample)
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Fig. 5.5 Dissolved oxygen in mineral water and horse blood using D0-400 probe (AnaroGen treatment)
5.3.2 Colorimetery Technique
Figure 5.6 shows dissolved oxygen content (mg/L) of mineral water using the pocket 
colorimeter. The sample was treated for 3 hours of continuous pumped airflow 
through the sample. Dissolved oxygen was monitored showing 0.4(±0.2)mg/L rate of 
decrease in DO content over 3 hours of air pumping treatment. In Figiue 5.7 the 
sample was treated with AnaeroGen™. Dissolved oxygen was monitored showing 
5.3(±0.2)mg/L rate of decrease in DO content over 30 minutes of exposing the sample 
to atmospheric air after treatment with AnaeroGen™. These figures show a decrease 
in the DO as the time increases. However, this technique is not suitable for the 
measuiement of DO content in blood, due to the higli light absoiption of the pocket 
colorimeter in the blood so all measurements of the horse blood sample indicated zero.
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Fig. 5,6 Dissolved oxygen in mineral water using pocket colorimeter (air-pmnp treated sample)
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Fig. 5.7 Dissolved oxygen in mineral water using pocket colorimeter (AnaroGen treatment)
5.4 Discussion
In tins experiment, a comparison between polarograpliy and colorimetery methods 
were used in the measurement of dissolved oxygen content in mineral water and 
defibrinated horse blood samples. The samples were either treated with AnaeroGen™ 
or increased oxygen content using a pump aerated system. A defibrinated horse blood
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sample was chosen here to reduce the hazards and implications of working with 
human biological sample infection e.g. AIDS or hepatitis.
There are several reports dealing with the properties of horse blood and no 
comprehensive study has been published on the reactivity of horse blood towards 
organic phosphate, 2,3-diphosphoglycerate (DPG). The production of DPG increases 
when the peripheral tissue oxygen’s availability decreases, such as in the condition of 
hypoxia. It has been reported [Gia90] that horse haemoglobin displays a lower oxygen 
affinity (approximately 60%) in contrast to hmnan haemoglobin. High oxygen affinity 
has been related to the interaction of the organic phosphate, DPG with red blood cells. 
Horse’s haemoglobm appears to be much less sensitive to organic phosphate and 
therefore displays a much lower oxygen affinity. The results indicated in figm*e 5.5 
show that the rate of dissolved oxygen uptake in blood is slower than that in mineral 
water. These results are expected on the basis of the data available in the literatui'e 
[Tor03] that oxygen does not dissolve easily in plasma and about 97% of oxygen has 
combined with human haemoglobin due to the fact that the haem gioup contains a 
feiTOUS iron atom, which is capable of caiTying oxygen molecules.
It is confirmed tlu'ough the experiments, that the colorimetric method may not be an 
efficient method in the measurement of DO concentrations in blood, due to the high 
absoiption characteristics o f blood. To overcome this problem, the blood could be 
diluted and the factor o f dilution should he considered in the calculations of the 
correct concentration of DO in blood. Thus, the colorimetry method is not a suitable 
method for the measurement of DO concenti'ations in this research as dilution of the 
blood may disrupt the proteins and induce rupture of cells in the sample. Moreover, 
the chemical reagent used in colorimetry can impose a coloiu* change to the solution 
which may act as interference in % ti'ansmittance or absorbance measurements 
recorded by the instrument.
A giadual increase in DO content as time increased was observed in samples using the 
polarography probe in both treatments (Figures 5.4 and 5.5) whereas using the pocket 
colorimeter a decrease in the DO content was shown as time increased (Figures 5.6 
and 5.7). This finding was not as expected on the basis of the direct proportionality 
between DO and pumping airflow time tlnough the sample in Figiue 5.3 or after bemg
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treated with AnaeroGen™ Figure 5.4. These results may be due to the presence of 
magnesium in the mineral water, which can cause a negative hiterference in the pocket 
colorimeter.
5.5 Conclusion
hi this study, efforts have been made to highlight the advantages of the polarography 
technique for measuring different levels of dissolved oxygen in blood. Low levels of 
oxygen in hypoxic blood samples were obtamed experimentally here by using 
AnaeroGen™. Further research is continued, in the next chapter, to study the factors 
that affect dissolved oxygen e.g. pH, temperature and CO2 on the influence of blood 
oxygenation on tlrree gamma annihilation rates after injection of a radioisotope in the 
sample being monitored by a three garmna detection system. The ultimate aim is to 
develop a non-invasive method for detection of tumour hypoxia by using tlrree gamma 
positron annihilation combined witlr two gannrra PET methods.
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Chapter 6 
Factors which affect dissolved oxygen measure­
ments in biological fluids
6.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to study the factors that affect dissolved oxygen when 
preparing biological samples with different levels of oxygen concentration between 
hypoxia and normoxia. Preparation of these samples will help in frirther studies to be 
carried out to investigate the relation between oxygen measurements and tlnee-gamma 
yield using a positron emitter.
The oxyheamoglobin dissociation curve is an important tool for understanding how 
blood carries and releases oxygen. The oxyheamoglobin dissociation curve relates 
oxygen saturation and partial pressure of oxygen in blood (pOi), and is determined by 
what is called "haemoglobin’s affinity for oxygen", that is, how readily haemoglobin 
acquires and releases oxygen molecules from its suiTomiding tissue. Study the factors 
e.g. pH, temperature and CO2, that affect the concentiation of oxygen in mineral 
water, defibrinated horse blood and serum samples is measured and highlighted in this 
chapter.
6.2 Materials and Methods
The dissolved oxygen meter is an instrument employed to gauge the quantity of 
liquefied oxygen in imit volimie of a liquid. There are two dissolved oxygen meters 
used in these experiments. The DOB-215, Omega brand oxygen meter, is used to 
measure the level of dissolved oxygen and temperature (Figure 6.1). It consists of 
tlnee parts: a probe for detection, electronics for signal amplification, and a meter to 
display the results. The sensor electrode consists of anode, cathode and membrane 
(pemieable to oxygen molecules). It obeys the polarographic teclmique in determining 
the quantity of dissolved oxygen where the cathode and anode are immersed mto an 
electrolyte, mto which oxygen passes through the membrane. The contents of the
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electrolyte solution were 1.5% potassium chloride, 0.05% potassium 
dihydrogenphosphate, 0.08% sodium hydrogenphosphate, 10% glycerol and 88.36% 
water. It displays the results in parts per million (ppm), ranging from 0 ppm up to 
19.99 ppm of dissolved oxygen with an estimated accuracy, as quoted by the 
manufacturer, of ± 0.1 ppm, and also measure the temperature from 0 up to 50°C.
Membrane Cathode Anode
Cap
Stirring
Paddle
Temperature
Sensor
Fig 6.1: The DOB-215, Omega brand oxygen meter.
The DO-400, the second meter, is a portable water resistant dissolved oxygen meter, 
used in the experiment to measure dissolved oxygen and temperature in all samples. 
The dissolved oxygen amount can be indicated up to hundredths of parts per million 
(ppm) which can be equated to milligrams per litre (mg/1) or in % of saturation. The 
range of temperature that is covered is from 0 to 50°C. The estimated accuracy, as 
quoted by the manufacturer is ±1.5%.
The Hanna portable pH/Temperature meter, model HI 991301, is an instrument which 
was used to measure the pH values and temperature in all samples. It has a built-in 
thermistor for temperature measurement. It measures the pH from 0 to 14 with an 
accuracy of ±0.01. The pH meter was calibrated using three special buffer solutions. 
The nomial buffer solution options are pH 4, 7 and 10.
The measurement of the dissolved oxygen content, pH and temperature were obtained 
in three different samples, mineral water, defibrinated horse blood and serum samples. 
200mL of mineral water, TESCO Perthshire Mountain Scottish natural water, was 
used in each experiment. It contains < 60.0 mg/L calcium, < 16.0 mg/L magnesium.
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< 13.0 mg/L sodium, <1.5 mg/L potassiimi, < 11.0 mg/L chloride, < 8.0 mg/L 
sulphate, and < 3 .0  mg/L nitrate. About 60-70% in the adult human body is water. 
Moreover, the mmeral water contains essential elements that are found in the human 
body.
Horse blood (200niL) was used in each experiment. The blood sample was, as before, 
defibrinated horse blood, provided by TCS Biosciences Company. 200niL of horse 
senmi was used after sepai'ation fi*om the red cells of the sterile defibrinated horse 
blood. Blood was poured into centrifuge tubes, and placed in the holders of the 
centrifuge. The blood was spun at half to tlnee quarters speed. After blood has been 
spun for 8 minutes, the red cells had separated out at the bottom of the tube with a 
clear liquid floating on top (serum).
Tlnee methods employing bubbling nitrogen gas, carbon dioxide gas and the 
AnaeroGen compound, were used to prepare in vitro hypoxic samples of mineral 
water, defibrinated horse blood and serum samples. AnaeroGen is a substance used to 
generate an anaerobic enviromnent (Chapter 5). Pure nitrogen and carbon dioxide 
were bubbled through the sample at a constant flow rate of 1 L/minute into 200mL of 
each sample. Measinements of dissolved oxygen, pH values, and temperature during 
nitrogen and carbon dioxide bubbling treatment were taken every 5 minute for one 
hour until low oxygen levels were obtained. Then, measurements were talcen every 5 
minutes for 3 hours after stopping nitrogen and carbon dioxide bubbling.
6.3 Results and Discussion
Botli dissolved oxygen meters, (DOB-215 and D0400) were used in the measurement 
of the dissolved oxygen content in the mineral water, defibrinated horse blood and 
senun samples in order to follow die polarographic teclmique in detemiining the 
quantity o f dissolved oxygen, hi the latter the cathode and anode are inmiersed into an 
electrolyte, into wliich oxygen passes tlnrough a membrane. It has been reported that 
oxygen measurement in timiour hypoxia varies fi'oni one study to another using the 
polarographic technique. This may depend on how technically-skilled the user is or 
how reproducible the methods for sample preparation used are. As a result there are 
many interlaboratory variations reported in the literatme for oxygen measurements 
[Hoc93, Nor03]. A compaiison of these two dissolved oxygen meters is highlighted in
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this chapter, as well as the pH and temperature determination which were measured in 
different biological samples.
6.3.1 M ineral water
Figure 6.2 shows the reduction of dissolved oxygen content when bubbling nitrogen 
gas at a constant flow rate of 1 L/minute in 200mL of mineral water for 1 hour. Before 
bubbling the water sample, the dissolved oxygen was measured and found to be 
4.6±0.1 ppm and 5.1±0.1 ppm (68±1.5 %) by the Omega and D0400 meters, 
respectively. The dissolved oxygen decreased after 1 hour to 0.6±0.1 ppm and 
0.41±0.1 ppm (4.9±1.5 %) for Omega and D0400 meters, respectively. Then after 
nitrogen bubbling was stopped the measurement of dissolved oxygen was carried out 
and showed an increase of dissolved oxygen in the sample for 3 hours.
Figure 6.3 illustrates the changes in dissolved oxygen content before and after 
bubbling carbon dioxide at a constant flow rate of 1 L/minute in 200mL of mineral 
water. The dissolved oxygen dropped from 4.8±0.1 to 0.7±0.1 ppm for the Omega 
meter whereas it dropped from 5.3±0.1 to 0.35±0.1 ppm (67.2±1.5 to 4.2±1.5 %) for 
D0400 meter.
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Fig 6.2 Logarithmic scale of dissolved oxygen in (ppm) and (%) for water sample versus time (min) 
before bubbling (0 time), during bubling (Ihr) and after stopping bubbling nitrogen (3hr).
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Fig 6.3 Logarithmic scale of dissolved oxygen in (ppm) and (%) for water sample versus time (min) 
before, during and after bubbling carbon dioxide.
Figure 6.4 is a comparison of dissolved oxygen in water with nitrogen and carbon 
dioxide bubbling. It shows that a similar reduction of dissolved oxygen within one 
hour of bubbling both gases in water but the recovery of dissolved oxygen after 
bubbling carbon dioxide is slower than nitrogen.
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Fig 6.4 Comparison of dissolved oxygen in water between bubbling nitrogen and carbon dioxide.
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As temperature is one of the factors that affects the amount of dissolved oxygen, it 
was important to measure the changes in temperature during the reduction of oxygen 
by bubbling nitrogen, carbon dioxide and the interaction with AnaeroGen material. 
The Hanna portable (temperature meter) was used. It measures temperature from 0®C 
up to 60°C with an accuracy of ± 0.5®C. It can be seen in Figure 6.5 that the 
temperature in mineral water sample gradually decreased within one hour from 
22.3±0.5°C to 19.6±0.5°C and from 20.8±0.5°C to 19.0±0.5°C during nitrogen and 
carbon dioxide bubbling time, respectively. However, for the sample that was treated 
with AnaeroGen for an hour, the temperature increased from 23.5±0.5°C to 
25.7±0.5°C.
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Fig 6.5 Temperature measurement (°C) in water versus nitrogen, carbon dioxide and AnaeroGen 
treatment time.
The pH changes were measured using Hanna portable pH meter. This measures the 
pH from 0 to 14 with an accuracy of ± 0.01 pH. Figure 6.6 shows that the pH in the 
water sample that was treated with AnaeroGen decreased from 7.91±0.01 to 6.9±0.01 
after about 30 minutes. But there was a very sharp reduction of pH in the sample 
treated with carbon dioxide from 7.84±0.01 to 5.1±0.01 in the first 5 mintues, and 
then the pH remained steady at about 5.04±0.01 after one hour. On the other hand, an
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increase of pH was observed during bubbling nitrogen from 7.7±0.01 to 8.93±0.01 
after an hour.
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Fig 6.6 pH measurement in water versus nitrogen, carbon dioxide and AnaeroGen treatment time.
6.3.2 Defibrinated horse blood
The defibrinated horse blood was supplied by TCS Biosciences Company. 
Defibrinated blood consists of blood which has had the fibrin removed from the 
plasma in order to prevent blood coagulation. The horse blood sample was chosen 
here to reduce the hazards and implications of working with a human biological 
sample which may be infected unless carefully screened. The decrease of dissolved 
oxygen was observed to have the same trend for both meters in Figure 6.7 and Figure 
6.8 where the horse blood was treated by bubbling nitrogen and carbon dioxide, 
respectively.
The initial readings before bubbling nitrogen in blood for dissolved oxygen with both 
meters were 3.2±0.1 ppm and 3.8±0.1 ppm (47.7±1.5 %) for Omega and D0400 
meters, respectively. But the lowest readings were found to be 0.5±0.1 ppm and 
0.58±0.1 ppm (7.2±1.5 %) for Omega and D0400 meters, respectively. On the other 
hand, before using carbon dioxide the initial readings were 3.3±0.1 ppm and 3.65±0.1 
ppm (45.2±1.5 %) for Omega and D0400 meters, respectively. Then the dissolved
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oxygen dropped to 0.5±0.1 ppm and 0.67±0.1 ppm (7.3±1.5 %) for the Omega and 
D0400 meters, respectively. These reading show the similarity of dissolved oxygen 
measurements in both meters for blood samples treated with nitrogen and carbon 
dioxide.
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Fig 6.7 Logarithmic scale o f  dissolved oxygen in (ppm) and (%) for blood sample versus time (min) 
before, during and after bubbling nitrogen.
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Fig 6.8 Logarithmic scale o f  dissolved oxygen in (ppm) and (%) for blood sample versus time (min) 
before, during and after bubbling carbon dioxide.
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The comparison of dissolved oxygen in blood samples treated with nitrogen and 
carbon dioxide is illustrated in figure 6.9 and 6.10. It can be seen that the recovery of 
dissolved oxygen after one hour of bubbling was slower in the blood sample treated
with carbon dioxide than with nitrogen.
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Fig 6.9 Comparison of dissolved oxygen in blood (ppm) between bubbling nitrogen and carbon dioxide.
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Fig 6.10 Comparison of dissolved oxygen in blood (%) between bubbling nitrogen and carbon dioxide.
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It seems from figure 6.11 that the ‘cold’ horse blood behaves differently from water 
but this is not the case because the experiment was performed immediately after 
taking the blood out of the fridge. The increases of the temperature observed in cold 
horse blood while bubbling nitrogen or carbon dioxide was due to the blood trying to 
reach the thermal equilibrium with the laboratory temperature. The changes of 
temperature for cold horse blood during the first hour of bubbling nitrogen, carbon 
dioxide and interaction with AnaeroGen, respectively; were from 15.9±0.5°C to 
19.17±0.5°C, from 15.3±0.5°C to 19.1±0.5°C and from 19.1±0.5°C to 22.4±0.5°C. 
However, another temperature measurement was obtained for room temperature 
(warm blood) which showed that the decrease of temperature from 21.9±0.5°C to 
21.1±0.5°C during the first hour of bubbling nitrogen.
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Fig 6.11 Temperature measurement (°C) in horse blood versus bubbling nitrogen, carbon dioxide and 
AnaeroGen treatment time.
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The pH changes of horse blood samples in figure 6.12 were similar to those found in 
water. The reason for the pH increase when the sample was treated with nitrogen may 
be due to the formation of ammonia and ammonium N H l  (alkaline) with water 
molecules in the samples. This can be explained by:
M / 3  + H^O <-> N H l ^O H ~ .
On the other hand, the reduction of the pH when the samples were treated with 
AnearoGen or bubbling carbon dioxide was observed in all samples. This is due to the 
fact that AnaeroGen consumes oxygen and produces carbon dioxide; therefore carbon 
dioxide dissolves in the samples and forms carbonic acid which is causing acidosis in 
all samples.
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Fig 6.12 pH measurement in horse blood versus bubbling nitrogen and carbon dioxide and AnaeroGen 
treatment time.
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6.3.3 Horse serum
The serum was separated from the defibrinated horse blood that was supplied by TCS 
Biosciences Company. The reduction of dissolved oxygen content was measured 
during the bubbling of nitrogen gas (Fig. 6.13) and bubbling of carbon dioxide gas 
(Fig.6.14) at a constant flow rate of 1 L/minute in 200mL of serum for 1 hour. Before 
bubbling nitrogen in the serum, the dissolved oxygen was 3.2±0.1 ppm and decreased 
to 0.2±0.1 ppm for Omega meters whereas on the D0400 meter the dissolved oxygen 
was 4.84±0.1 ppm (62.2±1.5 %) and decreased to 0.91±0.1 ppm (11.5±1.5 %). The 
variation of dissolved oxygen measurement was 0.7±0.1 ppm of these dissolved 
oxygen meters. However there was no variation in the reduction of dissolved oxygen 
in both meters when bubbling carbon dioxide. The comparison between dissolved 
oxygen measurements in both meters during bubbling nitrogen and carbon dioxide in 
serum is shown in figure 6.15.
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Fig 6.13 Logarithmic scale of dissolved oxygen in (ppm) and (%) for serum sample versus time (min) 
before, during and after bubbling nitrogen.
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Fig 6.14 Logarithmic scale of dissolved oxygen in (ppm) and (%) for serum sample versus the time 
(min) before, during and after bubbling carbon dioxide.
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Fig 6.15 Comparison of dissolved oxygen in serum between bubbling nitrogen and carbon dioxide.
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Temperature (Fig 6.16) and pH (Fig 6.17) were measured during the treatment of 
serum with bubbling nitrogen, carbon dioxide and AnaeroGen. Decreases of 
temperature were observed during bubbling nitrogen and carbon dioxide but increases 
were observed during AnaeroGen interaction with serum, due to the exothermic 
reaction o f the ascorbic acid in the AnaeroGen sachet. The decrease of pH was also 
observed during the bubbling of carbon dioxide and when using the AnaeroGen sachet 
but it increased during bubbling of nitrogen.
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Fig 6.16 Temperature measurement (°C) in serum versus bubbling nitrogen, carbon dioxide and 
AnaeroGen treatment time.
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Fig 6.17 pH measurement in serum versus bubbling nitrogen, carbon dioxide and AnaeroGen treatment
time.
The comparisons of dissolved oxygen between blood and serum samples treated with 
carbon dioxide and nitrogen are illustrated in Figures 6.18 and 6.19, respectively. It 
can be seen in both figures that the recovery of dissolved oxygen, after one hour of 
bubbling carbon dioxide and nitrogen, was slower in the blood than in semm samples.
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Fig 6.18 Comparison of dissolved oxygen between horse serum and blood during bubbling carbon 
dioxide.
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Fig 6.19 Comparison of dissolved oxygen between horse semm and blood during bubbling nitrogen.
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Fig 6.20 Comparison of dissolved oxygen in water, horse blood and serum using AnaeroGen 
compound.
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A comparison of dissolved oxygen measiirement in mineral water, horse blood and 
serum samples treated with AnaeroGen is illustrated in Figure 6.20. The reduction 
time of dissolved oxygen in samples using AnaeroGen is longer tlian bubbling carbon 
dioxide or nitrogen gases as in Figines 6.18 and 6.19, respectively. The recovery of 
dissolved oxygen, after two hours of AnaroGen treatment, was slower in blood than in 
water or serum samples.
Most of the figures of trends in dissolved oxygen show that Üiere is a difference 
between the readings from these meters significantly gi'eater than the estimated 
accuracy figures quoted by the manufactui'er, in particular. Figures 6.9, 6.13, 6.18 and 
6.19. There are many factors that may affect the measui'ement of dissolved oxygen. 
For example, the probe membrane should be checked and replaced when readings 
become enatic or the calibration is unstable. If  the filling solution (electrolyte) 
evaporates or a large bubble forms in the reservoir, the probe should be refilled. It is 
necessary to insure a steady and continuous movement of the probe in order not to 
deplete the oxygen suiToimding the probe. Stirling can be accomplished by circular 
movement or raising and lowermg the probe in the sample. In the lab, a magnetic 
sthi'er was also used to adjust the stining speed at a constant value however tliis 
increases the temperatme of the fluid and affects the dissolved oxygen, hi some 
applications (i.e blood and gelatine samples), build-ups of residuals may form on the 
membrane and reduce permeability. Therefore frequent cleaning or membrane 
replacement may be required. All these factors may introduce errors in meter reading.
6.4 Conclusion
The factors that affect dissolved oxygen such as partial pressure of carbon dioxide, 
temperature and pH were studied for mineral water, horse blood and horse seium 
samples. Tlrree methods; bubbling nitrogen gas, carbon dioxide gas and Hie 
AnaeroGen compoimd, were used to prepare in vitro hypoxic samples. The 
oxyhaemoglobin dissociation curve is an important tool for miderstanding the factors 
that influence haemoglobin attraction to oxygen. A decrease of haemoglobin affinity 
to oxygen is caused by a decrease in pH, an increase in carbon dioxide concentration 
and an increase in temperatui'e. From the experimental results obtained, bubbling
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nitrogen is not the method of choice for preparing hypoxic samples due to the 
conflicting effects of decreasing temperature and increasing pH values in all samples 
during the reduction of oxygen concentration. Bubbling carbon dioxide in all samples 
causes an increase in their acidity as in the case of hypoxic tumours, due to the 
formation of carbonic acid, however the temperature is reduced. On the other hand, 
using AnaeroGen is the choice method for preparing hypoxic samples due to the easy 
handling of the AnaeroGen sachet as well as the good agreement with the factors that 
affect oxygen reduction.
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Chapter 7
3y Yield - Triple coincidence measurements
7.1 Introduction
Positron emission tomography (PET) is an advanced method of functional imaging 
which has rapidly expanded over recent years. It is used to trace metabolic pathways 
of specific radiolabelled tracers for obtainmg in-vivo quantitative information about 
tissue physiology, biochemistry and pharmacology. The presence of hypoxic tissue 
has been increasingly recognized to be resistant to chemotherapy and radiotherapy, 
both in vitro and in vivo, and accelerates tumom* progression. The development and 
validation of an ideal hypoxic marker in nuclear medicine for detection of tumours 
demands that its oxygen dependency and tlie products which bind to cells or are 
retained withm them ar e essential. The use of tlnee-gannna amiihilation as a new PET 
molecular imaging modality which can predict tumour hypoxia was proposed by 
Kacperski and Spyrou hi 2004. The positronium and its annihilation, could then seiwe 
as an oxygen-sensitive marker. The mechanism of the three-gannna decay process is 
deteiinined by the chemical and physical state of the environment.
The human body is composed of biochemicals. The complex physiological 
mechanisms of the physical and chemical principles of 0% and 00% transport play an 
important and complex role in blood and other tissues. Generally CO2 diffuses in the 
opposite direction to that of O2. hi tunioui' hypoxia, the deficiency o f oxygen occurs 
with imcontiolled cell division causing unbalanced biochemical composition of the 
tissue, such as the reduction of O2, production of CO2, and the fomiation of free 
radicals, species containing one or more impaired electrons. Several types of reactive 
oxygen species (ROS) are generated as a by-product of mitochondrial electron 
transport as probable consequence in rapidly dividing cells [Kin06, Pec05]. Though 
human beings have strong defence systems, various ROS camiot be scavenged 
completely even with the use o f free radical scavengers like ascorbic acid, and
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eventually abnormal happenings occur. Therefore, a noii-invasive technique to assess 
the biochemical environment of hypoxic tumour tissue is the need of the day.
hi tliis chapter the main concept of three-photon positron amiihilation imaging and 
proof-of-principle experiments are explored in order to provide an overview of the 
teclinique to be developed as an additional imaging modality to conventional PET. A 
new analytical technique and methodology for assessing tiiple coincidence imaging 
tecliniques is proposed by using two different conditions in noiinoxic and hypoxic 
enviromiients to explore the possibility of exploiting 3y amiihilation in PET imaging 
for measuring the relative oxygenation of tissues in oncology.
7.2 The concept of three-photon positron annihilation imaging
In spite of the relative rarity o f positron amiiliilation into three photons (Chapter 4), it 
may still be possible to develop a new imaging modality. It would provide information 
not only about the distribution and local concentration of a radionuclide, but also, by 
virtue of the chemical interactions of positronimn, the local chemical enviromnent in 
tissues, hi particular, the concentration of oxygen could be deteiinined, which would 
have significant advantages in oncology applications of PET.
Consider a tlnee-photon decay event that occurs at a point r = (x,y,z) (Fig.7.1). The 
thi'ee amiihilation photons can have energies between 0 and SllkeV , fulfilling the 
laws o f energy and momentum conservation. Their probability distiibution p (Ei, Ea, 
E3) is roughly unifoim over the allowed doniahi [Ore49]. If the tlnee photons of 
energies Ei, E2, E3 are detected in coincidence by three detectors at points rj, 12, 1-3, 
respectively, tlien fiom the momentum conseiwation law we obtain:
E, x~x. x -x^  E. x-x^  ^Px  = — I T + — I T + — I 7  = 0c T-rJ c r-rJ c r-rJ
c T-rJ c r -r , c r-rJ 5
E, Z~Z ,  E^ Z -Z 2 Z -Z 3 ^
c r-rJ c r-rJ c r-r.
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and from the energy conservation law
2m^c^ = 1022keV (7.2)
where me is the electron rest mass. With known detector positions ly, ly, and ly, Üie 
measurement of energies Ei, Ei, and Eg enables the solution of the non-linear set of 
equations (7.1) to detennine the point r; the position at which the amiihilation took 
place. Since the tliree photons aie co-planai’, the set of equations in (7.1) can be 
transfomied into a two dimensional one, due to the finite energy resolution of the 
detectors [Kac04]. Image reconstinction fiom the thiee-photon amiihilatioiis is less 
complex than that of 2y PET, and only needs to solve nmnerically the above 
equations, hi contrast to the 2y decay, in tlnee-photon decay we obtain complete 
infomiation about the position of amiihilation from a single event, rather than 
requiring set of line of responses (LOR). This can be regarded as perfect electronic 
collimation.
The density of points in a given region (Figure 7.2) is proportional to the 
concentiation of the radionuclide as well as the 3y yield in that region. The 
conventional 2y PET scan can be performed simultaneously since the 3y photons have 
their distinct energy range excluding 511 keV, and fulfil the additional constrain in 
equation (7.2). One however needs additional triple coincidence circuitry with pulse 
analysing and registration chamiels. After the appropriate coiTection procedures the 3y 
image can be conipaied to the one obtained from the conventional 2y scan which only 
contains the infomiation about the radionuclide concentmtion. Talcing a ratio o f the 
two images the spatial distiibution of the 3y yield can be derived. In tliis way, new 
kinds of infonnation about the state of a tissue or biochemical processes which are 
talcing place can be gathered.
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Figure 7.1: Scheme of 3y imaging [Kac04a]
7.3 Proof-of-principle Experiments
A simple proof-of-principle experiment in which the energies of photons in triple 
comcidence were measured by one HPGe (55x51 mm) and two Nal(Tl) (76.2x 76.2 
mm) detectors were aiTanged in a plane forming angles of about 120° with respect to 
each other to form a simple 3y scanner [Kac04a]. Two tliin kapton foil sealed ^^Na 
som'ces of activities 0.23 MBq (A) and 0.4 MBq (B) were placed in samples of fine 
silica powder and sealed in glass containers under a niti'ogen atmosphere, were used as 
phantoms (Figure 7.2). After rejecting the energy triplets that do not fulfil condition 
equation (7.2) the image was reconstructed. The energy window for detection of 3y 
was set to 150-480 keV. The resolution is optimal for the symmetric three-photon 
decay with all energies equal to 340.7keV and deteriorates as we move towards 
extreme values, hi practice, we never detect energies horn the entire 3y spectrum 0 - 
511 keV. At the upper end the 511 keV photopealc resulting hom the dominating 2y 
decays has to be cut off. On the other hand, there is a detector and noise-related low-
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energy detection limit wliich introduce large errors in position reconstiTiction. The 
position of the two sources is well reproduced, although the spatial resolution is rather 
poor. The dispersion is partly due to the relatively long range of positrons in the fine 
silica powder (non-point sources), but it is mainly due to the inferior energy resolution 
of the NaI(Tl) detectors (about 10% FWHM)
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Figure 7,2: Arrangement of 3y imaging experiment using one HPGe and two NaI(Tl)
detectors [Kac04a].
The energy resolution is the crucial factor determining the spatial resolution of 3y 
imaging. Figure 7.3 shows the result of another set of experiments using three high 
energy resolution detectors (two HPGe: 55x51 mm and 42x44 mm respectively, and 
one Ge(Li) 35x37 imn) which were positioned as indicated in the figure [Spy05]. 
Two tliin kapton foil sealed ^^Na sources of activities 0.19 MBq (A) and 0.14 MBq 
(B) were placed in samples of fine silica powder and sealed in glass containers under 
nitrogen atmosphere. The image is formed as a set of dots, each corresponding to a 
single 3y positron decay as in Figur e 7.2 and 7.3. The density of points in a given 
region is proportional to the concentration of the radionuclide as well as the 3y yield 
in that region.
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It can. be seen from Figure 7.2 that the location of the annihilation site is broadened 
into a region siuToundiiig tire non-point sources. The spread is nonunifonn as a 
consequence of the particular* position of the detectors. The shift in the centre of mass 
of the reconstructed soince positions is caused mainly by using poorer energy 
resolution scintillator detectors compared to HPGe semiconductors. In addition a 
small drift in one of the electronic channels for Nal(Tl) over the long pei*iod of 
counting, about 50 horns, may have also contributed to a poorer spatial resolution than 
in Figure 7.3. This may be due to variation in laboratory temperature over tliis period 
which is not encomitered with the HPGe liquid nitrogen-cooled detector. Moreover, 
the spatial resolution of the non-point sources in 3y imaging is affected by various 
par ameters of the system wliich may have the influence on the system stability, such 
as the scanner’s field of view (FOV), source-detector distance and size of detectors. 
Poor spatial resolution increases lineai*ly with the linear size of the detectors and the 
diameter of the scanner. It should be noted that the Nal(Tl) detectors are of different 
size horn the HPGe semiconductor. A few point far from the soui'ces obtained most 
probably from random triple coincidences.
60
Ge(Li)
50
40
30
20
10
HP-GeHP-Ge
0 10 20 30 40 500 60
X [cm]
Figure 7.3 : Arrangement of 3y imaging experiment using two HPGe and one Ge(Li)
detectors [Spy05].
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The detectors most widely used in PET scanners had been based on bismuth 
gemianate (BGO) scintillators but in the last 10 to 15 years were replaced by lutetimn 
oxy-orthosilicate (LSO) scintillation detectors. Their energy resolution of about 12% 
would give a spatial resolution >8 cm, wliich is not adequate to obtain a useM  image 
[Kac05]. But if  HPGe detectors of energy resolution about 0.2% are employed, the 
spatial resolution decreases below 1 cm, wliich is comparable to the influence of the 
size of detectors used [Kac05]. Scintillator detectors are now chosen for PET scanners 
mainly because of their good stopping power and relatively low cost. However, recent 
progress in the physics and teclmology o f broad-band semiconductor materials, in 
particular cadmium telluride (CdTe) and cadmium zinc telluride (CdZnTe), used as 
high resolution, rooni-temperatui'e gaimiia-ray detectors opens-up the possibihty of a 
wide range of their applications in medical imaging, including PET [Eis99, AmrOl]. 
The achieved energy resolutions of less than 2% FWHM at 356 keV gaimna photons 
would give a reasonable spatial resolution in 3y imaging. Certainly, a number of 
various technical problems have to be resolved to obtain an overall good performance 
scanner based on these types of detectors. Probably the main reason why the 3y 
aimihilations have not been considered useflil for imaging so far is the limitation of 
the choice o f detector.
7.4 Experimental procedure and sample preparation
7.4.1 Experimental set-up
It is important for the tliree-photon positron aimihilation detection system to have a 
good system of optimising and coupling between the output of the detectors and the 
rest of the counting system to minimise any somrces of noise that may change or affect 
the signal quality and amplify the signal before it can be recorded. The preamplifier is 
the first element in a signal-processing chain and its function as an interface between 
the detectors and the electronics. It is used to amplify the small signals produced by 
the detectors, shape the signal pulse and match the levels of impedance between 
detectors and electronics that follow. A spectroscopy amplifier is also used to amplify 
and reshape the pulse signal from the preamplifier in order to mmimise pile up and 
overload. On the other hand, it is used to maximise the perfonnance at high counthig
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rates. It also helps to provide better signal-to-noise ratio in the analysis of individual 
pulse amplitude [KnoOO, Che03]. The set-up used in the experiments is shown in
figure 7.4.
Timing Fliter Amplifier
Anip.
OÎ
Timing Filter Amplifier
Timing Filter Amplifier
ComputerADC
Triple
Coincidence
Unit
Figure 7.4: Experimental set-up
The coincidence time is the measure of the accuracy in time within which three 
simultaneous events can be detected by the tliree detectors. Wlien the aimihilated 
photons are recorded, the tliree detectors should trigger the pulse height discriminator 
at the same time. This time spread m response of the tlnee detectors requires that a 
finite time window setting into the coincidence circuit. The timing signals have to be 
amplified then fed to the timing single channel analyzers (TSCAs) before the tiiple 
coincidence imit. TSCAs are used to generate logic pulses that con*espond to the 
energy range of interest.
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The triple coincidence unit is a fast coincident unit, which combines the pulses that 
airive from the tlnee TSCAs. This imit can be regarded as an electronic collimator. It 
generates a logic output pulse when leading edges of all of the enabled logic inputs 
occur within the selected coincidence window. The analogue-to-digital converter 
(ADC) unit used in this measurement has the capability of accepting four sampling 
chaimels; it has four ports from which tlnee are receiving the energy signals from the 
detectors while the fouith receives the timing signal from the coincidence unit. All 
these analogue signals will be converted to digital signals before being directed to the 
computer. The computer has an analyser supported by Lab View Software mider a 
windows operating system used to record and store pulses in chaimels wliich 
con*espond to certain energies.
The output energy signals, collected from the tlnee detectors, are amplified by tlnee 
spectroscopic amplifiers before these signals are fed into the ADC. The energy 
calibration of the detection system is important in order to have a miifomi response 
and for the collected spectra to be quantitative, hi order to cover tlie entire energy 
range of interest from SlkeV to 511keV for the three photon positron amiihilation 
energies, ^^^Ba and ^^Na sources were used for the calibration of the HPGe and CZT 
detectors. The spectnmi analysis was perfomied by the computer proginm (Winginph) 
that selects six photopeaks corresponding to the energies of interest. The channel 
number that coiresponds to the Inghest count rate of each selected photopeak was 
recorded. Then after plotting the linear graphs of energy against chamiel number for 
each detector, gradient, intercept points and correlation coefficient were calculated. 
These figures were used for the calibration of the system.
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Table 7.1 : Energy calibration for the three HPGe detectors.
Source Energy (keV)
Channel number
Detector A Detector B Detector C
"'Ba
81 311 268 279
276 1053 919 973
302 1153 1006 1068
356 1357 1179 1259
383 1466 1279 1359
“ Na 511 1952 1696 1810
Intercept point (keV) -0.17 -0.13 2.57
Gradient (keV/ch) (1262 0.301 0.281
Correlation coefficient (R^ ) 1.00 0.99 1.00
600 1
500 -
400 -
300 -O)
UJ
200  -
HPGe
HPGe
HPGe
100 -
500 1000 1500 2000 2500
Channels
Figure 7.5: Energy calibration for the three HPGe detectors
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Table 7.2: Energy calibration for the three CZT detectors.
Source Energy (keV)
Channel number
Detector A Detector B Detector C
'%Ba
81 222 263 273
276 803 968 937
302 868 1054 1020
356 1020 1237 1198
383 1107 1336 1310
511 1484 1801 1718
Intercept point (keV) A86 6.92 -0.96
Gradient (keV/ch) 0.342 0.281 0.297
Correlation coefficient (R^ ) 0.99 0.99 &98
600 1
500 -
400 -
>, 300 - o
lU
200  -
♦  CZT (A) 
■ CZT (B) 
A CZT (C)
100  -
500 1000 1500 2000
C h a n n e ls
Figure 7.6: Energy calibration for the three CZT detectors.
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7.4.2 Procedure of the M easurem ent and Sample Preparation 
Tliree liigli-pmity gemiaiiiiun (HPGe) detectors (EG&G Ortec) were connected in 
coincidence and arranged in a plane with angles of about 120° to each other to foiin a 
simple three photon positron annihilation scanner (Fig. 7.4). The size and operating 
voltages for the three HPGe detectors respectively were as follows: 0  55.0 x 51.0 
mm, -2500 V; 0  42.4 x 44.1 mm, +3000 V and 0  66.5 x 66.5 mm, +2200 V. A ^^Na 
source of activity 0.094 MBq was used which has the decay chai*acteristics shown in 
Figure 7.7. It decays by positron emission (90.4%) and electron captine (9.5%), 
followed by a gamma energy of 1274 keV (99.9%) almost simultaneously. For 
coincidence studies it should be noted that 1274keV can increase the probability of 
random coincidences occuring. The source was embedded in fine silica powder to 
form orthopositronimn into the free volume between the powder grains in a jar 
[Bra68]. The upper and lower energy discrimination windows of the timing single 
channel analysers (TSCA) were adjusted to form an adequate time window for 
selecting the events of interest and the output presented to the triple coincidence unit. 
The triple coincidence events were identified with a timing resolution window about 
40ns and the energies m the tliree chaimels were registered by simultaneous samphng 
thi'ough an analogue-digital converter (ADC).
The 3y yield was studied in two different environments, ambient air (nomioxic 
enviromnent) and in a hypoxic environment where AnaeroGen™ material (AN0025A, 
from OXOID Ltd., Hampshire, England) was used [Ana05]. The AnaeroGen™ 
contains ascorbic acid and activated carbon which reacts on contact with air. 
Atmospheric oxygen is consumed by the AnaeroGen™ and produced about 9% of 
carbon dioxide in a sealed jar. This teclinique significantly differs from those 
commonly used as hypoxic conditions occin with no evolution of hydrogen. Also no 
addition o f water is needed to activate the reaction.
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The experimental study was designed to measure Hie 3y yield by using 3y coincidence 
events having an energy sum of 1022keV under two different conditions in nomioxic 
and hypoxic environments to explore Üie possibility of exploiting 3y amiihilation in 
PET imaging for measming the relative oxygenation of tissues in oncology.
Na'
(90.4%)
;o.i%)
E (MeV)
2.840
1.820
1.274
Y
Figure 7.7: Decay scheme of Na^^.
7.5 Results and Discussion
Measurement of the 3y yield in tlie two different samples was recorded under identical 
operating conditions, each started with equal positron activity and counted for the 
same time of 48 horns, hi figiue 7.8 the green dashed curve in each spectmm 
represents the data fitting of tme triple coincidence photon events in which the tluee 
detected photons have deposited their total energy of 1022keV in tliree detectors 
conibmed. hi order to extract the events corresponding to the full-peak energy 
photopeak (1022keV) detected 3y aimihilations, filtering has to be perfomied, in 
which only events with all three energies ai*e less than or equal to S llkeV  and flilfil 
equation (7.2), The background midemeath the full-peak was considered as a 
decaying exponential shape. The results show tliat the total registered events for the
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sample in the normoxic environment and the hypoxic environment were 19722± 140.4 
counts and 19741±140.5 coiuits, respectively. However, the tme 3y events foimd after 
fitting the sum pealc of 1022keV were 1374±37 counts in the normoxic enviromnent 
and 1738±42 comits in the hypoxic enviromnent. Therefore, the percentage of the 
events qualified as 3y is about 26.5% higher in the hypoxic environment. It should be 
noted that the eiTor in the peak yield 1022keV due to fitting was fomid smaller than 
the statistical eiTor.
It has been reported that oitho-positroniimi is highly quenched by oxygen [Hey61, 
Coo67, ChaOl]. hi this experiment the 3y yield in these two environments was 
different due to a vaiiety of quenching processes including conversion of ortho- 
positionhun to para-positi'onimn. The spin conversion operates rapidly in 
paramagnetic media, such as O2, to allow an equilibrium statistical distribution of the 
positronium spin state, exactly as hi free amiihilation. Therefore, tlie number of ortho- 
positL'onium (3y) to pma-positronimii (2y) is quenched rapidly in the noiinoxic 
environment. The vaiiation of quenching rate can be deteiinined both, in a high 
quenching rate mediiuii as in O2 or in a low quenching rate mediiun as in CO2, thus 
providmg valuable infonnation about hypoxic conditions. Tliis allows the 
development of a non invasive method which can be tested against existmg oxygen 
measurement devices for deteiinining and imaging the relative oxygenation of tissues 
in oncology.
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Normoxic environment
Energy (keV)
Hypoxic environment
♦
Energy (keV)
Figure 7.8: Summed energy spectrum of three gamma coincidence events in the normoxic and hypoxic
environments for the same time of counting.
Image reconstruction with three photon positron annihilation is unlike the complex 
methods required for conventional 2y PET. One only needs to solve numerically the 
non-linear equation (7.1) to retrieve r from 3y event. A simple method of image 
reconstruction was developed by Kacperski and Spyrou (2004). By making use of the 
energy dependence of the positioning a ‘set of points’ image was produced. Figures 
7.9 and 7.10 show the 3y images in hypoxic environment and normoxic environment, 
respectively. Maple software was used to reconstruct three photon images. 
Attenuation correction for 3y events is in general difficult [Kac05, SpyOS]. It does not 
have the advantage of relatively easy attenuation correction as in conventional 2y 
PET, where the attenuation along any line of response is constant, independent of the
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site of aniiiliilation and can be measured directly by a transmission scan. For each, 
point in an object and each particular combhiation of energies and emission directions 
of the tliree photons, the attenuation factor will be different, hi general attenuation for 
3y photons is higher than for 2y because of lower energies.
If there are nuclear decay gamma-ray photons accompanying positron emission, e.g. 
Na^^, the rate of triple coincidences and false 3y events may increase significantly, 
although still most of them could be rejected due to the energy conservation condition 
equation (7.2). The main source of spiuious counts is the 2y random coincidences 
where two 511 keV photons pass through two of the detectors, while the tMrd one is 
hit by one of the 1274 keV photons, which are partially detected, so that they fall 
within the energy range of the 3y spectnun. The sum energy can then be larger or 
smaller than 1022 keV depending on the energies deposited in the detectors. The few 
pomts that aie fai* from the soiu'ce in the reconstructed image probably arise horn the 
random tiiple coincidences. The level of background would be much lower for a pure 
position emitter like which is most coimnonly used isotope in clinical PET scan.
The set up of many 3y experiments was canied out using three CZT detectors. They 
were connected in coincidence and arranged in a plane with angles of about 120° to 
each other to form a simple three photon position amiüiilation seamier. The size of the 
tlnee CZT detectors was lOnnn x 10mm x 7.5nnn for each one. A thin kapton foil 
sealed ^^Na source of activities 0.107 MBq were placed in samples of fine silica 
powder and sealed in glass containers under nitrogen atmosphere. The total registered 
events were 99392±315 counts and only 800±28 events qualified as tme 3y registered 
dining a period of 9 days, Unfortmiately the small crystal sizes of CZT detectors, are 
showing that these particular detectors are not appropriate for coincidence circuit 
measurements. Thus there are no valid conclusions for the suitability of CZT detectors 
in 3y PET imaging can be extrapolated from the specific dimensions and experimental 
set-up.
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Figure 7.9: 3y imaging in hypoxic environment.
HPGe (B)
HPGe (A)Eo
HPGe (C)
x(cm)
Figure 7.10: 3y imaging in normoxic environment.
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7.6 Conclusion
The 3y yield was measured in noiinoxic and hypoxic enviromnents using the triple 
coincidence measurement of tliree high-energy resolution detectors (HPGe). The 
AnaeroGen™ was used to generate a hypoxic environment. The percentage of the 
coincidence events qualified as 3y was 26.5% higher in the hypoxic environment. This 
is due to the variation of quenching processes of triplet positronium into its singlet 
state when o-Pg collides with atoms or molecules in a media. The exploitation of 3y 
imaging may open up a new area of interest in medical positron emission tomography 
(PET) as a new analytical method to evaluate hypoxic tumom in oncology. Oxygen is 
laiown to be a stiong o-Pg quencher where 2y aniiiliilation replaces the 3y process. 
Therefore, it is possible for hypoxic cells to be characterised by higher 3y rates than 
those cells which are well oxygenated. 3y imaging could be used as a monitoring tool 
to detennine oxygen contents in different physiological and oncological conditions. It 
is predicted that the 3y imaging of hypoxic tumom cells with a PET scanner will yield 
‘hot spots’.
The limitations of 3y imaging seem to be in the first place the low number of counts, 
especially with high attenuation and the spatial resolution limited mainly by the 
energy resolution of detectors. Higli energy resolution would be able to resolve events 
arising fi'om Compton scattering which do not correspond to 3y events that fall within 
the energy range of the 3y spectrum. It has been demonstrated that the simple system 
of thi'ee liigh-energy resolution detectors (HPGe) is able to produce images of tlnee 
photon positron amiihilations using the simplest possible procedure by solving 
equation (7.1) for each registered 3y event and producing a set of point images. HPGe 
detectors offer superior energy resolution however the need for cryogenic cooling and 
cost make the choice rather impractical at least for clinical PET. The most likely 
appropriate semiconductor detectors to be used for a PET seamier incorporating tlnee 
photon aimihilations are the room temperature semiconductors like CZT. Although 
their energy resolution is not as good as that o f HPGe, they have a significantly better 
stopping power and are much more convenient to handle without the need of 
cryogenic cooling.
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High resolution spectroscopy and sufficient number of counts obviously needs to be 
addressed for 3y imaging. It is therefore important to find out whether tlie new 
scintillator detector materials which are gradually making their way into PET and 
SPECT imaging teclmology can be used, instead of semiconductors, for tliis 
application. A series of experiments was carried out with different samples in order to 
study the effect of ortho-positi-onium fomiation as explained in the next chapter. Two 
methods, apart from triple coincidence, were compared in the measurement of the 
relative 3y to 2y yield.
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Chapter 8 
The relative yield of 3y/2y positron annihilation 
using semiconductor and scintillation detectors
8.1 Introduction
The mechanism of the 3y decay process is deteiinined by the chemical and physical 
state of the environment in winch the interaction between the positron and medium 
can be investigated on the basis of two fundamental phenomena; inhibition of 
positronium formation which leads to 2y aniiiliilation or formation of the positionium 
which leads to 3y annihilation (Chapter 4). If  positronium is formed, the ratio of 3y to 
2y will approach the limit tlnee to one for 100% positronium formations because of 
the three to two distiibution of triplet to singlet positronimn. Quenching of the ortho- 
positronimii (3y state) into para-positi'onium (2y state) takes place when ortho- 
positmnium interacts with the atoms or molecules in the medimii. This will reduce the 
ratio of tlnee-photon to two-photon events and also the lifetime of ortho-positroniuni.
In condensed materials such as metals, positronimn camiot be formed because of the 
presence of free electrons [DauBl]. The 3y yield to be expected in the complete 
absence of positronium formation is given by the calculation for a position in a free 
aimihilation and is equal to 1/372, i.e. 0.27% [Ore49]. hi most polymers, molecular 
liquids, fine powders and gases the positronium is formed but the quenching effect of 
ortho-positronium state varies [Hei57, Bel65, Lee65]. Strong quenching of the ortho­
positronium state is found in oxygen, which is known to catalyse the conversion of 
triplet positronimn to singlet state [Deb54, Hei57, Hey61]. Kacperski and Spyrou 
[Kac04a] proposed that usefril information can be extracted from the ortho- 
positronium 3y decay in positron emission tomogi'aphy (PET) imaging as a measure of 
the oxygen content in biological tissues and particularly in hypoxia by deteiinmation 
of this relative yield. However, high resolution spectroscopy is required and it is 
therefore important to find out whether the new generation of scintillator detectors can 
be used, instead of semiconductors, for this application.
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Progress in the physics and teclmology of broad-band semiconductor materials and 
scintillation detectors has made possible a wider range of their application in medical 
imaging, hi this experimental study, a comparison between high-purity germanium 
(HPGe), sodium iodide (NaI(Tl)), lanthanum chloride (LaCl3:10%Ce) and lanthanum 
bromide (LaBi'3:5%Ce) was carried out in tenus of the relative Sy/Zy yield obtained. 
Ideally, scintillation crystals or semiconductor materials used in medical imaging 
applications should have high detection and scintillation efficiency, good energy, time 
and spatial resolution, short dead time, fast scintillation response and mechanical and 
chemical stability. Unfortunately not all these requirements can be met by any of the 
commercially available detectors. Thus tliere has been considerable research and 
development of new inorganic scintillators witli enlianced performance [Dam06, 
Kuli04]. Table 8.1 smnmaiises the compai'ative properties of LaBisiCe, LaChiCe, 
NaI(Tl) and HPGe detectors used in this study [KnoOO, Mos05].
The aim of this study is to evaluate and characterise LaBrsiCe, LaClsiCe, NaI(Tl) and 
HPGe detectors for the determination of the 3y yield with different quenching 
materials, hi addition, this work is aimed to compaie detection properties of these 
detectors m order to investigate the potential use of the relative new scintillator 
materials for tliree photon positron annihilation imaging where high energy resolution 
and good efficiency are required. A series of experiments was carried out with 
different samples in order to study the effect of orthopositi'onium foimation. The 
peak-to-peak and the peak-to-valley methods were compared in the measurement of 
the relative 3y to 2y yield.
Table 8.1; Summary of comparative properties for LaBi3:Ce(5%), LaCl3;Ce(10%), Nal(Tl) scintillators 
and HPGe semiconductor detectors [KnoOO, Mos05, Sal07].
LaBi'3:Ce LaChiCe Nal(Tl) HPGe
Density (g/cnP) 5J9 3.79 3.67 535
Decay time (iis) 26 28 240 -
Light output 
(photons/51 Ike V) 32200 25000 19400 -
Effective atomic 
number (Zg )^ 47 46 50 32
Energy resolution 
(at 511 keV) 3% 4% 7% <1%
Wavelength (nm) 380 350 415 -
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8.2 Methods for calculating the relative yields of 3y/2y annihilation
The measurement of the relative yields of the three photon positron annihilation to 
two photon positron amiihilation is one of the methods for investigating the formation 
and quenching processes of positronium that affect the yield rate of the tlnee photon 
positron annihilation. Besides the application of the simple triple coincidence 
teclniique (Chapter?), two methods have been used and evaluated to measure tlnee 
photon positron annihilation using a single detector. These are the peak-to-peak and 
the pealc-to-valley methods. None of the positron amiihilation processes measured by 
these methods is ciurently captmed and utilized by conventional PET. The yields were 
used to obtain tlnee photon estimates from the reduced comits in the full-energy 
photopeak at 511 keV as was done by previous workers [Hey61, Bus64, Gai64, 
Ber65, Rao72, Taii82]. They were used to measine the relative yields of 3y/2Y 
positron amiihilation in magnesiimi oxide, Teflon, silica and different metals. 
Recently these two methods were investigated using biological samples [Chi09] and 
assessed by employing a single detector of HPGe, Nal(Tl), LaCBiCe and LaBrgiCe in 
tinn [Alk09].
8.2.1 Peak-to-peak method
The peak-to-peak method was applied to estimate the relative yields of three photon 
positron amiihilation, using a single detector. This method measines the frill energy 
photopealc area of the 511 keV gamma peak obtained with the sample and the same 
for the reference material. Tliis method works mider the natural assmiiption of the 
equality o f positrons emitted in both cases [AndOl]. The ^^Na source used has a 
positron yield of 90.4% as well as gamma-ray energy at 1274 keV of relative intensity 
99.9% which is emitted ahiiost simultaneously. The number of photons detected in the 
full energy photopealc area of the 1274 keV peak obviously does not depend on the 
formation of positronium. The spectrmii is normalized in order to have the same full 
energy photopeak area of the 1274 keV peak.
If Si is the intrinsic efficiency of the 511 keV photon peak produced from the 
amiihilation of the positron and 82 is the intrinsic efficiency of tlie 1274 keV photon 
peak then for the reference material the count rate can be calculated as:
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J 5^u^ = 2 x s , x A  (8 ,1)
•^ 1274„y — Sj X A (8.2)
where Si and, 62 ai'e the intrinsic efficiencies for 511 keV and 1274 keV gannna-ray
peaks, respectively. A is the activity of the source and R is the coimt rate for the two
different quanta [AndOl]. In an analogous way for the sample under examination:
^511, = 2 x f i X ^ x ( l - 7 ) y ) (8.3)
^ 1 2 7 4 a  ~  ^ 2  X  ^  ( 3  4 )
where s refers to the sample under investigation and P^y is the probability of 
positionium formation. The count rates of the 1274 keV peak should be equal since 
the emission of these quanta does not depend on the formation of positronimn.
-^ 1274^  ^ “  ^12745 (8.5)
By subtracting the count rates for the 511 keV pealcs, the Bgy can be measured
according to the following equations:
D  =  -^511, = 2 x g ; X P j j ,  X A  (8.6)
The difference D is attributed to the increase of the three photon positr on annihilation 
in the tested sample and tlie relative yield of three-to-two photon amiihilation is:
3r
R511re f\ V J J
Y  R^511^
(8.8)
Wliere {R^^ùref ^^d {Rsu)s the number of counts in tlie 511keV full energy
photopeak area obtained in the reference material and in the sample, respectively. 
Aluniinmn was used as the reference material because positronium carmot form in 
metals [Dau81] and the probability of three gamma events is known, not to exceed 
that for a fine amiiliilation, typically quoted as 1/372 [Ore49].
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8.2.2 Peak-to-valley method
The peak-to-valley method is based on the principle that tlnee gamma events cause 
the shift o f counts from the flill-energy photopeak at S llkeV  to lower energies. Thus 
the relative yields of the tlnee photon positron aimihilation to two photon positron 
annihilation is obtained by measming the ratio of the comits of gannna rays in the 
spectrmn lower than S llkeV  (valley region) emitted from tlnee photon positron 
aimihilation to the counts in tlie full-energy photopealc area at S llkeV  gamma peak. 
Compared to two-gaimna emissions, tlnee-gamma emissions are less energetic due to 
the sharing of the initial energy by three instead of two ganmias. The reduced comits 
hi the full-energy photopealc therefore reflect a change in competition between two- 
gamma and tlnee-gaimna events. Then the relative yields of SyÆy aimihilation 
photons can be calculated by the comits of the valley and the peak [Hey61, Bus64, 
Taii82].
3), ( K - K R ^
Y , ,  <“ >2y  ps
where Rv and Rp are the nmnber of comits in Hie selected valley region and the 
photopealc area at SllkeV  gamma peak, for the sample under investigation, 
respectively, p. is the ratio of the valley to the peak regions detection efficiencies 
(83/S2) multiplied by the factor (3/2) which accounts for the comits emitted in tlmee 
and two gaimiia events. The term K can be obtained by measuring the reference 
material, K= /R„ , where R^ , and ai*e the coimts in tlie valley and peak
Y re f P r e f  ’  r e f  P r e f  ^
regions in the reference material, respectively. ^  is the theoretical correction for the 
selected region of the valley to the whole theoretical spectmm of 3y aimihilation.
Due to the presence of Compton backgromid at low energies, in the 0-340keV region, 
part of the valley region is generally chosen to be between the Compton edge and the 
51 IkeV. This part is coiTected by the factor ^ to derive the total 3y coimts for the 
whole theoretical 3y aimihilation predictions of the continuous spectmm of the y-rays
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fi'om orthopositronium 3y decay [Tan82, Cha85, Jin95]. Originally Ore and Powell 
[Ore49] calculated the lowest-order energy spectrum which was expressed as: 
l \ k { i n - k )  2 m { m ~ k Ÿ . m - k  2 i n - k  2m{m- k) ^
Wliere k  is the y-ray energy and m is the rest mass of the electron. It is a continuously 
rising distribution in the energy range from 0-511keV.
8.3 Experimental comparison between semiconductor and scintillation detectors 
using with Teflon and silica samples
8.3.1 Materials and Methods
Four detectors were used in this study. LaBisiCe and LaCla.'Ce scintillators, doped 
with 5% and 10% of cerium respectively were supplied by Saint-Gobain™. The 
LaCritCe and LaBrsiCe crystals were directly coupled to Hamamatsu R6231 
photomultiplier tube (PMT) and XP2060 respectively. The Nal(Tl) crystal, doped with 
approximately 0.5% of thallimn, was directly coupled to a PMT (SCIONX 51 B 51/2). 
The High-piuity Germanium (HPGe) detector was by EG&G Ortec, Model GEM- 
50P4. The size and operating voltages for the LaBrs.'Ce, LaCls.'Ce, Nal(Tl) and HPGe 
detectors respectively were as follows: 0  25.0 x 25.0 mm, 478 V; 0  44.4 x 50.8 mm, 
737 V; 0  50.8 x 50.8 mm, 540 V and 0  66.5 x 66.5 mm, 2200 V. The crystals were 
iiTadiated by a wide range of y-ray pomt souices (^^^Ba, ^°Co, ^^^Cs and ^^Na). These 
isotopes cover the energy range of approximately 81 keV to 1332 keV. Gamma-ray 
spectra for each source were recorded with these detectors under identical operation 
conditions, such as acquisition time and siuToundmg shielding material.
Aluminium foils of 0.25 imn thickness were used as reference materials because in the 
presence of fi'ee electrons, positi'onimn cannot form. The samples imder investigation 
were Silica and Teflon®. Silica was supplied by Griffin & George Limited and used as 
a sample material to fonn ortho-positronium into the free volume between the silica 
grains [Bra68]. Teflon® (polytetrafluoroethylene, PTFE) of 0.05 mm thickness is a 
pai'affrn based material which has some or all o f its hydrogen replaced by fluoride. It 
was used because it favours the foiination of tiiplet-positronium since quenching is
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low [Cha67]. In order to reduce the different gamma-ray absorption effects, the 
sample, the reference material and the ^^Na source were prepared in a five layer 
sandwich. The sample rate was obtained by placing the sample next to the source and 
the reference material on the outside; the reference rate was obtained by interchanging 
the position of Aluminium and Teflon® as shown (Figure 8.1).
Teflon
0
Aluminium
Source
Fig. 8.1: Sandwich arrangement of aluminium, Teflon and the radiation source.
8.3.2 Results and Discussion
The characterisation of the gamma-ray detection properties of LaBrs.’Ce, LaClsiCe, 
Nal(Tl) and HPGe detectors was obtained by using the Genie™ 2000 spectroscopy 
system software. The study involved recording of detected spectra and measurement 
of energy resolution and intrinsic photopeak efficiency (Figures 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4). The 
crystals of these detectors are of different sizes and densities, namely 5.29 g/cm^, 3.79 
g/cm^, 3.67 g/cm^ and 5.35 g/cm^ respectively. In order to allow comparison, the solid 
angle subtended of the detectors was set at 0.22 steradian subtended between source 
and detectors for all measurements.
8.3.2.1 Energy resolution and intrinsic photopeak efficiency
Figure 8.2 shows the measured energy resolution for the four detectors with the gains 
set to encompass all energies of interest (i.e. up to 1332 keV). The HPGe detector 
shows its superior energy resolution over the scintillation detectors. The energy 
resolution figures achieved for the lanthanum based crystals are twice as good as that
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of Nal(Tl). For instance, for the ^^Na 511 keV y-ray, energy resolutions of 
(3.37±0.08)%, (4.11±0.03)%, (6.91±0.17)% and (0.50±0.01)% were measured for 
LaBrsiCe, LaClgiCe, Nal(Tl) and HPGe, respectively (Figure 8.3).
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Fig. 8.2: Measured energy resolution of LaBr3:Ce, LaChrCe, Nal(Tl) and HPGe detectors versus y-ray
energy.
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Fig. 8.3: Measured FWHM for the ^^ Na 511 keV y-ray of LaBr3:Ce, LaCl3:Ce, Nal(Tl) and HPGe
detectors.
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Figure 8.4 shows the percentage of intrinsic photopeak efficiency for all detectors. It 
shows the high detection efficiency of Nal(Tl) is comparable to that of LaBrsiCe. For 
instance, for the ^^Na 511 keV y-ray, intrinsic photopeak efficiency of (29.1±0.8)%, 
(22.2±0.5)%, (29.9±0.6)% and (12.8±0.9)% were measured for LaBrgiCe, LaCI]:Ce, 
Nal(Tl) and HPGe, respectively. LaBr]:Ce and LaCl]:Ce have drawn significant 
interest due to their high scintillation yield and superior energy resolution which make 
them very valuable alternatives to most of the conventional scintillators and 
semiconductors.
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Fig. 8.4: Measured intrinsic photopeak efficiency of LaBr3 :Ce, LaCbiCe, Nal(Tl) and HPGe detectors
versus y-ray energy.
8.3.2.2 The relative yield of 3y annihilation
The relative 3y/2y yield was measured for a positron emitter ^^Na with the new 
scintillator detectors LaCI]:Ce and LaBr]:Ce, which had been characterised together 
with Nal(Tl) and HpOe detector. Table 8.2 shows the measured ratios of the relative 
yield of 3y/2y positron annihilation for the four different detectors by the peak-to-peak 
method for Teflon® and silica samples. It is clear that the 3y/2y value of both samples
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shows the highest ratio when using the Nal(Tl) detector. This is due to the high 
detection efficiency of 3y annihilation to be detected by Nal(Tl) detector. On the other 
hand, the HPGe detector shows the lowest value of 3y/2y due to relatively poor 
detection efficiency. For the lanthanum based ciystals the 3y/2y values obtained were 
in between the values of the Nal(Tl) and HPGe detectors. Lanthanum based crystals 
have the advantage of excellent energy resolution and good efficiency among the 
scintillation detectors wlrich makes them valuable alternatives to most of the 
conventional scintillators and semiconductors for investigating the 3y yield .
Table 8.2: The measured result of 3y/2y positron aimiliilation by the peak-to-peak metliod.
Relative yield 3y/2y 
(10'^)
Type of detector Teflon Silica
Nal(Tl) 3.26±0.10 4.0160.16
LaBi3:Ce 3.04±0.11 3.4160.18
LaCI]: Ce 2.17±0.11 2.9860.13
HPGe 2.0360.11 2.1260.14
Table 8.3 illustrates the measured ratios of the relative yield of 3y/2y positron 
aimihilation for the four different detectors by the peak-to-valley method for Teflon® 
and silica samples. Different paifs of the valley region were chosen to be between the 
Compton edge and the 51 IkeV for each detector. Figure 8.5 shows the selected valley 
region and the photopeak area at 511keV gamma peak for the Nal(Tl) detector. The 
results of table 8.3 show vaiiation in the relative yields, the broader the valley region 
selected the higher is the relative yield of 3y/2y positron annihilation obtained.
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Fig. 8.5: selected valley region and the photopeak area at 51 IkeV gannna peak for NaI(Tl) detector.
As expected, the relative yield of 3y/2y measured for the silica samples was higher 
than that of Teflon® sample m both peak-to-peak and peak-to-valley methods. This 
result agrees with the theory of positroniiun formation, hi principle the precision of 
the peak-to-peak method only depends on the counts in the peak region. The precision 
can be improved by increasing the accumulated coimts in the peak region. The results 
of the peak-to-peak method neither depend on the valley region where the coimts are 
relatively low, nor are related to the conection factors ^  and p  values (equation 8.9). 
However, in the pealc-to-valley method these factors must biing about errors, therefore 
the possible improvement of the precision is limited even if the time of measurement 
is increased. Thus die experimental precision of the peak-to-peak method is certainly 
better than the peak-to-valley method. The only limitation of using the peak-to-peak 
method is when the positron emitting source has only one peak as in the case of 
The relatively longer lived position emitter zirconium-89 (^^Zr), with a half-life about
78.4 hours, has recently drawn significant interest hi the detection of lymph node 
métastasés in head and neck cancers using PET imaging [Dij09, Nag07, Don07]. The
89Zr source has a positron yield of 44.2% as well as a gamma-ray energy at 908 keV
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of relative intensity 100% which is emitted almost simultaneously. Therefore pealc-to- 
pealc method can be clinically applied. Table 8.4 shows the main characteristics of 
positi'on emitters used in preclinical and laboratory studies.
Table 8.3: The measured result of 3y/2y positron aimiliilation by the peak-to-valley method.
Nal(Tl)
Valley Region
1FWHM 2FWHM 3FWHM
400-470
keV428.69-464keV
393.38-464
keV
358.07-464
keV
Relative 3y/2y 
(10-")
Teflon 1.55+0.07 3.16±0.11 4.53±0.15 2.93+0.12
Silica 1.92±0.11 3.59±0.16 4.90+0.22 3.99±0.16
HPGe
Valley Region
1FWHM 2FWHM 3FWHM 4FWHM 5FWHM
400-470
keV504.4-507keV
501.8-507 
keV
499.3-507
keV
496.7-507
keV
494.2-507
keV
Relative
3y/2y
(10-")
Teflon 0.38+0.02 0.44+0.02 0.50±0.03 0.56+0.03 0.60+0.03 2.02+0.07
Silica 0.63±0.04 0.74±0.06 0.83±0.06 0.98+0.07 1.07+0.08 2.66+0.20
LaBi3:Ce
Valley Region
1FWHM 2FWHM 3FWHM 4FWHM 5FWHM
400-470
keV462.78-480
keV
445.56-
480
keV
428.34-
480
keV
411.12-
480
keV
393.9-
480
keV
Relative
3y/2y
(10-^)
Teflon 1.03±0.06 1.50±0.08 1.98±0.10 2.80±0.12 3.65±0.14 2.96+0.12
Silica 1.29±0.09 1.92+0.13 2.69+0.16 3.30+0.18 4.37+0.21 3.59+0.19
LaCl3:Ce
Valley Region
1FWHM 2FWHM 3FWHM 4FWHM 5FWHM
400-470
keV454-475keV
433-475
keV
412-475
keV
391-475
keV
370-475
keV
Relative 3y/2y 
(10")
Teflon 0.84+0.06 1.22+0.08 1.76±0.10 2.48+0.13 3.19±0.15 2.09±0.11
Silica 1.11±0.06 1.59+0.09 2.26±0.11 3.11±0.13 3.93±0.15 2.75+0.11
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The uncertainty in the peak-to-peak and peak-to-valley methods, respectively were 
calculated using the equations as quoted in reference [Tan82] (Appendix A). The 
associated uncertainties if  calculated using error propagation analysis will give 
significantly greater errors than those quoted in Tables 8.2 and 8.3. It is recommended 
that further analysis of the errors for both methods should be calculated by taking into 
account the various factors in the experiments, such as the geometry of the different 
samples.
Table 8.4: The main characteristics of positron emitters used in preclinical and laboratory studies
Positron Emitter Production Half-lifeTi/2
Main p+ energies 
(keV) (%)
Intrinsic spatial 
resolution loss 
(mm)
Main y energies 
(keV) (%)
18p ''0(p,n)
"%e(d,a) 1.83 hr. 633 0.7 511 (194)
^Cu ^Ni(d,2n)^Ni(p,n) 12.7 hr. 653 (17.4) 0.7
511
1345
(38)
(&5)
®^Zr 78.4 hr. 897 (22.7) 1.0 511908
(44.2)
(100)
'"F(a,n)
''Mg(d,a) 2.62 yr. 546 (90.4) 0.6
511
1274
(180)
(99.9)
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8.4 Gammasphere experiment using in blood samples of different 
oxygenation levels
8.4.1 M aterials and Methods
The potential of incoiporating 3y annihilation into PET to detect oxygenation levels in 
biological samples was greatly accelerated by investigation using the Gammasphere 
facility at Argonne National Laboratory, Chicago, USA. The contract was awarded to 
Spyroii and tlie experiment canied out by Kacperski in November 2005. The data 
analysis was reported by Spyrou’s group in September 2007 and Febmary 2009 
[Pre07, Chi09]. The Gammasphere is a spherical ainay of 110 HPGe detectors, each 
enclosed in a bismuth geiinanate (BGO) Compton-suppression shield. This provides a 
imique combination of high sensitivity and high resolution for gaimna-ray 
specti'oscopy.
in the fonn of fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) was used as the radiation source within 
each sample. With a short half-life (llOmin), this is the positron source most 
connnonly used in PET for tracking body glucose metabolism. As a pure position 
emitter, this clinical source creates additional challenges compared to laboratory 
sources typically used for tlnee-gamma studies, e.g. ^^Na. In ^^Na, positron emissions 
are accompanied by 1.274MeV gannna rays, which provide the reference time trigger 
and the reference peak coimt in positronium lifetime and peak-to-peak analyses, 
respectively; both are useful methods of analysis for estimating 3y ratios.
The haematological samples from sheep were aseptically collected and supplied by 
Hemostat Laboratories in the USA; whole blood, haemolysed blood, serum and cell 
concentrate. The whole blood had been treated with the anticoagulant sodium citrate. 
The haemolysed blood had been lysed by tlrree complete fr'eeze-thaw cycles. The 
serum had been sterile-filtered. For each measurement, a vial containing about 5ml of 
the sample, either oxygenated or deoxygenated, was placed at the centre of the 
detector assembly. About IMBq of ^^F-FDG had been injected into the sample. 
Dui'ing the measui'ements of oxygenated and deoxygenated samples a continuous flow 
of a varying mixture of O2 and N2 gas was blown over the sample. Measurements with
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aluminium were caiTied out by sandwiching between two alimiiniuin foils of 1.5 imn 
thickness on which a few drops of ^ ^F-FDG had been dried.
8.4.2 Results and Discussion
The ratios of the relative yield of 3y/2y positron amiiliilation was calculated by using 
the peak-to-valley method as the ratio of the coimts summed over the FWTM of the 
M l-energy photopeak to the coimts simmied over the 400-5OOkeV range m the 
gamma spectrum. The FWHM and the FWTM of the 511 keV peak were 3.0 and 6.1 
keV, respectively.
Figuie 8.6 shows that the relative yield of 3y/2y, from the haematological samples, 
varied as much as 11% between haemolysed blood in an environment of with 2% O2 
and deoxygenated cell concentrate in an enviromnent of N2 gas. This variation 
suggests that the measurement of the relative yield of 3y/2y is sensitive to the 
chemical composition of the biological samples. Haemolysed blood, where 
haemoglobin had been liberated from red blood cells, and serum, where haemoglobin 
was absent, samples exposed to air were not differentiable. The similaiity in the 
relative 3y/2y yield between the two confirms that bound O2 did not cause changes in 
3y yields. Both samples have different levels of bound O2 but similar levels of fi.*ee 
(dissolved) O2 due to their contact with the atmosphere. Table 8.5 shows the 
approximation of dissolved oxygen concentration in die haematological samples
The deoxygenation of serum produced an increased 3y ratio, consistent with the 
reduced effects from O2, which is known to quench ortho-positi'onium as well as to 
inliibit positronium formation [Coo67, Kak90]. Whole blood and haemolysed blood, 
both containing haemoglobin, appear to have little change in 3y ratio after 
deoxygenation. Cell concentrate was foimd to have a reduced 3y ratio after 
deoxygenation. It is relatable to the pai*amagnetic properties of haemoglobin, which 
may act as a quenching agent for ortho-positronium. The findings that the 
deoxygenation of serum increased 3y ratio whereas the deoxygenation of cell 
concentrate reduced 3y ratio support the suggestion that fine haemoglobin might have 
played a quenching role.
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These results which were analysed by tlie peak-to-valley metliod suggest that the 
behaviour of the samples on oxygenation and deoxygenation does not only depend on 
O2 solubility alone but also depend on the sample containing haemoglobin, whether 
free, bound, or in venous blood, free O2, fine CO2, oxyhaemoglobin, 
carboxyhaemoglobin, other chemical species that could have contributed to 
insensitivity in in-vitro samples. However, the blood components used here served 
only as biological samples. The choice by no means suggests the restriction of 3y PET 
to the detection of blood chemistiy. hi tissue hypoxia applications, for example, 3y 
PET is aimed at detecting in-vivo the local chemistry of the tissue itself, not the blood. 
This is important because measuiing blood oxygen pressuin (free oxygen in the blood) 
would not provide mfomiation on the oxygen available to the tissues; a highly 
hypoxic patient could have a distorted oxygen dissociation cuiwe and/or a poor 
haemoglobin count but a noiinal blood oxygen pressure [HocOl, Chi09].
Table 8.5: The approximation of dissolved oxygen concentration in the haematological samples
sample Time
(hour)
Oxygen concentration
ppm %
Haemolysed blood (N2) 1 0 0.3 5
Haemolysed blood (2 %0 2 ) 2 3 35
Haemolysed blood 
(1 0 %O2) 2 4 50
Semm (N2) 1 0 0.3 5
Serum (1 0 %O2) 2 4 50
Cell concentrate (N2) 2 1 1 0
Wliole blood (N2) 2 0.5 7
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Haemolysed blood (air) 
Haemolysed blood (N2) 
Haemolysed blood (2 %0 2 ) 
Haemolysed blood (1 0 %O2)
Serum (air) 
Serum (N2) 
Serum (1 0 %O2)
Cell concentrate (air) 
Cell concentrate (N2)
Whole blood (air) 
Whole blood (N2)
Water (air)
0.14 0.15
Figure 8 .6 : The relative yield of 3 7 / 2 7  for die haematological samples
8.5 Conclusion
111 this study, the relative yield of 3y/2y positron annihilation for investigating the 
fonnation and quenching processes of positroniiun in the Teflon® and silica samples 
was measured. A comparison between semiconductor and scintillation detectors was 
carried out in teiins of the relative 3y/2y yield using the pealc-to-peak and peak-to- 
valley methods. The peak-to-peak method can only be applied when the position 
emission source is accompanied by radiative transition gaimna ray (e.g. ^^Na, ^Cu, 
^^Zr) which provides the reference pealc count in the peak-to-peak analysis. The 
experimental precision of the peak-to-peak method is better than the peak-to-valley 
method. This is due to the fact that the peak-to-peak method only depends on the 
counts in the peak region and the precision can be improved by increasing the 
accumulated counts in the peak region. From the results, the lanthanum based crystals 
(LaBi'aiCe and LaCla.'Ce) have the potential to replace Nal(Tl) and HPGe due to good 
energy resolution and good detection efficiency and can be the scintillators of choice 
for determining the yield of 3y positron aimihilation. The energy of thi'ee gaimna rays
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must fulfil the condition that Ei + E2 + E3 = 1022keV and therefore the detector must 
be able to resolve these tlnee energies.
The peak-to-valley method was applied to measine the relative yield of 3y/2y position 
annihilation using in 1 1 haematological samples of different oxygenation levels. 
The relative 3y/2y yield was foimd to vary as much as 11% between the components 
investigated. The sensitivity of this teclmique in differentiating the biological samples 
is encouraging. Interpretation of the variation in the 3y yield in tenns of the presence 
of fi’ee O2, free haemoglobin and caiboxyhaemoglobin was attempted. The 
paramagnetic properties of haemoglobin foimd in whole blood, haemolysed blood and 
cell concenti’ate acts as a quenching agent for ortho-positronium. The deoxygenation 
of serum produced an increased 3y ratio, consistent with the reduced effects fr’om O2, 
which is laiown to quench ortho-positroniimi. We do not rule out additional modes of 
positronium quenching, quenching by other biochemical species as well as the 
hiliibition of positronium fonnation. The results should encourage furdier studies on 
the different confounding factors contributing to the change in 3y yields in biological 
tissues.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion and future directions
Positron emission tomography (PET) is a fiuictional imaging modality which is at 
present the most sensitive teclmique for cancer detection. Today, research and clinical 
work is concentrating on the use of PET as a multimodality system for more specific 
oncology areas such as responses to therapy applications and radiotherapy treatment 
planning. PET with the advent of new labelled positron emitting pharmaceuticals 
agents as cellular markers for detection of tumour hypoxia have demonstrated a 
certain amoimt of success in these areas and are expected to be in the forefront of 
these new imaging applications, hi tliis thesis, however, tlie work is an approach to the 
new addition of a novel modality of 3y PET to conventional 2y PET as the 
positronium and its aimiliilation, could seiwe as an oxygen-sensitive marker.
Tlnee photon positron aimihilation as a new imaging modality can be developed as a 
non-invasive method for detection of tumour hypoxia. Changes in 3y yield in matter 
aie mainly due to changes in o-Ps quenching. One can predict tliat as the oxygen has 
higlily quenched oifho-positronium (o-Ps), the low oxygen level in hypoxic cells may 
give higlier tluee gamma yield events than in more oxygenated cells. Therefore if  the 
work is continued to obtain images of samples with varying oxygen levels, it may be 
possible that hypoxic (or necrotic) tissue can be imaged directly as ‘hot spots’. Also 
the image of 2y can be mapped with that of 3y and new valuable information can be 
extracted.
Follow-up research and more precisely measui'ements of thiee-photon positron 
annihilation in biological samples (‘in-vitro’ non-hmnan) aie required before taking 
any fiuther steps to construct a new seamier. Are the differences in 3y yields, 
in tissues, in relation to the oxygen measurable and with what sensitivity? The 
answers to these questions depend on the precision of the measurements of three
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photon events and the accuracy o f the oxygen concentrations in biological samples. It 
also depends on the ability of the system to detemiine the variation of quenching rate 
of the other molecules in tissues, e.g. either high quenching rate of oxygen or low 
quencliing rate of carbon dioxide, which may provide valuable information not only of 
the location, but also the state of oxygenation of tumoius.
Study of oxygen measiuements in biological samples initially were examined 
experimentally, in Chapter 5. Efforts have been made to highlight the advantages of 
die polarogi'aphy over colorimetery tecliniques for measiuing different levels of 
dissolved oxygen in biological samples. In Chapter 6 , fmflier work for miderstanding 
and establishing the main factors that affect oxygen measurements under various 
conditions in defibrinated horse blood, plasma and mineral water were canied out by 
the introduction of controlled quantities of nitrogen and carbon dioxide tlirough 
samples as well as AnearoGen to reduce oxygen, in preparation for hypoxia 
investigations. Study of the effect of vaiiation of these values with teniperatiue and 
pH is critical in translation from in-vitro to in-vivo. Based on the oxyhaemoglobin 
dissociation ciuwe for understanding the factors that influence haemoglobin attraction 
to oxygen; a decrease of haemoglobin affinity to oxygen is caused by a decrease in 
pH, an increase in carbon dioxide concenti'ation and an increase in temperature. From 
the experimental results obtamed, bubbling nitrogen is not the method o f choice for 
preparing hypoxic samples due to the conflicting effects of decreasing teniperatiue 
and increasing pH values in all samples during the reduction of oxygen concentration. 
Bubbling carbon dioxide in all samples causes an increase in their acidity as in the 
case of hypoxic tmnoius, due to the formation of carbonic acid, however the 
temperature is reduced. On the other hand, using AnaeroGen is the choice for 
preparing in-vitro hypoxic samples due to the easy handling the AnaeroGen sachet as 
well as the good agrcement with the factors that affect oxygen reduction. The next 
step ought to be in testing this with cultured cells. It would also be interesting to 
extend the work further by carrying out a similar study with gelatine, a soft tissue 
equivalent medium, and AnaeroGen reducing agent.
Determination of the relative oxygenation of samples by ortho-positroniiun 3y decay 
for futiue application in oncology as a new analytical method to detect hypoxic 
timiour in oncology was investigated in Chapter 7. Thi'ee high-puiity gemianium
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(HPGe) detectors were connected in coincidence and arranged in a plane with angles 
of about 1 2 0 ° to each other to form a simple tluee photon positron annihilation 
seamier. The 3y yield was measured in nomioxic and hypoxic environments, where 
AnaeroGen was used to generate the hypoxic enviromnent. The percentage of the 
triple coincidence events qualified as 3y was found to be 26.5% higher in the hypoxic 
enviromnent. A laboratory soiuce, ^^Na, is a position emitter (90.4%), followed by a 
gamma energy of 1274 keV (99.9%) almost simultaneously. The latter may contribute 
false 3Y events when partially detected. Using a clinical pme position emitter, for 
the triple coincidence experiments is certainly worth fiuther exploration in the 
variation of quenching processes between samples and therefore detemiine oxygen 
content and concentration.
The potential use of the new scintillator detectors, e.g. lanthanum chloride (LaClsUe) 
and lanthaniun bromide (LaBrsrCe), was investigated in Chapter 8 . The experimental 
part focused on measuring the relative 3j/2y yield in different samples by using a 
smgle detector. A comparison between the peak-to-peak and the peak-to-valley 
methods was examined. The peak-to-peak method can only be applied when the 
positron emissions soiuce are accompanied by a radiative transition gamma ray (e.g. 
^^Na, "^^ Cu, ^^Zr) which provide the reference peak count in the peak-to-peak analyses. 
The experimental precision of the peak-to-peak method is better than the peak-to- 
valley method. This is due to the following; the peak-to-peak method only depends on 
the counts in the peak region and the precision can be improved by increasing the 
accumulated counts in the peak region. However, in the peak-to-valley method part of 
the spectrmii is selected as the counts of the valley region, therefore it is necessary to 
correct the ratio of the 3y counts in the selected part with the total 3y coimts in the 
whole theoretical spectmm of 3y annihilation. Fiufhermore the average detection 
efficiency of the detector for 2y and 3y should be coiTected by considering the ratio of 
gamma rays emitted from 2y and 3y aimihilation. The results of the pealc-to-peak 
method neither depend on the valley region where the counts are relatively low, nor 
are related to the correction factors mentioned above. The possible improvement of 
the precision of the peak-to-valley method is limited even if  the time of measurement 
is increased. The only limitation of using the pealc-to-peak method is when the 
positron emitting source has only one peak as in the case of ^^ F i.e. a pui'e positron 
emitter.
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Chapter 9 Conclusion and future dnections
The pealc-to-valley method was applied to measure the relative yield of 3y/2y positron 
amiiliilation using in 1 1  haematological samples of different oxygenation levels. 
The experiments were canied out at the Argomie National Laboratory using the 
gaimiiasphere instrument, USA. The relative 3yt2y yield was fomid to vary as much as 
11% between these components investigated. The sensitivity of tliis teclmique in 
differentiating the biological samples is encoiuaging. Interpretation the variation in 
the 3y yield in tenns of the presence of free 0%, free haemoglobin and 
carboxyhaemoglobin was attempted. The paramagnetic properties of haemoglobin 
found in whole blood, haemolysed blood and cell concentrate acts as a quenching 
agent for ortho-positroniiun. The deoxygenation of serum produced an increased 3y 
ratio, consistent with the reduced effects from O2, which is known to quench ortho- 
positronium. These results should encoiuage fiuther studies on the different 
confounding factors contiibuting to the change in 3y yields in biological tissues.
In order to introduce the 3y teclmique as complementary to conventional 2y PET, 
high-energy resolution detectors are needed to improve the quality of the image and 
reduce the noise due to scattered events arising from Compton scattering which do not 
correspond to 3y events, hi addition, the detector should have high detection 
efficiency at energies of interest, as well as fast timing response. Chaiacterisation of 
semiconductor and scintillation detectors was performed in tins thesis in order to 
obtain good frmctional response and to evaluate the suitability of the detectors in a 
tluee photon positi'on aimihilation detection system. Use of the new scintillator 
detectors LaBraiCe and LaCEiCe, indicates that their high scintillation yield and good 
energy resolution makes them valuable alternatives to most of the conventional 
scintillators and semiconductors for investigating the formation and quenching 
processes of positronium in different samples. They will also provide a more effective 
means of resolving the 3y annihilation photon energies for coincidence measmements. 
A series o f experhnents should be carried with different geometrical configurations 
using single and tluee coincidence detectors, compaiing measm'ements with the 
different type of detectors including CdZnTe semiconductor. The ideal clinical 
radioisotopes to carry out these experiments are ^^Zr and ^^ F for the single and triple 
coincidence detectors, respectively.
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Appendix A: Definitions and formulas
Disintegration rate of a source: Da = Da ■ e
Wliere Do is the number of disintegrations at time 1=0 and X is the disintegration constant. 
The number of photons of energy E emitted per disintegration: l /
Number of photons of energy E emitted by a source per unit time: = D^ •
Number of photons of energy E that are incident on a detector per unit time:
cAbsolute full-energy photopeak efficiency; a^bs,p “  —^  ^  100% 
Error in absolute full-energy photopeak efficiency:
(7Eabs,p
hitrinsic full-energy photoneak efficiency:
Error in intrinsic full-energy photopeak efficiency:
--^ x lO O %
^Emt,p -
1
Cl/47V ^E abs,p
'abs,p CT,Q/4«'
Solid angle subtended bv a cylindrical detector at a point source:
= 27T
\
Where d is the distance source-detector crystal and a is the radius of the detector crystal.
Error in the solid angle factor: c.Q/4flT 17U
1
+ a^
cr^
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Solid angle subtended bv a rectangular detector at a point source:
a b
0  = 4- arctan- 2 2
d
1 / 2
Where a, b are the sides of the rectangle, and d is the distance source-detector crystal. 
Error in the solid angle factor:
cr,n/4;r
a h 
2 2
7 t
d ‘
1
+  •
a
2 y
\2
+ 1 ^  I + d ^
1 +  - r
d^ v2
b \ + d^
(7a
EiTors calculation in the peak-to-peak method
E rro ï\y  -  
27
R S U re f R
R 511,
511, 372
R 511,
+.J_ r  + R
^ 5 U s  \  - ^S l l s
511c
Errors calculation in the peak-to-vallev method
-  /<R ) k +V k + ylk + k^ Aju  J ----------------------- 4 - ____________________________I____L_ y  -----£_
nError^ ------ — ± ----- :----- f = ------+ —2r
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Appendix B: Detectors specifications
HPGe detectors
Detector (A) was a p-Type High Purity Ge detector, model #GEM 10175-p, serial #
31-TP 20644 A and bias volt +3000V (Positive). Its crystal diameter was 42.4mm, its 
crystal length 44.1mm while the gap between crystal and end cap of the detector was 
3nmi.
Detector (B) was an n-Type High Purity Ge detector, model #GMX 20190, serial #
32-TN 10846 A (R-2431) and bias volt -2500V (Negative). Its crystal diameter was 
55mm, its crystal length 51mm while the gap between crystal and end cap of the 
detector was 3mm.
Detector (C) was a p-Type High Purity Ge detector, model #GEM 50P4, serial # 44- 
TP 12070 A and bias volt +2200V (Positive). Its crystal diameter was 66.5mm, its 
crystal length 66.5mm wliile the gap between crystal and end cap of the detector was 
4nmi.
CZT detectors
All tliree detectors had a rectangular crystal of lOnnn x lOnmi x 7.5imn dimensions, 
while the gap between crystal and end cap o f the detector was 5.5mm. Also, all tliree 
detectors had a bias volt of -lOOOV (Negative). Detector’s A model# was B1591, 
detector’s B model# was B1592 while detector’s C model# was B1590.
Naim)
Dimension 50.8x50.8mm, 540V, Scionix Holland 
LaBivCe
25.0x25.0mm, 478V, Saint-Gobain 
LaCT:Ce
44.4x50,8mm 737V Saint-Gobain
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Appendix C: Peak-to-peak and peak-to-valley methods
Peak-to-peak metliod wMi Teflon 
Teflon Nal(TI)
Peak-to-peak Counts Time counts/sec
Correction
factor
Corrected
c/s
R511 Teflon 
sample 1.14E+07 86400 1.32E+02 1.01 E+00 1.34E+02
R1274 2.21 E+06 86400 2.56E+01 2.59E+01
R511 Al reference 1.19E+07 86400 1.38E+02 1.38E+02
R1274 2.24E+06 86400 2.59E+01 2.59E+01
Yield 3.26E-02
Error 1.02E-03
Teflon HPGe
Peak-to-peak Counts Time counts/sec
Correction
factor
Corrected
c/s
R511 Teflon 
sample 8.74E+06 86400 1.01E+02 1.01E+00 1.02E+02
R1274 2.52E+06 86400 2.92E+01 2.95E+01
R511 AI reference 9.00E+06 86400 1.04E+02 1.04E+02
R1274 2.55E+06 86400 2.95E+01 2.95E+01
Yield 2.03E-02
Error 1.08E-03
Teflon LaCIgiCe
Peak-to-peak Counts Time counts/sec
Correction
factor
Corrected
c/s
R511 Teflon 
sample 1.03E+07 86400 1.19E+02 1.01 E+00 1.20E+02
R1274 2.02E+06 86400 2.34E+01 2.36E+01
R511 AI reference 1.06E+07 86400 1.23E+02 1.23E+02
R1274 2.04E+06 86400 2.36E+01 2.36E+01
Yield 2.17E-02
Error 1.05E-03
Teflon LaBrsiCe
Peak-to-peak Counts Time counts/sec
Correction
factor
Corrected
c/s
R511 Teflon 
sample 6.81 E+06 86400 7.88E+01 9.82E-01 7.74E+01
R1274 1.09E+06 86400 1.26E+01 1.24E+01
R511 AI reference 6.87E+06 86400 7.95E+01 7.95E+01
R1274 1.07E+06 86400 1.24E+01 1.24E+01
Yield 3.04E-02
Error 1.14E-03
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Peak-to-peak metliod with silica 
Silica Nal(TI)
Peak-to-peak Counts Time counts/sec
Correction
factor
Corrected
c/s
R511 Silica 
sample 1.88 E+06 86400 2.18E+01 1.07E+00 2.34E+01
R1274 4.16E+05 86400 4.81 E+00 5.17E+00
R511 Al reference 2.10E+06 86400 2.43E+01 2.43E+01
R1274 4.47E+05 86400 5.17E+00' 5.17E+00
Yield 4.01 E-02
error 1.61 E-03
Silica HPGe
Peak-to-peak Counts Time counts/sec
Correction
factor
Corrected
c/s
R511 Silica 
sample 3.49E+06 86400 4.04E+01 1.03E+00 4.15E+01
R1274 1.14E+06 86400 1.32E+01 1.35E+01
R511 AI reference 3.65E+06 86400 4.22E+01 4.22E+01
R1274 1.17E+06 86400 1.35E+01 1.35E+01
Yield 2.12E-02
error 1.35E-03
Silica LaClaiCe
Peak-to-peak Counts Time counts/sec
Correction
factor
Corrected
c/s
R511 Silica 
sample 4.39E+06 86400 5.08E+01 9.80E-01 4.98E+01
R1274 9.78E+05 86400 1.13E+01 1.11E+01
R511 A1 reference 4.42E+06 86400 5.12E+01 5.12E+01
R1274 9.59E+05 86400 1.11E+01 1.11E+01
Yield 2.98E-02
error 1.29E-03
Silica LaBrgiCe
Peak-to-peak Counts Time counts/sec
Correction
factor
Corrected
c/s
R511 Silica 
sample 1.21 E+06 86400 1.40E+01 1.08E+00 1.51E+01
R1274 2.22E+05 86400 2.57E+00 2.77E+00
R511 AI reference 1.34E+06 86400 1.56E+01 1.56E+01
R1274 2.39E+05 86400 2.77E+00 2.77E+00
Yield 3.41 E-02
error 1.82E-03
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Peak-to-valley metliod witliNaI(Tl)
Teflon
1FWHM
Valley 
Région keV 
428.69-464
Rvref
402726
Rpref
3644545
Rvs
408535
Rps
3486797
k
0.1105
M
1.7508 0.2456
yield
0.01550
Error
0.00072
2FWHM 393.38-464 831842 3644545 842596 3486797 0.2282 1.801 0.2359 0.03156 0.0011
3FWHM 358.07-464 1396616 3644545 1402890 3486797 0.3832 1.8612 0.2271 0.04527 0.00149
Silica Nal
Valley Region 
keV Rvref Rpref Rvs Rps k M yield Error
1FWHM 428.69-464 204722 1787045 210651 1715087 0.1146 1.7508 0.2456 0.01922 0.00105
2FWHM 393.38-464 423550 1787045 432632 1715087 0.2370 1.801 0.2359 0.03587 0.00160
3FWHM 358.07-464 707864 1787045 714891 1715087 0.3961 1.8612 0.2271 0.04901 0.00216
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Peak-to-valley metliod with HPGe
Teflon HPGe
Valley
Region
keV Rvref Rpref Rvs Rps k M yield Error
1FWHM 504.4-507 125872 7258068 134043 6962020 0.0173 1.6289 0.3098 0.00379 0.00020
2FWHM 501.8-507 193172 7258068 200889 6962020 0.0266 1.6406 0.3072 0.00444 0.00024
3FWHM 499.3-507 248254 7258068 255636 6962020 0.0342 1.6523 0.303 0.00502 0.00028
4FWHM 496.7-507 307688 7258068 314637 6962020 0.0424 1.6528 0.3003 0.00564 0.00031
5FWHM 494.2-507 359369 7258068 365174 6962020 0.0495 1.6573 0.297 0.00597 0.00034
Silica HPGe
Valley 
Region keV Rvref Rpref Rvs Rps k M yield Error
1FWHM 504.4-507 53645 2293918 58472 2200180 0.0234 1.6289 0.3098 0.00632 0.00041
2FWHM 501.8-507 93098 2293918 97487 2200180 0.0406 1.6406 0.3072 0.00739 0.00055
3FWHM 499.3-507 126581 2293918 130495 2200180 0.0552 1.6523 0.303 0.00825 0.00064
4FWHM 496.7-507 162833 2293918 166821 2200180 0.0710 1.6528 0.3003 0.00975 0.00074
5FWHM 494.2-507 194665 2293918 198331 2200180 0.0849 1.6573 0.297 0.01073 0.00082
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Peak-to-valley method witli LaClaiCe
Teflon LaCl
1FWHM
Valley 
Region keV 
454-475
Rvref
289810
Rpref
3823218
Rvs
294387
Rps
3702231
k
0.0758
M
1.71 0.2578
yield
0.00842
Error
0.00057
2FWHM 433-475 553989 3823218 556195 3702231 0.1449 1.7463 0.2504 0.01219 0.00082
►' 3FWHM 412-475 835751 3823218 837602 3702231 0.2186 1.7834 0.244 0.01757 0.00104
4FWHM 391-475 1151900 3823218 1155294 3702231 0.3013 1.8213 0.2385 0.02478 0.00125
5FWHM 370-475 1544737 3823218 1547103 3702231 0.4040 1.8599 0.233 0.03194 0.00149
Silica LaCI
1FWHM
Valley Region 
keV 
454-475
Rvref
323160
Rpref
3878289
Rvs
331157
Rps
3754701
k
0.0833
M
1.71 0.2578
yield
0.01105
Error
0.00060
2FWHM 433-475 619467 3878289 625878 3754701 0.1597 1.7463 0.2504 0.01593 0.00087
3FWHM 412-475 906282 3878289 914270 3754701 0.2337 1.7834 0.244 0.02257 0.00108
4FWHM 391-475 1212411 3878289 1224565 3754701 0.3126 1.8213 0.2385 0.03114 0.00128
5FWHM 370-475 1543346 3878289 1558070 3754701 0.3979 1.8599 0.233 0.03927 0.00147
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Peak-to-valley metliod with LaBr i^Ce
Teflon LaBr
1FWHM
Valley 
Region keV 
462.78-480
Rvref
124458
Rpref
2339837
Rvs
133844
Rps
2302728
k
0.0532
M
1.8229 0.2624
yield
0.01031
Error
0.00056
2FWHM 445.56-480 233242 2339837 245939 2302728 0.0997 1.8511 0.2563 0.01501 0.00079
3FWHM 428.34-480 348905 2339837 364878 2302728 0.1491 1.8796 0.2504 0.01984 0.00099
4FWHIVI 411.12-480 465106 2339837 487985 2302728 0.1988 1.9086 0.2456 0.02803 0.00117
5FWHM 393.9-480 608623 2339837 638107 2302728 0.2601 1.938 0.2406 0.03645 0.00136
Silica LaBr
1FWHM
Valley 
Region keV 
462.78-480
Rvref
61264
Rpref
1056423
Rvs
63976
Rps
997481
k
0.0580 1.8229 0.2624
yield
0.01285
Error
0.00088
2FWHIV1 445.56-480 116712 1056423 119272 997481 0.1105 1.8511 0.2563 0.01917 0.00126
3FWHM 428.34-480 171593 1056423 174629 997481 0.1624 1.8796 0.2504 0.02686 0.00157
4FWHM 411.12-480 227877 1056423 230584 997481 0.2157 1.9086 0.2456 0.03298 0.00184
5FWHM 393.9-480 287277 1056423 291561 997481 0.2719 1.938 0.2406 0.04367 0.00210
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Peak-to-valley method. -  valley range 400-470keV
f. Teflon
Valley 
Region keV 
400-470
Rvref
919658
Rpref
3644545
Rvs
923462
Rps
3486797
k
0.2523
M
1.7839 0.2395
yield
0.02927
Error
0.00118
i
Siiica
Nal(TI)
Vailey 
Region keV 
400-470
Rvref
404605
Rpref
1787045
Rvs
417554
Rps
1715087
k
0.2264
P
1.7839
Ç
0.2395 1
yield
0.03991
Error
0.00155
Teflon HPGe
Valley
Region
keV
400-470
Rvref
1296533
Rpref
7258068
Rvs
1306508
Rps
6962020
k
0.1786
P
1.8614 0.2395
yield
0.02024
Error
0.00065
f
Silica HPGe
Valley 
Region keV
400-470
Rvref
992815
Rpref
2293918
Rvs
978388
Rps
2200180
k
0.4328
P
1.8614 0.2395
yield
0.02664
Error
0.00202
•> Teflon LaCIgiCe
Valley 
Region keV
400-470
Rvref
922952
Rpref
3823218
Rvs
927423
Rps
3702231
k
0.2414
P
1.814 0.2395
yield
0.02094
Error
0.00109
Silica LaCIsiCe
Valiey Region 
keV 
400-470
Rvref
994088
Rpref
3878289
Rvs
1007224
Rps
3754701
k
0.2563
P
1.814 0.2395
yield
0.02747
Error
0.00113
Teflon LaBra.’Ce
Valley Region 
keV 
400-470
Rvref
475097
Rpref
2339837
Rvs
499387
Rps
2302728
k
0.2030
P
1.9467 0.2395
yield
0.02964
Error
0.00116
Silica LaBrgiCe
Valley Region 
keV 
400-470
Rvref
236671
Rpref
1056423
Rvs
240167
Rps
997481
k
0.2240
P
1.9467 0.2395
yield
0.03591
Error
0.00185
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